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Abstract

This study is a focused ethnography around the sociology of a classroom’s built environment and
its young inhabitants. I spent three months immersed in a kindergarten classroom where I used
child-centered research methods (ie. the kids created collaborative and individual classroom
maps and conducted child-led video tours) alongside participant observation to gather data
related to how young children perceive and experience the materiality and spatiality of their
classroom.
As a result of grounded visual and multimodal analysis, I centered the young children’s
voices and perspectives and discovered how the kids picked up on certain physical and symbolic
markers bounding zones of interaction in their built environment: territories for learning↔ work
and privacy ↔ play. Patterns of mobility through these territories revealed how children in the
classroom had uneven access to the profits afforded by the classroom’s space. My work reveals a
strong intersection between smartness, agency, and access to resources through mobility (ie.
physical action and vocal action) in the classroom tied to perceptions of kids’ conformity to
norms and cultural alignment with the teacher’s expectations.
The findings from this study are relevant to both teacher preparation programs and
veteran teachers because they take into consideration how young children make sense of the
learning opportunities afforded by different materials and places in the classroom as well as the
impact of the spatial organization on classroom interactions. The results of this study point to the
need to pay close attention to the perceptions of young children in school, for they are observant
and pick up on the subtleties of their environment in ways that reproduce social norms.
Educators should pay attention to how the classroom’s built and material environment is

implicated in kids’ perceptions of what matters in school and their access to learning
opportunities there. In this study, I consider equity of opportunity through the lens of the
relational built environment, distribution of resources, and access in the classroom. Teachers and
the professionals who prepare teachers can consider how the environments they design and use
socialize kids into certain ways of being and belonging in the classroom.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Currently, not much is known about how young children perceive their classroom
environment. Nor is much documented around how the built environment itself shapes kids’
perceptions of schooling. While much is documented around the peer cultures of kids in school,
their discourse communities, and how they assert their agency, the explicit connection between
the physical and material components of the classroom and how young kids make sense of them
has not been explored as deeply. How these environments shape and are shaped by the social
interactions occurring through space is missing from the literature. This dissertation is based on
the understanding that by examining the physical and material components of a classroom from
young children’s perspectives, it is possible to glean young children’s meaning-making within
the space while identifying ideologies that persist through it.
My intention with this dissertation study was to use a focused ethnography coupled with
a grounded visual analysis to examine what young children deemed important for the purposes of
schooling. I sought to document how young children interacted with the physical and material
anchors of their kindergarten environment. This dissertation study leaned on a combination of
qualitative methods including participant observation and visual analysis of kid-created artifacts
to probe the ways kids made sense of their schooling. In doing so, I found meritocratic ideologies
of individual conformity and efficiency that had been internalized by the youth participants in
this study.
As a result of this study, I suggest that educators need to consider how the spatiality of a
classroom influences meaning-making and identity development for young children, how the
language used by adults when describing actions occurring within the space shapes the kids’
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understanding of school priorities, and how examining the spatiality of the classroom can reveal
inequitable ideologies at play within the space.
The Built Environment is not just a Backdrop
Seminal studies of childhood and schooling begin with a description of the physical
environment:
•

Barrie Thorne’s (1993) influential piece, Gender Play, notes kindergarten children, on
their first day, being directed “…to a predesignated place at one of the five long tables
that filled the center of the room. Above each table, dangling by string from the ceiling,
was a piece of cardboard whose color and shape matched its printed name: ‘Blue Circle,’
‘Brown Triangle,’ ‘Red Diamond’” (p. 30).

•

Anne Haas Dyson (1993) describes the flow of students and herself from the outdoor
playground, through the large double doors of the school, between walls of child- and
adult-made displays, passing classroom doorways, important school meeting places, a
library, the cafeteria, the Farm and Garden, and finally entering the K/1 classroom site of
her study where she spots “James standing in front of the children, who are seated on the
classroom rug” (p. 33).

•

In the opening sentence to her book documenting the economy of dignity, Allison Pugh
(2009) writes, “…I am sitting with some children at a table where they are supposed to be
doing their homework” (p.1).

•

William Corsaro’s (2003) text begins, “I enter the outside play area of the preschool and
walk up to two four-year-old girls, Betty and Jenny, who are sitting in the sandpile” (p.7).
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In many studies of learning environments, settings are merely backdrops for interactions:
stagnant and immobile. And scholars posit that too little attention has been paid to the built
environment’s influence on social interactions and school curriculum, especially from the
perspective of the environment’s inhabitants (Könings et al., 2017; van Merriënboe et al., 2017;
Woolner, Hall, Wall, & Dennison, 2007). Certainly, physical space and the positioning of actors
undergird sociological studies of educational settings. The built environment and human
interaction are inextricably linked, and the classroom setting can be considered a third educator,
beside the teacher and the child (Malaguzzi, 1993; Strong-Wilson & Ellis, 2007). This
dissertation aims to probe the built environment in the chaos of social interaction within a
classroom. Using a micro-geographic context (a classroom case study) to ground the analysis of
young children’s social processes of learning, I document the largely taken-for-granted ways that
the spatiality of the classroom intertwines with students’ learning experiences.
Statement of the Problem and Research Questions
In American public schools, tables and desks are ubiquitous. They are found across grade
levels and content areas, in school offices, classrooms, and even in hallway corners. In designing
school classrooms, architects imagine how the environment will be used, socially engineering the
pedagogy and interactions that may occur in the space (Darian-Smith & Willis, 2017); teachers
and students are recipients of a built environment, though teachers have a great deal of leverage
within the space to design and rearrange material components with learning in mind. Images of
historical one-room schoolhouses are marked with tidy desks set in rows, reflecting the civility
and order expected in the space while modern classrooms may intersperse desks and chairs with
flexible sit/stand arrangements and collaborative workstations, reflecting more individualized yet
constructivist principles.
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But we know historical schoolhouses did not include all students and were typically
segregated by gender, race and dis/ability. And, American public schools today are more racially
segregated than they were before Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (Thompson
Dorsey, 2013). Though students with disabilities are included in general education settings more
often than several decades ago, they are included in general education classrooms for 80% of
their day in about 60% of public school classrooms nationally – this ranges steeply depending on
the category of identification (ie. only 16% of students with intellectual disabilities spend 80% or
more of their day in the general education setting while 87% of students with speech or language
impairment are included for 80% of their day) (US Department of Education, 2016). Within
schools, troubling patterns of exclusion and social hierarchies based on demographic categories
persist across the data for special education identification (Ahram et al., 2011; Losen & Orfield,
2002), advanced course participation (Geiser & Santelices, 2006), disciplinary actions and
graduation rates (Gregory et al., 2010). Connection to school matters, and students who are
disconnected from high quality educational opportunities (ie. by systemic disadvantage,
segregation, and racially-based targeting) become victims of “the new Jim Crow” (Alexander,
2012) and are channeled into the school-to-prison pipeline (Brown, 2003).
If we know the institution of school marginalizes some students more than others, it
would follow that the classroom environment echoes these larger ideologies of inclusion and
exclusion. Studies have indicated how segregation based on grouping (ie. gender, race, class,
disability) and bias play out in early school settings (Gansen, 2017; Katz & Galbraith, 2006;
Park, 2011) and how inclusion and exclusion are often correlated with proximity (Neal et al.,
2014; van den Berg & Cillessen, 2015), yet to my knowledge, we do not know how the built
environment of the physical classroom contributes to kids’ understanding of school nor do we
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know how this micro-geographic context contributes to the re/production of social hierarchies.
Even less is known about these topics as articulated by kids themselves. I address this gap in
knowledge in the following chapters.
Through a focused ethnography in a kindergarten analyzing the built classroom
environment these young children inhabit and how its materialities shaped and were shaped by
the interactions that occurred through the classroom space, I lay out the active constructions of
the environment and the effects these observed and reported constructions produce for the kids in
it. I collected data through participant observations, interviews with students and their teacher,
kid-led and teacher-led classroom tours, mapping and drawings to document the lived
experiences of students with regard to the physical and material components of their
kindergarten classroom.
Across bodies of literature in teacher education, the geographies of the classroom need
more attention. Cole (2008) emphasized the usefulness of drawing on the field of children’s
geographies to consider “the role of place and space in young people’s lives” (p. 22). Though a
number of scholars and research niches intentionally seek out youth voices, the bulk of current
literature still does not embed young children’s perspectives about their school experiences. For
this reason, I use this dissertation to privilege youth voices and address the following three
research questions which all harken back to the overarching purpose of this study which is to
document how the spatiality of the classroom intertwines with students’ learning experiences:
•

What materials and features do young children mark as important within their classroom?

•

What effects does movement have for kids within the classroom?

•

What factors enable or restrict kids’ movement within their classroom?
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Motivation for this Study
From my perch near the windows, I notice Ana, with her dark ponytail and light-up
sneakers, exit the bathroom at the back of the classroom and walk several steps to the sink
connected to the counter at the side of the room. She pushes her shirtsleeves up, reaches her left
hand toward the dispenser on the wall, and depresses the trigger to release foamy soap into her
hand. She turns on the water and begins to wash. From behind, Dawn approaches Ana and
mentions the “cool” collection she brought in from home for Writer’s Workshop. Ana responds,
“I didn’t know it was today! But I collect a lotta sporks and they’re in my desk. I have a ton of
sporks in my desk.” Their exchange is brief, and Dawn moves on as Ana goes to her desk a short
distance from the sink and crouches in front of its opening. She pushes a notebook aside and
reaches her left hand into the depths of her desk. She starts pulling out white plastic sporks from
inside – a handful of several plus another one, two, three – setting them on the center part of her
blue chair. She pulls a few more out - four, five, six, seven - and puts them in her right hand, like
a bouquet of flowers, tulips maybe. As she continues, her fingers stretch to accommodate her
hand filling with sporks until she can no longer hang onto them all. She places them on her desk,
adding to them the several from her chair – over a dozen total.
The above fieldnotes were excerpted from a pre-dissertation ethnographic pilot study that
took place in a first-grade classroom in 2015-2016 while completing qualitative methods
coursework and a research apprenticeship. The vignette shows how Dawn prompts her classmate
Ana to discuss a collection she kept within the classroom space. Students had been instructed to
bring in collections from home (via a letter sent home to families) for use during a Writer’s
Workshop unit on persuasive writing and opinions (ie. Which item in your collection would win
“Best in Show?”). While Ana had not brought a collection from home, she was able to articulate
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how she already possessed one. Throughout my time in the classroom, I learned Ana often
cleaned her sporks from breakfast (served daily in the classroom) and used them to create artistic
representations during recess: “I make ‘em into snakes. I, like, bend it [the prongs] up and I make
it into snakes…And I can make dogs. Out of paper and sporks. Sporks are the feet.”
Through her engagement with the sporks, Ana’s role as a creative and engaged
knowledge-producer and meaning-maker became clear. Her comment to Dawn about keeping a
collection of sporks in her desk represented her interests and intersected with the explicit
academic curriculum. The desk in that moment was serving as an anchor for Ana’s agency. It
was where Ana kept little pieces of herself that could be called forth to enhance her school
experience. Yet, when it came to Writer’s Workshop that day and later in the week, Ana’s sporks
were not the subject of her writing. Her interests and self-directed acts of agency were not takenup or validated in the formal curriculum. What’s worse, a guest teacher, Ms. O, entered the
classroom for a period of two weeks after Ana’s regular classroom teacher went on maternity
leave in March and before the long-term substitute began. After her first day in the classroom,
Ms. O cleaned out Ana’s desk along with three other students’ desks without their knowledge or
consent.
When I went into the classroom one Monday following dismissal, I found Ms. O
sharpening pencils. I explained my desire to take photos of the unoccupied setting including the
students’ desks and she went on to describe how “gross” she perceived their desks to be,
professing she cleaned out a few: “I pulled, like, 17 sporks from one desk!” When I casually
mentioned those sporks were something Ana collected, Ms. O looked stunned and repelled by
my comment: “They were used sporks! Like, so gross…they smelled.”
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Ms. O’s decision to clear out children’s desks on her very first day in the classroom
magnified the teacher’s authority and revealed tight structural control over the lives of the young
children in the space. She threw away collections and trinkets belonging to the kids. Shocked by
this invasion of personal space, by essentially a stranger, my attention during my pilot study
narrowed to the students’ use and understanding of their desks. It was this series of events that
prompted me to include student interviews in my pilot study and led to documenting how
institutional structure and young children’s agency are entangled at the site of the school desk.
As my interest in the built elements of the classroom deepened throughout my analysis of my
pilot study, this dissertation became an opportunity to extend initial findings by examining how
young children make sense of their physical environment and its materialities in school. I also
sought to unearth school norms as they existed through the spatial and material arrangement of
the physical components in the early childhood classroom.
Positionality and Ethics
Given my role as a kindergarten and first grade teacher prior to my doctoral studies, I am
keenly aware of the complexity and brilliance of kids. Also as a mother of two young children, I
notice (and directly contribute to) the frequency with which kids’ lives are bounded by
hegemony and adult expectations. The tangible friction of structure and agency for my own kids,
and my complicity in this system as a parent and teacher, is inescapable. Since young people
struggle with everyday moments that are entangled with the constant reference to futurity and
appropriateness as constructed/defined by others, I wanted to use this dissertation to give kids the
opportunity to share their experiences in and perspectives of school based on the mundane
interactions with their physical world in situ.
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Through this dissertation study, I try to honor the young kids whose lives are structured
by school. But it is with a constant ache of reflexivity and awareness of my position of power
and influence in a kids’ world that I admit this study is the product of my own making. As much
as I attempted to center young children in my writing, this project is self-serving and it will
replicate social hierarchies by placing kids in a subordinate position since I am the author and
made all the decisions about what to include in this dissertation. And this reflects the greatest
finding: kids’ agency is too often stifled by adults’ structures.
This study hinged on the participation of young children, so there are important ethical
implications for this work. As Birbeck and Drummond (2014) noted, “In all probability it is not
possible to design and conduct an early childhood study that is risk free” (p. 624). My goal for
this dissertation study, then, was to reduce the risks to participants by being transparent about my
presence in their classroom. I tried to share power with children and give their views equal
importance to mine as researcher. I intentionally sought explicit child-assent documents
approved through IRB, despite the IRB panel suggesting I apply for a waiver: “Given the age
and maturity levels of the child participants, it is very likely that the majority of child
participants are not capable of providing assent. It is recommended that the researchers request a
waiver of assent” (Protocol Review Memo, 2018). By insisting on young children’s informed
consent, I am actively protecting their rights as participants. Hughes & Helling (1991) suggested
ways to help children give truly informed consent:
1. Researchers must try to ensure no harm comes to participants.
2. The purposes and procedures need to be explained to young children.
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3. Children need to be taught what research is about. For instance, ideas of informed
consent need to be laid out before informed consent can be sought or given.
4. Researchers must be sensitive to children’s needs and wishes.
When using methods that draw out young children’s perspectives, I was careful to defer to
the will of the child, paying careful attention to verbal and non-verbal cues signaling their
choices (Dockett & Perry, 2011), and I resisted the temptation to convince or coerce a child into
participating in a way that pleased me. One way I did this was by seeking ongoing assent (Cocks,
2006) to avoid any child’s passive acceptance or non-refusal to participate (Alderson & Morrow,
2004). These methods and ethical concerns are based on concepts framed in the Sociology of
Childhood literature, and the field of Human Geography shaped this study and the lens through
which data was collected and analyzed.
Overview of my Theoretical Perspective and its Link to Research Methods
Following the fields of Human Geography and the Sociology of Childhood, both space
and childhood are socially constructed. Human geography is “the study of the spatial
organization of human activity and of people’s relationships with their environments” (Knox &
Marston, 2016, p. 30) As human geographer Doreen Massey (1998) pointed out, “…all these
relations which construct space, since they are social relations, are always in one way or another
imbued with power” (p. 125). Hence, the theoretical underpinnings for this study are necessarily
critical. Political geographer Edward Soja (1989) warned researchers:
We must be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequences from us,
how relations of power and discipline are inscribed into the apparently innocent spatiality
of social life, how human geographies become filled with politics and ideology (p. 6).
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For some, a school desk or table could be considered an innocent place, a simple surface
definable by here or there. By applying Massey’s (2005) theories of space and place, however,
the desk or table loses its fixed identity and becomes no more or no less than an encounter and
what is made of the encounter (p. 139). Massey (2005) purported if space is “a simultaneity of
stories-so-far, then places are collections of those stories, articulations within the wider powergeometries of space” (p. 130). The fixities within a classroom, such as tables, rugs, and cubbies,
can be thought of as places with character produced by a wider setting and by what is made of
interactions within that setting. Simultaneously, these materials are made of “the non-meetingsup, the disconnections and the relations not established, the exclusions” (p. 130). I kept this
notion of disconnection and exclusion in mind as I considered who had access to the places in
the classroom via their movement.
Massey (1984) considered places not as things but as processes (p. 155). I contend
students’ classrooms and the components within these classrooms are places worthy of study
where the meetings-up and non-meetings-up of young children and their teacher dialectically
produce learning opportunities. For Massey (1994), place was a certain locus, though not
necessarily bounded, where a constellation of social relations met and wove together: unique
points of social intersections filled concurrently with internal conflicts, links with the wider
world, and vast potential. Thus, a place like a bathroom or a play area is more a verb than a noun
because it affords certain opportunities and is actively contributing to the meaning making
occurring through interactions. The lack of a pre-given coherence in Massey’s conceptualization
of place opens the site of the classroom up to negotiation:
…what is special about place is precisely that throwntogetherness, the unavoidable
challenge of negotiating a here-and-now (itself drawing on a history and a geography of
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thens and theres); and a negotiation which must take place within and between both
human and nonhuman (p. 140).
And who better to negotiate the classroom as a place than the children who encounter it?
Linking Theory to Method
Given the theoretical underpinnings stemming from the Sociology of Childhood (kids are
agents in their own right) and Human Geography (activity is spatially organized via people’s
relationships with their environment), I used a focused ethnography (Knoblauch, 2005; Wall,
2014) to explore the interplay between young children and their built environment. To document
young children’s perspectives on the material components in kindergarten and to reveal how the
built environment is implicated with young children’s socialization within the classroom, I used
methods that drew out the meanings young children attributed to their experiences (ie. via
interviewing, classroom tours, and mapping) coupled with participant observation that captured
and contextualized interactions.
Christensen & Prout (2002) outlined four perspectives on children in research: child as
object, child as subject, child as social actor, and child as participant and co-researcher. Clearly,
the former stances reflect an adult-as-expert view whereas the latter two stances embody a childas-expert view with the inclusion of children as participants and co-researchers as the most
progressive stance, rooted in feminist principles. The bottom line, in all approaches, is to begin
with the child as a person with subjectivity. To study the kindergarten classroom’s built
environment as being comprised of throwntogetherness (Massey, 2005), children’s perspectives
and the intricacies of their lived experiences in school needed to be foregrounded. Chapter Three
details how data was captured and analyzed to include young children’s perspectives as active
research participants who shared how they made meaning of their school environment.
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Due to the nature of focused ethnography, my analysis was on-going throughout the
study. I focused on the mediated (inter)action (Norris, 2014) of kids and the materialities of their
environment to reveal how such interactions shaped identity, meaning-making and social
positions. Geosemiotics (Scollon & Scollon; 2003; Nichols, 2014) informed the method of
analysis since it integrates semiotics and ethnography in a way that reveals meanings of spaces in
relation to the practices occurring in the spaces. During observations and analysis, I traced the
relational connections and networks occurring through the classroom space by attending to
moorings and (im)mobilites (Fenwick et al., 2011; Hannam et al., 2006) of the classroom.
Material things—even, or especially, the smallest, daftest, most mundane, most
throwaway, most humdrum, everyday, taken-for-granted things— matter
profoundly, are inherently interesting and are worthy of much more consideration,
study and engagement (by Social Scientists and policy-makers, for example) than
has hitherto been the case (Horton & Kraftl, 2006, p. 73).
The goal of this study was to better understand what goes on at the site of the classroom
for the insiders who use it in early childhood. By documenting the local understanding of the
built environment and its role in influencing the identity development of young children in
school, this study will help adults understand the connection kids make to their learning
environment and shed light on the ways the environment, in conjunction with the people in it,
can amplify kids’ mobility and immobility relative to the broader goal of affording them
opportunities to expand their capabilities (Adair, 2014). This study responds to the call to
“transform our image of a child into a figure in motion” (Dyson, 2016, p. 176) - always engaged
in encounters. Literally, by using a spatial lens to document the physical movement of kids
through their classroom and their language movement during interactions, we can better
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understand the complexity of their schooling experiences and the ways the physical world
structures their understanding of learning and socializing. This way, teachers may be better
prepared to approach kids and their spaces in school in ways that honor identities, the
“simultaneity of stories-so-far” (Massey, 2005, p. 9), agency, and the “bundles of trajectories”
(Massey, 2005, p. 119) in play within shared classroom space.
“Too-much of what we do is ignored, because it seems too mundane, too obvious, too
pointless, or too insignificant to write about, explain, even think about” (Horton & Kraftl, 2006,
p. 71). I use the next six chapters to show how seemingly mundane materials such as rugs, tables,
and tissue boxes are fixtures within a classroom that afford certain opportunities for students. In
Chapter Two, I lay the groundwork for this study by sharing the theoretical framework upon
which the methods and analysis are built. Additionally, I use Chapter Two to show the ways
children’s agency and the built school environment have previously been studied, especially in
early childhood. Chapter Three presents the methods for this focused ethnography by discussing
the research design, the district and kindergarten classroom profiles, and the qualitative approach
to documenting, noticing, and thinking about the youth participants, their perspectives, and their
interactions within the classroom space.
Chapters Four through Six provide the findings that resulted from analyzing the data
created with the kids and via participant observation. I use these three chapters to demonstrate
the ways the built environment manufactured particular interactions for its inhabitants while
simultaneously allowing for power and dominance to be asserted by the teacher and kids within
the classroom. In Chapter Four, I outline how the kids’ participation in this study was nested
within the temporal and spatial structures of the classroom environment. Chapter Four also sets
the classroom up using the kids’ voices and their collaborative and individual map creations.
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Chapter Five puts kids’ perspectives at the center by revealing how the young children identified
what happened where within the classroom. The findings paint a picture of how kids picked up
on the priorities of their classroom by describing opportunities for learning, work, privacy and
play embedded within the physical and material components of the room. This chapter describes
the components of what I called Zones of Interaction. Chapter Six uses findings from participant
observation and the youth participants’ own articulations and creations to show how some kids
were afforded access to the zones of interaction and their spoils while other kids were restricted
from accessing certain benefits within the classroom.
In Chapter Seven, the conclusion, I bring relevant literature into dialogue with the
findings of this study. Three key themes are discussed: what kids marked as important in their
classroom, what kids gained from movement, and what factors were enabling or restrictive for
kids’ mobility. I also present the implications for research and practice related to research with
young children, teacher preparation, and teacher professional development. The implications of
this work are discussed along with how this study contributes to the literature. In the appendices,
(Appendix E), I include the kid-created maps in full for readers to witness the complexity,
uniqueness, and situatedness of kids’ representations.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
As described in chapter one, the aim of this dissertation study is to document how young
children and their built environment interact in school. I explore the following questions: (1)
What materials and features do young children mark as important within their classroom? (2)
What effects does movement have for kids within the classroom? (3) What factors enable or
restrict kids’ movement within their classroom? Through an examination of the classroom
materialities entangled with young children’s social interactions, this study aims to reveal the
ways in which meaning-making and identity-development occur within and through the
seemingly mundane components of the built environment.
This literature review outlines how the space of schools has been studied. In this chapter,
I review existing literature to describe the theoretical and methodological ways in which kids and
their material worlds are shown to be entwined. Chapter one introduced Massey’s (2005) theory
of place, and what follows is a brief synopsis of spatial theory that informed my conceptual
framework. I give an overview of studies centered on the space of school to show how my study
addresses current gaps in existing literature, with particular attention paid to the dearth of
literature engaging with young children’s perspectives and the missing connection of space and
place to teacher education. This will lead to outlining studies that demonstrate the ways space
has been shown to manufacture inclusion or exclusion and studies that center young children’s
perspectives on their learning environment. Last, I discuss agency of young children relative to
the situatedness of identities.
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Space and Time
Henri Lefebvre is credited with naming the social construction of space (space as socially
produced and socially producing rather than space as a container) (Fuller & Löw, 2017). When
his text La Production de l’espace (1974) was translated from French into English in 1991 his
theorizing began to deeply influence the fields of urban and human geography in the United
States (Hubbard & Kitchin, 2011). Coming from a philosophical and sociological background,
Lefebvre conceptualized space as a triad: perceived (observable spatial practices; material),
conceived (representations of space; symbolic) and lived (spaces of representation). Dr. Jamie
Winders (personal communication, 2017) described the production of space using the following
analogy: A quad on a college campus has perceivable characteristics (ie. grass, trees, surrounding
buildings). It is conceived with a particular purpose through planning and maps (ie. planners
determine locations for sidewalks and benches). Then, it is lived space when people interact
with/in it and take on social identities (ie. playing frisbee or daydreaming on the lawn or
marching through with signs in protest). In this way, the quad becomes representative of the
cohesion between perceived – conceived – lived space, but the bottom line is space requires the
social to bring it into being.
In the opening pages of For Space, human geographer Doreen Massey (2005) outlined
three propositions regarding space (p. 9):
1. Space as the product of interrelations constituted through interactions, from
the immensity of the global to the intimately tiny.
2. Space as the sphere of the possibility of the existence of multiplicity in the
sense of contemporaneous plurality, where distinct trajectories coexist; as
the sphere therefore of coexisting heterogeneity.
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3. Space as always under construction – always in the process of being made.
Never finished, never closed.
My view of spatialized theory is a recognition of space and place as constructed by and
constructing humans. It is multiple trajectories, simultaneousness and throwntogetherness
(Massey, 2005) of physical and mental structures, emphasizing multiplicities of imaginations,
theorizations, understandings and meanings (p. 89). This dissertation also draws on the concept
of space as defined by Fuller & Löw (2017) in their introduction to spatial sociology:
space as that which is concrete, multi-dimensional, lived-in and experienced. Spaces are
relationally constituted, contestable and processual. They are constituted through the
objects and bodies that are placed in the world and the modes of making-sense of the
meaning of particular spaces (p. 476).
The spatial is inseparable from the temporal (Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 1994, 2005;
Foucault, 1986; Soja, 1989; 1996). Even as I write this, I am tempted to use the term
‘historically,’ which is precisely the taken-for-granted insistence on temporality that spatial
scholars seek to disrupt. Massey wrote (2005), “Over and over again space is conceptualized (or,
rather, assumed to be) simply the negative opposite of time” (p. 17). Space has everything to do
with the simultaneous rather than the sequential. But it is through the troubling of time that its
persistence reveals itself. Foucault (1986) noted, “It is not possible to disregard the fatal
intersection of time and space” (p. 22). Soja (1989) pointed to “an overdeveloped historical
contextualization of social life and social theory that actively submerges and peripheralizes the
geographical or spatial imagination” (p. 15). For Massey (1994), time is too often equated with
movement and flow while space/place is equated with stasis and reaction (ie. the phrase a sense
of place is equated with safety and escape from the vulnerabilities and unsettledness of change
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and flux). By conflating place with territory (ie. safety from the intrusion of something), one
cannot move beyond the fixity of location. But Massey’s aim is to disrupt any notions of
fixedness. This dissertation, then, draws on Massey’s spatialized theory as a conceptual
framework to tease out how the classroom environment is constantly in the process of making
and being made.
Empirical Studies of the Built School Environment
In an era when schools are being renovated from their decades-old facilities (Burnette II,
et al., 2017), a wide range of studies have targeted the built environment of school. A great
number of these studies focus on measurable and/or physical components of the learning
environment: lighting, sound, temperature, and air quality alongside more interactive pieces such
as physical layouts and infusion of technology resources (Barrett et al., 2011). One study
reviewing literature on school buildings found little crossing between physical environmental
factors and social climate (Magzamen et al., 2017). However, some studies focus on the
connection between newer learning environments and student performance outcomes like
standardized test scores (Higgins, Hall, Wall, et al., 2005; Picus et al., 2011; Uline & TschannenMoran, 2008; Williams et al., 2014) with differing results.
In a bivariate correlational study to analyze if higher quality school facilities in Wyoming
(operationalized as building quality scores produced by a consulting firm) were correlated with
increased student achievement (based on averages of reading, writing and mathematics scores
from a standardized state assessment in fourth, eights and eleventh grades across three years),
Picus et al. (2011) found no statistically discernable relationship between the two variables.
However, the scores for building quality focused on conditions of things like foundations, roofs,
flooring, windows which may have less impact on the teaching occurring within these physical
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locations and therefore less relationships to student achievement. Similarly, Williams et al.
(2014) combined six separate data sets into a single database and studied the connection between
new school buildings in the UK (whose ‘quality’ was measured by categories of building design
such as heating and ventilation) with improvement in attainment and absenteeism longitudinally.
Interestingly, through statistical analysis of regression the authors determined, much like
Woolner, Hall, Higgins et al. (2007) that environmental change of a building can affect
performance but likely this is due to factors such as attitude changes and school climate more
generally than the physical building itself. The authors conclude, “future work should focus on
using actual internal environment data” (p. 98).
Curiously, neither of the above studies cite Uline and Tschannen-Moran (2008) who
examined the link between the physical and the social environments of schools by surveying
over a thousand Virginia middle school teachers and using student achievement data from
English and Math Standards of Learning tests in eighth grade. The authors used bivariate
correlations to consider relationships between facility quality, resource support, school climate,
student SES and student achievement. The authors went further in their data and used multiple
regression to show school climate as a mediator between facility quality and student
achievement. Uline and Tschannen-Moran (2008) claim their results “revealed that when
learning is taking place in inadequate facilities, there tends not to be as clear a focus on
academics, and the learning environment is less likely to be perceived as orderly and serious” (p.
66). The authors did not discuss any statistically significant mediating relationship linked with
high quality facilities. These quantitative studies probing the connection of school environment
through large-scale data sets with student outcomes miss the importance of the embedded and
ongoing practices occurring within schools.
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There are some works from the field of architecture that consider the perspectives of
youth, rather than exclusively consulting adults or using de-contextualized datasets. These
studies draw on notions of participatory design (Woolner, Hall, Wall, & Dennison, 2007).
Notably, Barrett et al. (2011) used open-ended questionnaires and workshop conversations with
127 youth participants in two primary schools in the UK to elicit their views on their school
spaces. Participants ranging in age from seven to 11 years old provided feedback about their
school spaces, environments and facilities using three main descriptors: likes, dislikes and
wishes. The researchers found most consistently the participants in both schools mentioned a
desire for more abundant outdoor facilities. Thematic responses across both schools in the study
also prioritized wishes for a more spacious environment and having personal spaces such as
one’s own desk. Dislikes centered around malfunctioning materials (ie. creaky windows), bland
décor, and hard surfaces like floors and stairs. These findings connect to both physical and
mental structures of the school environment (ie. discomfort when sitting on a cold, hard floor as
physical connection vs a personal link to place and belonging as mental connection).
Unfortunately, because this study was intended for an architect and designer audience, its
conclusions are lost on educators since its findings, and many others related to studies of school
environment, are siloed in journals such as Building and Environment and Intelligent Buildings
International. Spatial theories and geographic thinking have not yet rooted themselves in the
fields of teaching or teacher education.
Studies with space in teacher education
Searches in the Syracuse University library database of the leading teacher education
journal (Teaching and Teacher Education) illustrate the limited way spatiality has been taken up
in teaching and teacher education: the term “spatial” yielded only 73 results in 2018 and 140
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results in 2020. Only a few of these results explicitly focus on physical learning spaces and
geographic contexts (Fenwick, 1998; Young, 2011; Cuenca & Gilbert, 2019; Reagan et al., 2019
), one of which (Young, 2011) claims spatial theory as a conceptual tool for its empirical study
of a teacher credentialing program and another using theories of place (Reagan et al., 2019) to
ground its review of the literature on rural education. The term geography led to 155 results, but
only a handful drew on spatial concepts like boundaries, place, and physical environment (Cil &
Dotger, 2017; Olson & Craig, 2009; Phelan, 2001; Tan & Atencio, 2016). This certainly is not an
exhaustive search for terms related to my study, but the relatively few results indicate a gap in
the literature.
In a discussion of clinical simulations for pre-service teachers, researchers (Cil & Dotger,
2017) discussed emotional geographies and a teacher’s role in the parent-teacher relationships
that inevitably bridge school and home. Pre-service teachers articulated questions around the
boundary of their role as classroom teachers when families’ concerns pull in issues rooted at
home. Though the authors do not refer to spatialized theories, there is an inherent tension
between the home-school boundary for these pre-service teachers. Phelan (2001) discussed a
different type of boundedness in her study on the integrating, rather than radicalizing, role of
teacher education in Northern Ireland. Using document analysis and contextualizing interviews
of faculty at two schools preparing teachers in Northern Ireland, Phelan showed how teachers are
shaped by discourses of Church and State that permeate the college institution, framing these
pre-service teachers as instruments of these discourses: “Teaching, in this sense, is seen as a role,
a composite of functions, that teachers fulfill on behalf of others rather than an identity that
speaks to the teachers’ own investments, commitments and desires” (p. 593). She drew attention
to how the colleges studied are fixed “in place” in their religious and disciplined identities,
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making them places where teacher educators are schooled in a pre-existing cultural context
leading to binary categorization: Catholic/Irish or Protestant/British. Phelan directly connected
the geographical (and therefore historical) location of the school of education with the outcome
of the teachers themselves as being not-critical of social structures that may impact learners and
the struggles in classrooms. The place of preparation for teaching in this case, then, deeply
impacted the meaning-making of teachers. It would follow that students of teachers prepared at
this institution are also impacted by such acculturation and replication of norms. Although Cil
and Dotger (2017) and Phelan (2001) each weave in geographic concepts, neither connect to
young students’ experiences or the built classroom environment where learning occurs.
Physical space and its effects on teachers and students was pointed out by Fenwick
(1998) in her discussion of classroom management based on classroom observations and teacher
interviews in one junior high school. In her piece that pulled from a larger qualitative study
occurring across two years, Fenwick drew attention to the way junior high school teachers
managed the space of the classroom, the energy of people and pedagogy, and the teacher’s own
identity. Referring to the management of space, Fenwick wrote about the physical space and the
visual space of the classroom. The physical space, to Fenwick, is the container of the classroom
while the visual space may be defined or managed through lines of gaze. Drawing on Pile and
Thrift (1995), Fenwick discussed the ways a look can position, distance, and orient meanings and
power in the space. Fenwick noted the inherent tensions in managing school space: creating
physical structures to encourage or repress some behaviors while encouraging certain levels of
spontaneity, creativity and expression for students. In her analysis, three themes emerged relative
to space: safe places, balance of work/quiet and play/talk, and balance of student responsibility
and external control. In her discussion of managing safe places, Fenwick referred to the
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interdependence of psychological feelings of safety with physical safety through examples like
the tension between the warm, caring values teachers extend with their need to respond to or
discipline students who disrupt the physical environment (ie. through invading someone’s space
or taking other people’s materials). Though she did not explicitly use spatialized theory, Fenwick
did draw attention to how space matters in the classroom. What was missing from this literature
was a clear sense of Fenwick’s participants or sample. Also, there was no mention of how the
adolescents within the classroom made sense of the way their teachers managed the classroom
space.
Like Phelan (2001), Fenwick’s (1998) work articulated ways the physical environment
schooling and teaching can interact to produce meaning for teachers themselves whereas Cil and
Dotger (2017) linked their project to the affective notion of emotional geographies related to
home-school boundaries. Although these studies are not tied to spatial theories, each study
asserts that space matters. Young (2011), on the other hand, explicitly claimed a spatialized
position as she illuminated the ways a school of education keeps separate, physically and
curricularly, the programs of general education and special education. Not dissimilar to Phelan’s
(2001) articulation of how the geographical location of a school of education impacts the
meaning teachers make of their teaching contexts, Young (2011) pointed to how the lack of
inclusive education in schools is related to the lack of inclusive preparation in universities.
Analysis of in-class observations/fieldnotes plus faculty and preservice teacher interviews as part
of a year-long study of a combined certification program at California University (dual
certification in general education and special education) revealed distinct patterns of separation.
Following this pattern in her data, Young traced the spatial and material categorization of the
programs via observations, mapping, and photographs of the physical building housing the
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special and general education departments. She used both textual and physical data to support
her findings and demonstrate how individuals traversed the separate spaces:
Faculty and students negotiated the teacher education space; it was up to them, as
individuals, to traverse space and make connections across the building and across
concepts in the coursework. Those who did not reflectively negotiate the different
academic spaces between general and special education coursework reinforced the
concept that disabled pupils were a different type of pupil from others (Young, 2011, p.
491).
These studies demonstrate the importance of considering spatiality in teaching and teacher
education, but their limited presence in the literature is problematic. Also, the few studies
employing specific geographic and spatial analyses described above were studies of higher
education or secondary education settings. Reaching beyond the journal Teaching and Teacher
Education, other studies reveal important ways space shapes school(ing).
McGregor (2003) took a relational approach by applying Massey’s (1994) spatialized
theory to teachers’ workplaces by tracing material and social connections. McGregor’s study
drew from two case studies of schools for students ranging from 11-18 years old in the UK, and
these schools were selected for further spatial analysis from a broader study based on how
teachers characterized the culture of the workplace as either collaborative (in one case) or noncollaborative. McGregor used investigative methods of mapping, photographing, document
analysis, and teacher interviews (97 staff were interviewed) to see how space made a difference
on the conditions that encouraged or constrained collaborative work. McGregor’s study outlined
how the locations of teacher interactions, for instance within departmental offices and collective
staffrooms, shaped the identities of teachers and contributed to the communities of practice to
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which teachers belonged. For instance, the physical distribution of departmental offices in one
building had consequences on the collective staffroom: the offices constrained opportunities for
collaborative engagement since teachers avoided the staffroom since within their offices they
could socialize and complete work-related tasks. Teachers used a network of locations to do the
work of school, and McGregor described teacher-captured photographs of cars and homes that
showed their “workplaces” beyond the bounded classroom territory. McGregor also mentioned
the space-time connection when describing the photos of department members in celebratory
moments like end-of-term picnics featured in offices suggesting the shared history and social
connections of the staff beyond the explicitly professional boundary of school. McGregor
illuminated multiple trajectories that stemmed from the school environment for the staff who
worked there.
Moss et al. (2017) used images of school entrances, offices and foyers captured in a
dozen school buildings during walk-throughs for a larger study in Australia to develop an
“architectural reading of the school building as a site to understand what is at issue in embedding
ICU [Intercultural Understanding] into school structures” (p. 957). They embedded the images in
PowerPoints to show individual school principals during an interview to discuss building
intercultural capabilities of students, staff and the school in context-specific ways. The authors
emphasized school foyers reveal how their dual purpose of filtering entrances of people/objects
and filtering information from within the school to the outside world display a school’s
inclusiveness and intercultural understanding, drawing attention to the ways locations illuminate
symbolic practices that are common-sense to users. The authors made visible a place where the
school expressed the community it sought to realize and school principals were able to use the
spatiality of the school foyer to consider how certain practices promoted inclusiveness or not. As
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a result, principals included in the study came to recognize a “potential of a renegotiation of the
power of school spaces” (Moss et al., 2017, p. 970). It is unclear from the literature whether
exactly 12 principals were included in the sample or if there were additional school leaders
participating from the 12 participating schools. Both McGregor (2003) and Moss et al. (2017)
employed qualitative techniques of using photographs of the built environment and interviewing
adult participants about these photos to glean information about their perceptions of the material
and spatial features of their schools. Again, neither study sought student perspectives, and both
were located outside the United States.
The studies described in the above section have value in understanding the ways formal
places of learning have been studied from a geographic and spatial stance. Beginning with the
field of architecture which has located its studies largely “within a positivist environmentbehavior paradigm” (McGregor, 2003, p. 358) and moving toward empirical studies of the built
learning environment and the power geometries (Massey, 2005) with, through and surrounding
them, literature cited here largely takes up the perspectives of adults who teach and lead schools
rather than the students and youth who are taught there. Worth noting also is the relative lack of
explicitly spatial conceptual frameworks, especially in literature coming from journals that
primarily serve teachers and teacher educators. When taken collectively, such silences in the
teaching and teacher education literature around spatial concepts and geography could point to a
lack of attention to potentially fruitful research methods and under-investigated theoretical
strands within studies of classrooms and learning environments from pre-school through postsecondary education. Using mapping, for instance, was brought up only briefly in a couple
aforementioned studies without clear descriptions of how it was used as an analytic tool. The
following section presents studies siloed in environmental psychology, architecture, and
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geography publications that employed mapping of learning environments as a method to
demonstrate the usefulness of such an approach and how it could be taken up more broadly by
researchers in the field of teaching and curriculum.
Studies utilizing cartographic methods. Maps of learning environments and interactions
within them show promise methodologically, for maps are read situationally rather than linearly
and they “display their information with remarkable simplicity and clarity” (Godlewska, 1997,
p.35). The following four studies used maps to demonstrate various ways space is conjoined with
social practices. As a methodological approach, mapping has the potential to reveal mobilities in
the classroom alongside taken-for-granted practices of teaching (Fielding, 2000; Martin, 2002),
document the lifeworlds of kids and how they construct meaning about themselves, their schools,
and their neighborhoods (Elwood & Mitchell, 2012), and draw attention to the ways school
spaces are bound up with student behaviors (Migliaccio, Raskauskas, & Schmidtlein, 2017).
In a study on the relationships between classroom environment and the practice of
teachers, Martin (2002) used lesson observations with behavioral mapping and teacher
interviews to demonstrate links between primary and secondary teachers’ teaching style, their
use of classroom environments, and their sense of control over these environments in the UK.
Martin observed 61 lesson in 12 different schools: 24 observations in primary schools and 37
observations in secondary schools across different content classrooms. Martin’s maps captured
teacher position and movement at time-samples throughout observed lessons. She then
characterized lessons as teacher-centered or child-centered and noted, following data coding, the
teacher-centered teachers “tended not to take into consideration their physical space when
planning” (p. 152). The author goes on to characterize three attitudes relative to environmental
awareness: teachers who did not perceive their surroundings in a constructive way and did not
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seem to perceive how much impact the setting had on teaching and the class; teachers who were
aware of the setting’s impact on themselves and students; and teachers who were aware of their
surroundings and deliberately used them. Martin also analyzed teachers’ satisfaction with the
physical environment relative to control over the environment and concluded “dissatisfaction
with the environment seems to be a first step towards change. The positive recognition that the
environment could be better planned is a first step to the empowerment of the teacher” (p. 153).

Figure 2. 1 Comparison of teacher practice within classroom space during a lesson (Martin,
2002, p. 155)
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Figure 2. 2 BillyBobBingBong’s map of her everyday microgeographies in
school. (Elwood & Mitchell, 2012, p. 7)

Using mapping methodology that advances youth participation Elwood and Mitchell
(2012) documented children’s dialogues, maps and writings about the everyday experiences and
spaces of their lives. While teaching a computer mapping class to a group of 10 students in an
after-school YMCA program housed within a public schools for 10-13 year olds in Seattle over
nine months, the researchers used techniques of participation observation and content analysis of
maps and annotations to draw out shared and different perceptions and experiences of the school
and neighborhood. Elwood and Mitchell focused their work on recognizing the political agency
and practice young children employ: “These diverse articulations are a politics insofar as they
make and remake social subjects, relations, and norms, and they are especially significant for
those whose political agencies must be leveraged from below” (p. 4). Figure 2.3 is captured from
Elwood and Mitchell’s study to demonstrate the simultaneous representation of a student’s
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experience in school and the usefulness of annotations in breathing life into the visual
representation of the space. Through narrating and mapping social interactions occurring through
space, the students in this study produced “spatial stories which challenged, rewrote, and sought
to erase a wide range of conditions, characterizations, and even emotions imposed upon the
children, or which imposed boundaries or limits on them” (p. 6). The method of annotating maps
enabled participants’ agency as they considered how they wanted to represent parts of
themselves through visuals and text.
Fielding (2000) used ehtnographic methods to study the teaching and learning context of
“several primary schools in the UK” (p. 233). Observation, one-to-one semi-structred interviews
with teachers and school leaders and informal conversations with students aged 10 to 11informed
his study that identified some of the moral geographies of the schools and the children’s
geographies constructed out of them. Fielding included two different maps that tracked a single
student’s movement during two different lessons by two different teachers who had separately
pushed into the same classroom space. The stidemts’ movement was documented to analyze the
student’s learning activity within the same space but led by different adults to illustrate the
interplay of teachers’ pedagogic practices with student agency and how these interact in the “coconstruction of a multiplicity of children’s geographies that operate over one particular
classroom space” (p. 241). Feilding’s work is another example of the power of using visual
mapping methods to shed light on patterns of teachers’ practices through space and their
implications on the social world of kids.
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Figure 2. 3 Bully density map (Migliaccio,
Raskauska & Schmidtlein, 2017, p. 376)

Pulling distinctly from sociology and geography, Migliaccio et al. (2017) presented a new
methodological approach to elementary school bullying that mapped encounters to show the
connection between bullying and the physical environment. A “modified ecological model” (p.
368) informed this work to consider the systems and cultural frameworks that existed and
maintained bullying. Youth participants (age 9-12 years old) from nine elementary schools
within a California school district were given a map of their school and asked to identify where
bullying occurred (based on certain criteria and separated by witness-to or involvement-in).
The aim of this location-narrowing was to reveal hot spots for bullying within the school
environment. The researchers compared in school and between school maps using ArcGIS (a
data suite for map-making and analysis) to find common spots where bullying occurred across all
schools as well as spots where bullying was pervasive in certain schools. Density maps were
developed using spatial kernel density functions (de Smith et al., 2013). By looking at bullying
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experiences and bystander experiences separately, the authors demonstrated the invisibility of
bullying to other folks: In one fourth-grade classroom, eight students claimed to have been
bullied but only two students expressed awareness of others being bulled in the room (p. 377),
and one of the bystanders was a sixth grader which could indicate a relationship with a classroom
victim and knowledge of the incidence without actually witnessing it. The maps also revealed
diffusion of bullying – bullying occurring in one area spilling into another area. This is shown in
the relative boundedness of bathroom bullying versus the traces of bullying emanating from (or
toward – directionality is unknown) the playground/blacktop (see Figure2.3). Importantly, this
study reveals the situational experiences reported by young people in school and draws needed
attention to the power of visual representations through maps and GIS to capture such
experiences. A limitation to this study, however, is a reliance on a one-time administration of the
mapping activity with participants and a lack of narrative by the youth participants
contextualizing their experiences. If this type of data hopes to open discussions to reconsider
how spaces might influence opportunities for bullying, then a more nuanced study would need to
be completed over time with multiple opportunities for children to report their experiences, not a
singular recording of “where bullying occurred within the previous 6 months” (p. 370).
In the above cases, researchers used classroom and school maps to demonstrate social
interactions occuring within and through their spaces. In all cases, the researcher created the
maps. The youth participants were given the opportunity to annotate pre-given maps in two of
the studies which allowed for their self-expression and the opportunity for their agency to be
recognized. However, the maps they annotated served as a backdrop for their experiences and
subjectivities rather than representations of the meaning they made of the physical space and its
purposes. Additionally, these studies all involved students older than nine and were conducted
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primarily by geographers. In fact, Fielding (2000) emphasized the needed alliance between
geographers and educators : “…there is a huge potential for investigating and considering the
role of space in schools and for a greater understanding of the dynamics of children’s
geographies so as to improve pedagogic practice” (p.242). It is this ultimate goal of improving
pedagogic practies that this dissertaion project aims for. These studies employing cartographic
methods demonstrate there is an opening for the potentials of spatial studies and examination of
the built environment in the field of education, especially with regard to how the youngest
students in our schooling system make sense of it.
Linking spatial studies to teaching standards. To demonstrate how spatiality has not
permeated teaching and teacher education, one can turn to the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards to notice the silence on environmental and spatial components of the
teaching and learning connections. The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
(2018) uses five core propositions for what teachers should know and be able to do. Within their
document outlining these propositions, there is almost no mention of the physical classroom
environment as being a factor in effective teaching. A search within Proposition 3 for the word
“environment” yielded six results, but upon closer examination, these mentions of the
environment referred to broader conceptions related to social environments rather than the
spatial/physical environment.
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The only explicit
reference to the

Figure 2. 4 The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards’
(2018) Five Core Propositions

physical layout is
in reference to
altering the
organization
structure of the
classroom
environment by
transitioning
“…among teaching methods, social groupings, and physical layouts to customize their
approach…” (National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, 2018, para. 4). In a broader
document for Middle Childhood Generalists (http://www.nbpts.org/wp-content/uploads/MCGEN.pdf), the word environment is mentioned 61 times across 65 pages of standards. But, the
term is often coupled with adjectives such as “safe and healthy”, “inclusive,” “supportive,”
“productive,” “interactive,” “stimulating,” and “diverse.” Interestingly, on page 21 of this
document, a footnote reads:
Throughout this document, the term learning environment refers to the physical
and virtual spaces in which students learn as well as the social communities in
which they grow and develop. The term is thereby meant to represent the
interrelation between the physical and social components of any classroom space.
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Yet, in the section on “Establishing an Environment for Learning,” a mere two paragraphs are
devoted to the physical environment of the classroom (p. 27-28): Paragraph one mentions
planning for furniture placement and equipment, exhibition of student work, traffic flow, and
access to supplies while paragraph two mentions rearranging furniture based on planned
activities: moving desks to one side of the room to create space for a role-playing activity. Based
on readings of these standards, the physical and spatial organization of the classroom is
considered background to the social nuances of planning for learning rather than in concert with
and impacting the social nuances of the learning environment.
Youth Participants: Perspectives, Agency, and Identity
Missing from the bulk of the work outlined above is the lived experiences of children
under the age of eight. Indeed, many of the aforementioned studies draw on the perspectives of
adults, older children, or de-contextualized datasets. I have encountered very few articles that
consider the perspective of young children on how they are influenced by and have influence on
their school environment.
Sociology of Childhood seeks to raise the status of childhood in societies (Mayall, 2013),
recognizing children “as agents in the present tense, as competent and as a social group” (p. 36).
Children are actively shaping their worlds and the worlds of others: they are “…creative social
agents who produce their own unique children’s cultures while simultaneously contributing to
the production of adult societies” (Corsaro, 2015, p. 3). As Pugh (2013) emphasizes, children are
not passive, children are not innocent, and childhood is not universal. I use the next section to
illuminate how kids’ agency often is discussed relative to broader societal structures since the
built environment is a structure largely designed by adults. Because children are throwntogether
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(Massey, 2005) with the built environment of school, their agency is a necessary component to
seeing the role material and physical components play in their socialization.
Structural Conceptions of Childhood and Children
Introducing her study of young children’s gender groupings, Barrie Thorne (1993)
remarked, “There is much to be gained by seeing children not as the next generation’s adults, but
as social actors in a range of institutions.” (p. 3). Scholars studying the sociology of childhood
(see Mayall, 2013) and reconceptualizing early childhood care and education (see Bloch,
Swadener, & Gannella, 2014) have documented the complexity of relationships and interactions
across places, spaces, and time (James & James, 2012; Thorne, 2009; James et al, 1998).
For instance, in Zelizer’s (1985) Pricing the Priceless Child, the author wrote about the
“economically worthless, but emotionally priceless child” (p. 96) when describing the shifting
perceptions of child work and labor in the early 20th Century in the United States and the
monetary valuation of children’s lives through insurance. Zelizer’s work situated young children
within normative systems defining economic contributions (to enterprises and households) that
were once socially acceptable toward removing children from paid labor and placing priority on
schooling and family. Economic-based perceptions of pricelessness coupled with sacred values
of childhood, Zelizer argued, interacted with commercial, legal, and welfare institutions dealing
with children, thus shaping childhood and society to what we recognize today. Her sociological
account of children’s economic and sentimental value documented “a history of culture,
institutions, and economic practices” (Zelizer, 2012, p.451) relative to young children. Zelizer’s
piece highlighted “the creation, maintenance, negotiation, transformation, and termination of
interpersonal relations” (p. 454-5). These relations and histories shape how society identifies
children and childhood structurally. Shared characteristics of children today include spending a
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bulk of their time in school and the legal status as minors (Qvortrup, 2002). Given that a
characteristic of childhood is spending a bulk of time in school, this study examines this hugely
impactful environment for children.
We must take into account both the structure of childhood, that positions young children
in relation to adults, and the interdependence of agency (Bühler-Niederberger & Schwittek,
2013). Agency has as much to do with the ability to activate one’s social network in order to
achieve something (even by exploiting one’s dependence through acts that magnify a submissive
position and reliance on others with more power) as it does with asserting one’s independence
from a structure (Lee, 2001). Given that childhood is greatly shaped by school, in fact the
educational system “may be perceived as the most powerful means of social control to which
individuals must submit” (Cozier, 1964, p. 238), education researchers must pay particularly
close attention to the structure of schools and their effect on children’s agency. But, James
(2010) cautions against examining solely from a structural perspective:
By prioritizing a structural perspective, children’s experiences of education, the meanings
they attach to it in the here and now, and how they exercise their agency within the
education system in a way that gives it meaning to them and which, in turn, also has an
effect on the system itself, are marginalized (p. 492).
Fortunately, many recent studies have thrown light on how young children perform agency.
What is Agency?
Agency is hard to define and is loaded with tensions. According to Bandura (1999),
agency is rooted in “a belief in the power to make things happen” p.33). His (2011) social
cognitive theory (SCT) detailed how agency can take several forms: individual agency
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(influencing events over which control can be commanded), proxy agency (socially-mediated via
influence on others who have the means to act), and collective agency (interdependent effort to
shape desired results). Self-determination is a form of agency and there is an entire body of
psychological work devoted to an intrinsically motivated self explained through self
determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2017). Skills such as engagement and self-regulation are
forms of self-determination needed throughout life. Choice can be a factor in defining agency as
different forms of control exist over children and thus different opportunities for choice exist
(Huf, 2013). Additionally, recognition of identities coerces agency – the recognition and denial
of particular identities as being valid and worthy of inclusion empowers agentic acts (Taylor,
1994). Klocker (2007) wrote the continuum of agency is from thick to thin:
‘thin’ agency refers to decisions and everyday actions that are carried
out within highly restrictive contexts, characterized by few viable
alternatives. ‘Thick’ agency is having the latitude to act within a
broad range of options. It is possible for a person’s agency to be
‘thickened’ or ‘thinned’ over time and space, and across their various
relationships. Structures, contexts, and relationships can act as
‘thinners’ or ‘thickeners’ of individual’s agency, by constraining or
expanding their range of viable choices (p. 85).
Bordonaro and Payne (2012) discussed at length the tensions involved in using agency as
a theoretical construct. They named agency as ambiguous and documented the varied ways the
term has been employed by different authors, troubling romanticized pictures of agency for
positive moral goals with disquieting examples such as young children involved in prostitution
and warfare. Renshaw (2016) added not all agency is worthwhile: Some agency is encouraged
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and deemed socially appropriate (ie. decisions based on informed debate) while other forms of
agency are not (ie. narcissistic or tyrannical agency).
Agency can be participation in the management of body and mind (Bendelow & Mayall,
2002) and in the ongoing ordering of social relations (Bühler-Niederberger & Schwittek, 2013)
through both production of change and reproduction of norms in whatever context a child
inhabits. As Vandenbroeck & Bie (2006) concluded, “the analysis of agency on the
psychological level may benefit from a structural point of view, just as the structural analysis
needs to take the personal agency into account” (p. 140). This study aims to consider the
structuring components of the built classroom environment and how these components
intertwine with the young kids within the environment.
How is Agency Performed?
How agency is performed has been demonstrated in a number of ways across a vast array
of contexts through empirical studies. For instance, at the earliest level of childhood, the
participation of premature infants in the NICU as they respond to environmental stimuli and
caregivers is viewed as agency by Alderson et al., (2006) in their paper about babies’ rights.
Meanwhile, in Bangladesh, street children seeking protection to survive and ensure social
mobility has been labelled agency (Atkinson-Sheppard, 2017). Shifting attention toward the
institution of school in North America and Europe, agency exists as complicity and reproduction
of social situations such as trying to meet a teacher’s expectations (Huf, 2013), and it exists as
resistance through acts like avoiding conforming to teachers’ expectations (Dotson, Vaquera, &
Cunningham, 2015; Markström & Halldén, 2009). It also manifests as participation within
particular social, cultural and political contexts such as decision-making in school (Bjerke, 2011)
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and being able to “influence and make decisions about what and how something is learned in
order to expand capabilities” (Adair, 2014, p. 219).
Adair (2014) and many other scholars (Goulart & Roth, 2010; Kane, 2015; Karabon,
2017; Mackey & de Vocht-van Alphen, 2016) consider how schools can be places to encourage
the activation of agency through learning opportunities highlighted by children’s interests (ie.
experimentation and designing projects across content areas). This notion is far from new.
Children’s questioning and curiosity are agentic (Engel, 2011; Klahr et al., 2011), and entire
scholarly and educational traditions have been built upon following the child (Fröebel, 1895;
Montessori, 1912; Malaguzzi, 1993). But in following the child, the notion of leading must be
addressed. Consistent opportunities and responsive environments are needed in early childhood
to foster choice and decision-meaning which are the foundations to self-determination later in
life (Erwin et al., 2009). It appears agency can hardly exist without opportunities afforded for it.
Yet, we know playfulness is organic, agentic, and intrinsically motivated serving no immediate
goal (Bateson & Martin, 2013; Pelligrini, 2011). And much has been written about agency
during young children’s play and within peer cultures.
Thorne (1993) and Corsaro (2003) were pivotal in documenting how young children
engage with one another; they noted the effects of peer interaction and impressive social skills
young children possess. Barrie Thorne (1993) demonstrated how agency reproduced and
contested the social construction of gender through children’s group cultures on the elementary
school playground. For instance, Thorne observed boys and girls separating themselves based on
access rituals to sporting games: gender boundary-crossing occurred when playing sports that did
not require participants to select (or have to be chosen for) teams (ie. more mixed-gender
participants in handball with two fluctuating lines versus less mixed-gender participants in soccer
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with pre-determined teams). In this case, agency (the choice to participate in a sport) was shaped
and performed through participation patterns which also reproduced norms. Corsaro (2003)
called children actively contributing to the reproduction of adult society through their activities
in their own peer cultures “interpretive reproduction” (p. 126). He demonstrated how preschoolers role-playing innovatively takes up the norms of being adults like when two youngsters
imagined themselves as mothers and engaged in a mock telephone conversation about taking
their kids to the grocery store and to the party store.
Through their peer cultures, young children creatively cope with their relative lack of
power and defend themselves against more unpleasant aspects of institutional living (Thorne,
1993). Corsaro (2003) emphasized kids wanting to “gain control of their lives and share that
sense of control with each other” (p. ix). Agency can be seen in how young children make spaces
for themselves through writing, drawing, playing, and composing (Comber, 2016; Dyson, 2016;
Lewis, Enciso, Moje, 2007; Wohlwend, 2008). Their participation in learning and creation is
“…energized and organized by their agency and their desire to participate in a world shared with
others” (Dyson, 2010, p. 26).
Agency and Identity
Young children arrive at school with funds of knowledge (Karabon, 2017; Moje et al.,
2004) and social capital (Bourdieu, 1986; Noguera, 2004; Shoji et al., 2014). The existence of
these in the first place relates to identity. How young children activate these funds and capital is
agency, contingent on recognition (on the part of the individual and the surrounding
systems/environments). For Moje and Lewis (2007), a key ingredient to the ability to
strategically enact an identity of one’s choosing is the “awareness of discursive practices as
distinct across communities” (p. 20). The authors emphasized the enactment of identity allows
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for different types of agency, “But the power of that agency still depends on recognitions, which
draw heavily from physical and social features of the person and the discourse community the
person is trying to enter” (p. 21). Identity can be ambiguous and unstable with multiple identities
connected to their performance in society (Gee, 2000) and based on the social, economic, and
historical relations projected through settings and interactions (Lewis et al., 2011).
The connections between learning, discourse and identity are fruitful for study (van Dijk,
2011), for “…knowledge and beliefs are shared by other members of collectives and acquired in
forms of social interaction we call ‘learning’” (van Dijk, 2007, p. xli). In her discussion of HipHop Based Education in early childhood, Love (2015) described a young girl pulling her aside
from a group of boys engaging in a rap battle to proclaim she too could rap. This child’s
articulation was agentic but drew heavily on the norms of a discourse community the child
learned from, identified with, and was trying to enter. The young girl did not make the
announcement to the whole group, as the boys did (“…one of the boys looked me straight in the
eyes and said, “I can rap.” After that, I was surrounded by a group of boys bobbing their heads
back and fourth...” (Love, 2015, p. 121)) In this example, the young girl’s enactment of her
identity (her agency) as a rapper who “did” Hip Hop reflected her recognition/knowledge of
discourse norms: “by pulling me aside to tell me she could rap, the young girl in my Atlanta
class indicated that she was worried the classroom would not be a safe space for her to showcase
her skills as rap battles are typically male-dominated” (Love, 2015, p. 125) Identity cannot be
separated from agency and vice versa.
Who is allowed to perform certain identities, and enact their agency, varies across
settings with contingencies structured through adult expectations and ideological norms. Along
this line, how identities are shaped by others create opportunities for participation. A revealing
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example of this is the way social positioning and identities of students are constructed through
teacher’s disciplinary and pedagogical practices. For instance, Hatt (2012) used Holland,et al.’s
(1998) concept of figured worlds to document how the construction of smartness operated as “a
tool of social control” (p. 455) in one kindergarten classroom through a single year ethnography
in the southeastern United States. Hatt used data from observation, interviews with teachers, 10
parents, and students in the classroom, and document analysis to consider the artifacts and
discourses of smartness operating within the kindergarten site. The teacher’s perception of
smartness in this study aligned “more closely with behavior and class- and race-based
expectations” (p. 445) than with displays of academic knowledge. Smartness often linked
directly to kindergarteners’ ability to conform to docility and meet teachers’ expectations.
Kindergarteners defined as smart had more access to power through symbolic capital.
Remarkably, all students identified Natalie, a white, middle class girl, as the smartest in the
classroom by her peers based on the fact that she was never disciplined (shown through the
material practice of never moving her car on the stoplight – a visual indicator of behavior: car on
green = good, yellow = warning, red = inappropriate behavior). In fact, when she interviewed
students, Hatt (2012) “discovered every child defined being smart as ‘not having to move your
car.’” Yet Sadia, a Black girl from a low-income household, did not receive recognition for being
smart or good by her peers despite also never moving her car. Smartness ran along
socioeconomic backgrounds and racial identities – the smartest girl in class was Natalie while
Jackson, a Black boy from a low-income household, was frequently characterized as “not smart”
since he often was the recipient of public disciplinary consequences within the classroom. Hatt
goes on to describe the ways in which Jackson was excluded spatially and socially in school,
providing evidence of how identity begets participation. Hatt commented on the spatial exclusion
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within the classroom, but an explicitly spatial analysis might reveal additional nuance of the
social interactions positioning young children’s identities.
Many have have used analytic essays to point out the way children’s smartness is defined
based on their compliance and docility. Jonathan Mooney (2008) has written extensively on
intelligence “pinned to reading and writing” and good character linked with compliance and
obedience (p. 23) based on his own experiences and those of other neurodiverse individuals.
Mooney also has highlighted feelings of shame in school “because I knew that I would fail the
first test of educational purgatory: ‘sitting still’” (p. 62). Broderick and Leonardo (2016) wrote
specifically about goodness when building on their work about smartness (Leonardo &
Broderick, 2011) to demonstrate the ways these taken-for-granted concepts are tightly woven
into the fabric of cultural values and are a “regulating system that justifies the differential
treatment of students” (p. 58). Likewise, Annamma and Morrison (2018) wrote about Students of
Color who become isolated from visible educational spaces because white supremacy operates to
punish them for non-conformance to behavioral norms. Students are relegated to “spaces that
hyper-focus on behavior management, while pedagogy and curriculum are remedial in academics
and often focus on compliance” (p. 77). These conclusions are unacceptable.
Rather than continuing to rely on adult conceptions of what kids should be, we need to
know more about how young children perceive their identities. We need to know how they view
and define themselves as agents, as meaning-makers, and as knowledge-producers in a
contextualized and person-first manner. Research with children is limited (Hendrick, 2008), but
Bae's (2009) call to reveal children’s points of views on their life in early childhood institutions
appears to be gaining traction. As discussed earlier, Elwood and Mitchell (2012) demonstrate
how mapping with annotations can reveal how children compose and revise their identities
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through representing personal experiences, but their study incorporated the voices of children
years older than those featured in this current study. Several recent studies employ ethnographic
methods not limited to participant observation and interviews with young children (Hilppö,
Lipponen, Kumpulainen, & Virlander, 2016; Thornberg & Elvstrand, 2012). But more are
needed, especially within formal institutions, to better understand the lives of young children and
how to empower their agency and propel opportunities for critical examination of status quo
structures and practices. This dissertation study attempts to do just that.
Conclusion
This literature review demonstrated how space has been studied in schools. Research
studies around this topic tend to fall along distinct categories: studies of physical space being a
container in which relationships transact, studies where space matters but is not spatialized or
explicitly recognized as constructing/constructed, and studies of physical space being
constructed, social, and entwined with meaning-making. Overwhelmingly, studies on the
spatiality of schools overlook the youngest learners and their perspectives. The voices of teachers
and older children from age nine onward find purchase across studies in various disciplines (ie.
geography, sociology, teacher education), but children occupying the developmental location
within early childhood have been overlooked as agents whose perspectives are worthy of
hearing.
Taking up spatial theory and youth perspectives within educational studies opens
possibilities to “cast new light on the decades-old problematic of differentiating students and
practices within schools…and it has the potential to expose social relations that have often been
taken for granted or ignored altogether by critical education analysts” (Ferrare & Apple, 2010, p.
210). To do this, Lefebvre (1976) asserted the method for approaching spatial problems “can
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only be, and must be, a dialectical method which analyzes the contradictions in the utilization of
space by society and by the social customs of the people” (p.32). Weaving in children’s
perspectives to aid in deciphering, rather than describing, their space has the potential to uncover
what space means, what spatial formations do, and show how spaces are consequential (Fuller &
Löw, 2017, p. 478).
Ethnography is an ideal method for studying the throwntogetherness of the built
environment and young children to unearth the “intricacies, complexities, tensions, ambiguities
and ambivalences of children and young people’s lives” (Tisdall & Punch, 2012, p. 259). As
Willis and Trondman (2002) reminded, “Ethnography and theory should be conjoined to produce
a concrete sense of the social as internally sprung and dialectically produced” (p. 6). I used the
methods detailed in Chapter Three for data collection and analysis to more closely study the
‘nitty gritty’ of everyday life in the early childhood classroom (Willis & Trondman, 2002) with a
priority on centering young children’s perspectives and meaning-making.
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Chapter Three: Methods and Procedures

Building from the theories and relevant studies presented in the literature review, in this
chapter I discuss the qualitative research methods and procedures I used to address the
overarching research question of how the spatiality of the built classroom environment
intertwines with students’ meaning-making and learning experiences. I describe my use of
focused ethnography (Knoblauch, 2005; Pink & Morgan, 2013) and my engagement in “a
sharply focused dialog between research and theory” (Pink & Morgan, 2013, p. 352) throughout
my study. I discuss site selection and access, participants, data collection and creation, and data
analysis. Because my research methods are based on the principles set forth in the Sociology of
Childhood (Corsaro, 2015), (namely that young children’s perspectives are worth hearing in their
own right) I conclude this chapter with a discussion of trustworthiness alongside ways the young
children’s agency shaped the methods of this dissertation.
Research Questions
•

What materials and features do young children mark as important within their classroom?

•

What effects does movement have for kids within the classroom?

•

What factors enable or restrict kids’ movement within their classroom?
Appropriateness of a Critical, Focused Ethnography
The methods employed by a researcher reflect their political stance and alignment to

activism (Gitlin, 1994), so this dissertation study used methods that began with the child as a
person with subjectivity and who makes valuable contributions to peer and adult cultures. A
critical ethnographer will “use the resources, skills, and privileges available to her to make
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accessible—to penetrate the border and break through the confines in defense of—the voices and
experiences of subjects whose stories are otherwise restrained and out of reach” (Madison, 2012,
p. 6). To study the classroom environment as a place of encounters and stories-so-far (Massey,
2005), I foregrounded children’s perspectives and the intricacies of their lived experiences in
school. The kids in this study were social actors and participants in the vein that Christensen and
Prout (2002) considered. The kids were not co-researchers because they did not shape the
research questions or aid in analysis. For this study on children’s perspectives, the classroom
teacher’s experience and perspective needed to be represented since how the teacher considered
the spatial environment of the classroom shaped its very influence on and use by students. What
follows is an outline of methods I used to look beneath surface appearances and unsettle takenfor-granted assumptions about young children in their kindergarten classroom.
Focused Ethnography
Pink and Morgan (2013) described short-term ethnography as intensive excursions into
other people’s lives that “create contexts through which to delve into questions that will reveal
what matters to those people in the context of what the researcher is seeking to find out” (p. 352).
The short-term duration (ie. weeks or months versus years in typical sociological and
anthropological studies) goes beyond superficiality by compensating with an intensity of data
(Knoblauch, 2005). Pink and Morgan (2013) went on to write that to intervene in people’s lives
“in new ways that are intensive, potentially intrusive, and involve asking what they might think
are irrelevant questions” is not sustainable over longer periods of time (p. 353). Thus, short-term
ethnographies must be project specific. Short-term ethnography was well-suited for this
dissertation project since its methods are predisposed for highly situated studies where a large
body of data is generated in a short period of time. Wall (2014), citing Knoblauch (2005) and
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Higginbottom (2013), noted focused ethnography, compared to traditional ethnography, is
typified by short-term visits, specified research questions, a researcher with insider or
background knowledge of the cultural group, and intensive methods of data collection and
recording. Given this study’s theoretical underpinnings of human geography and the concept of
place as open and mobile, the lens of a shorter-term temporality forced a prioritization on the
spatial and situatedness of moment-to-moment meetings-up and non meetings-up within the
classroom context.
Critical Ethnography: Issues of Power and Domination in Childhood and Through Space.
The sociology of childhood did not exist as a discipline until about 30 years ago
(Qvortrup, 1993) when researchers described childhood in structural terms: “As a structural
form, it is conceptually comparable to the concept of class in the sense that it gains its defining
characteristics by what the members of childhood are doing, so to speak, and through the
position to which childhood is assigned by and in relation to other and more dominant groups in
society” (p. 47). As Mayall (2012) pointed out, difference, subordination and dependency are
features of childhood in any society, and children’s experiences have been excluded from
mainstream conversations and publications. To disrupt the pattern of muting young children’s
experiences, my study used critical ethnography (Madison, 2012) and participant observation
(DeWalt & DeWalt, 2011) in a single classroom beginning in the spring of the kindergarten year
to document young children’s perspectives of their lived experiences in the classroom. Critical
ethnography, then, was appropriate to access the experiences of kindergarten students at the
beginning of the formal K-12 schooling experience (early childhood studies encompass young
children ages birth to eight) whose stories, as Madison (2012) mentioned, are restrained or out of
reach. Data was collected in a variety of ways to ensure conclusions were based on the analysis
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and synthesis of multiple information sources that prioritized young children’s voices and
documented their stories.
Positionality
As a participant observer in the kindergarten classroom, I floated between a peripheral
(taking notes on the outskirts of action using a laptop or notebook) and an active member of the
classroom community (engaging directly with the kids and adults). Yet in a sense I was and will
always be a full member (Adler & Adler, 1987) with insider knowledge of the setting. I was an
early childhood teacher prior to my doctoral studies, and I taught kindergarten and first-grade in
a district remarkably similar in profile to the setting featured here. This insider status
complicated my relationship to the setting and its interactions because of my taken-for-granted
understanding of the context that may have clouded my critical lens. Kids recognized me as an
adult and an outsider to their peer culture, so their own lived experiences were distinctly
unknowable to me. Corsaro (2015) and other researchers immersed in studies of children’s
cultures (Dockett & Perry, 2011; Thorne, 1993) have discussed this tension of authentically
documenting kids’ lives as an adult. Corsaro (2015) wrote about the reactive approach to entry
into children’s cultures: entering free play areas, sitting down and waiting for kids to react to
him. I employed elements of this approach by sitting on the outskirts of interactions and waiting
for kids to acknowledge me, but from the outset of my time in their space, I was forthright with
my purpose for being in the classroom with the youth participants: to better understand how their
classroom impacted how they learned.
Some qualitative researchers encourage studying something in which you are not directly
involved (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007), positing that doing research in a place where you are familiar
does not allow for the critical examination of presuppositions (Goffman, 1983). But, insider
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knowledge, as Higginbottom (2013) pointed out, is typical in focused, short-term ethnographies.
By knowing this early childhood context deeply as a teacher, I was able to be critical about what
I saw as a researcher, and I intentionally probed possible presuppositions through self-reflexive
practices like memoing. Additionally, by employing a focused ethnography, I was able to narrow
the scope of my study using a spatial lens, and I had never considered such a lens when I was an
early childhood teacher.
My methods allowed me to study “small elements of one own’s society” (Knoblauch,
2005, p. 5). To do this, I had to be continually reflexive about my position, subjectivities, and
influence on the interactions and resulting data (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992), for I was not
finding data, I was creating it (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). The students interpreted my
presence in their classroom in a way that made sense to them which led to some messiness. My
memos illuminated my own bias in what I was recording and caused me to think deeply about
my influence on the research setting and participants as well as the data that arose as a result of
me being in the room. It is undeniable that I was bound-up in the research context in complicated
ways. For example, from the outset, the kindergarteners featured in this study did not question
my presence in their classroom or indicate any distrust toward me. They simply accepted me
being there. Throughout this dissertation, I follow Thorne (1993) and refer to the youth
participants in my study usually with the less formal term kids because that is how they spoke of
themselves in conversation.
My first day of fieldwork, I observed with only a small notebook and jotted what I
noticed while the kindergarteners enjoyed a Spring Theme Day which consisted of making
bunny headbands and hopping around the room. As the kids trotted Conga-line style around the
room, a child entered the classroom from the hallway near where I was standing and asked,
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“Whose mom are you?” The kids were accustomed to parent-volunteers, teaching assistants,
related service providers and other adults walking through their room, leading or supporting a
small group of kids, and even taking notes. Only nine men, comprising less than 20% of the
building’s adults, were on the instructional staff – and only two of these men had regular contact
with the kindergarteners: a reading teacher and a special-area teacher. So, having another woman
in the classroom was unsurprising for the kids.
Quickly, the kids realized I was not anybody’s parent in the classroom, and as my
fieldwork progressed, frequently accessed me as a helper – asking me to tie shoes, pass them
something, or clarify what to do or how to do it. Kya frequently sought my help through direct
questions like, “Can you help me find my backpack?” and explicit declarations like, “I need help
writing words.” Yet the kids also recognized I was not present as a teacher in the traditional
sense like the other non-parent-volunteers were.
One morning, July, Fire, Frozen, Super-Adam and Stan-the-Man were doing a task at
their table. I was sitting nearby typing with my laptop as I observed. The kids were expected to
read a sight word aloud to an adult after writing it, coloring it, and cutting apart its letters and
gluing them back together. Mrs. Bailey told them that since there would not be a parentvolunteer at that station today, the kids should read to her. As July finished her page and was
ready to read it aloud, she stated, “There’s no adult here,” to the other kids at the station. Another
child pointed out to July that I was at the station (I was sitting on a kid-sized chair pulled slightly
back from the table.) July replied to him, “No, she’s not really here to help us. She’s just doing
her work.”
I never told kids that I would not help them, but I did make it clear that I was not there to
be their teacher but was there to try and learn how to help teachers who are learning how to be
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teachers. I made this distinction in an attempt to lessen the power-divide between us and to help
the kids feel more natural around me. Nevertheless, the power-divide persisted and my authority
over the kids was ever-present. The kids could not come to grips with my identity as not-ateacher, and it is possible the short-term presence was not long enough for the kids to acclimate
to me as more of an ally than a symbol of order or discipline. If I asked them to do join me at a
table, they complied. If I requested they describe something, they did. Their voices and
perspectives are central to this dissertation, but my voice and bias radiate through the methods
and every subsequent component of this project. The next sections of this chapter describe the
site, participants, data collection, and data analysis for this study.
Access and The Research Site
This focused ethnography took place in one kindergarten classroom located within a
suburban school district in Central New York (CNY) in the northeast of the United States.
Because of my familiarity with architecture literature and had witnessed design consultations
with school districts undergoing renovation, inclusion criteria for this dissertation was based on
whether the elementary school housing the classroom research site was situated within a school
district that was or would be undergoing renovations of its building facilities – specifically,
renovations of instructional space and not simply a roof. Only school districts that were formally
in talks with architecture firms were included in this study. This was because the design
consultations I witnessed in the time leading up to this study consisted of teachers talking with
designers about their ideal classroom spaces; I believed faculty and staff within schools that were
undergoing or anticipating renovations would have space on their minds and might be more open
to having a researcher examine the spatial components of their room. Based on my interest in the
classroom’s material environment from my pilot study around first-graders’ desks in a classroom
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in one CNY public school, I had several conversations with local architecture firms over the
years. As a result, I had a list of local school districts who were undergoing renovations. From
this list, I narrowed the potential research site down to schools where I had personal contacts as a
result of my time as a classroom teacher and from networking in administrator-preparation
coursework and professional development across the years leading up to my study. Putting
together the list of potential sites was easy. Accessing a site proved very difficult and timeconsuming.
Access
Studies with young children in public institutions like school are fraught with ethical
concerns and complex gatekeeping hierarchies (Dockett & Perry, 2011; Leonard, 2007). I
certainly encountered these heirarchies. For instance, I was denied access to one school district
when I told an assistant superintendent, during a face-to-face encounter, I was interested in
hearing kids’ perspectives about their experiences in school. This administrator was very positive
during our in-person exchange. After several attempts to schedule a more formal follow-up
meeting, he replied (via a two-sentence email), “Unfortunately, our district does not allow for
research to be conducted on our students” (personal communication, 2016).
My goal was to document what kids had to say. This required nuanced negotiations for
access that hinged on high levels of trust that, as the above example shows, some folks did not
have for me or my study. After attempting to gain access to several districts, the research site for
this study boiled down to gaining access to one of a couple elementary buildings housed within
districts where I had relatively close connections to gatekeepers or their colleague who could
grease the track on my behalf. Access and participant recruitment were messy and timeconsuming since various levels of administration needed to be involved in the decision-making,
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especially because my aim was to talk with kids, not just with adults. In the end, the classroom in
which I studied was a result of my own cultural capital and networking.
It took six months to secure access to a research site. In November, 2017 I contacted a
kindergarten teacher I knew in a CNY elementary building. Administrative shifts within this
teacher’s district meant I had to have many conversations with folks all the way up the leadership
chain. New initiatives were being pushed-down into buildings and classrooms, so the building
principal was not eager to meet. She eventually accepted a meeting with me after the new year in
January, 2018. After the principal deemed my project would not infringe upon the educational
opportunities of the students, I was pushed up the administrative ladder.
I met with the Assistant Superintendent, Fay (a pseudonym), on February 8 and sent a
subsequent e-mail to both Fay and the Superintendent outlining my research protocol. After a
school break in mid-February, I called Fay’s office to follow up about the status of access to a
research site within the district. Fay had promised to speak with the superintendent about
procedures for approving dissertation research within the district (she was new to the district that
school year but also held a doctorate and was sympathetic to my situation), but she was out of
town for the week. Another follow-up with Fay led to me forwarding my IRB consent forms to
her for review at the beginning of March. Fay never replied. After multiple calls, Fay’s secretary
advised I speak directly with the superintendent. Within two hours of his call, he had signed my
access forms and granted me permission to conduct my study within the building where the
kindergarten teacher taught. I had a rapport with this superintendent thanks to a project I had
been part of early on in my educational leadership studies. Had I not had this familiarity with
him, I believe I never would have been granted access.
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Research Site
Heartfield Central School District (HCSD) (a pseudonym – as are all names appearing in
this dissertation), the public school district featured in this study, is suburban with a white (75%),
middle-class, English-speaking majority located in Central New York in the Northeast of the
United States. It serves roughly 7,000 students K-12. Abiclare Elementary School, the school in
which I studied, serves roughly 400 students as one of a handful of elementary schools within
Heartfield. Abiclare Elementary borders the nearest urban center and its racial profile is more
diverse than HCSD as a whole: 65% white, 10% multiracial, 10% Asian or Native
Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, 8% Hispanic or Latino, 7% Black or African American and less
than 1% American Indian or Alaska Native. 7% of students (28 students) at Abiclare Elementary
School were English language learners (ELLs) compared to 2% of students districtwide at the
time of my fieldwork. 42% of students in Heartfield CSD receive free/reduced lunch but schoollevel data for Abiclare is unavailable, though the building principal mentioned her school was
classified as high-needs on account of their “high free-reduced lunch numbers” while some
others in the district did not carry this same designation.
I recognize there were some districts that had deeper demographic diversity than
Heartfield Central School District, but accessing such localities would have required more
extensive networking and additional time that I did not have. My aim was to secure access and
begin collecting data with at least 10 weeks left in the 2017-2018 school year to allow enough
time to observe the setting, gain family consent, and create artifacts and speak directly with kids
about their experiences. I recognize the limitations of using a convenience sample. Amanda
Bailey, the teacher participant, showed great empathy and compassion when she opened her
classroom door to me after learning I was struggling to gain access to a site. Ideally, this study
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spatializing the interactions occurring within the school classroom and studying the nuances of
the built environment in early childhood education will propel additional studies focusing on
young people’s school environments across diverse locations, settings and contexts with varying
levels of resources.
I conducted fieldwork from March to June 2018 in Amanda Bailey’s classroom. Mrs.
Bailey’s was one of three kindergarten classrooms in Abiclare Elementary. At the outset of my
study there were 22 students in the class, but one of the students moved midway through the
research timeframe leaving 21 student participants. In the following section, I describe the adult
and youth participants.
Participants
My aim with this study is to show readers the ways the kids in one kindergarten took
ownership of their environment and how they came to internalize the norms and patterns within
the space. Thus, the kindergarteners and their teacher were the participants. 22 students ages five
to six and one classroom teacher with over 30 years of elementary teaching experience
participated in my study.
Teacher Participant
Amanda Bailey, a white female, is the teacher participant who led the classroom where I
observed. In the spring of 2018, Mrs. Bailey was in her second to last year of teaching with the
intent to retire the following June. Out of 31 years of teaching in three different elementary
schools within the Heartfield Central School District, Mrs. Bailey spent 19 as a kindergarten
teacher. Mrs. Bailey chose her own pseudonym: she selected Amanda because it was a name
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close to her heart, and she selected Bailey after the main character in It’s a Wonderful Life, her
favorite movie.
Mrs. Bailey exuded enthusiasm and warmth, and her sense of humor cropped up
frequently as she laughed at herself and found joy in the playfulness of her students. Mrs. Bailey
was deeply empathetic and caring. The wall behind her desk was plastered with puzzles she and
her father completed while she was his live-in caretaker when his health and independence was
slipping. A leader and tireless advocate for all children, she greatly prioritized relationships with
staff, students, and families, keeping a strong connection to the school community and beyond
through extensive volunteering. Mrs. Bailey worked to empower others in many ways including
spearheading a program within her building to offer culturally diverse food and personal items to
students in need. I often watched as teachers entered her room to ask questions about upcoming
events or give her money for baby showers or retirement parties for other staff members that she
organized. Children formerly in her classroom would return for morning hugs as they
disembarked the bus. Mrs. Bailey was beloved in her school community. Year after year,
families requested she teach their children.
Mrs. Bailey is omnipresent in this dissertation. Ultimately, it was her structures that
afforded or denied the kindergarteners’ opportunities within their learning environment. Mrs.
Bailey, like all public school educators, was bound to their employers’ expectations (ie. the
broader school district with administrative hierarchies) but held a high level of autonomy within
her classroom. Certainly the push for standardized curriculum and the pressure of not having
enough time in the day was felt by her. But like all classroom teachers, she still had the ultimate
say in whether kids’ voices and opinions were privileged. Though she is not the central focus of
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this dissertation, I include Mrs. Bailey’s voice throughout to contextualize the classroom
interactions.
Youth Participants
Kids are the foundation to this study, and they ranged in age from five to six years old.
The hierarchical structure of schools leads to complications in conducting research with children,
so from the outset I had to be critical of my own position and influence. First, the kindergarteners
became participants simply because they were students in the classroom where I was granted
access. All of their families signed letters of consent indicating I could speak with their child
about my study and their school experience (Appendix B). Five different languages other than
English were spoken in student-participants’ homes, so letters of consent were sent in English
and each child’s home language. I was unable to shake the underlying power dynamic between
adult and child participant. For this reason, I was hyper-vigilant to my potential influence on the
youth participants since I knew kids may choose to participate out of fear or pressure due to the
inherent power imbalance between us. As I describe the youth participants, I also detail the
methods I used to empower their assent to engage in the study.
Demographics
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the demographics for the kids who participated in this
study. No students in the classroom had an Individualized Education Plan or 504 Plan, though
four students were receiving intense literacy and/or behavioral interventions and the teacher
suspected these students might eventually be referred for special education assessments. Based
on Mrs. Bailey’s collection of applications at the beginning of the year, over one-third of the
students received free/reduced lunch. The homes where kids resided ranged from large single-
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family residences on cul-de-sacs built in the last decade to densely populated apartments and
multi-generational homes.
Table 3. 1 Youth Participants’ Pseudonyms with Demographics
Race/Ethnicity/
Home Language
Nationality
M
Middle Eastern
Arabic
1-2-3-1-2-3
M
White
English
Zee
M
Indian
Telugu
Shivank
M
White
English
Steve-Tom
F
White
English
Olivia
M
Asian
English
Paxon
M
Black
Ghanaian Tribal Language
Super-Adam
F
White
English
Flower
M
Middle Eastern
Arabic
Fire
F
Indian
Tamil
Valerie
F
White
English
Kya
F
White
English
July
F
White
English
Gussy
F
Pakistani
Urdu
Iysha
F
White
English
Carla
M
Middle Eastern
Arabic
Hobby-Bear
M
Asian
English
Brick-Archery
F
White
English
Paige
M
White
English
Stan-the-Man
F
White
English
Iza
F
White
English
Ella
F
Black
English
Frozen
a
I use specific nationalities like Indian and Pakistani only for students who explicitly
mentioned the country from which their family emigrated.
b
Five students received ENL services. Super-Adam’s family were refugees from Ghana
and spoke a tribal language at home, but Super-Adam did not qualify for ENL services.
Pseudonym

Gender

Adult Consent
Before sending the adult consent form home with kids, I explained it to the class as a
whole group. I walked through each section of the form (Appendix B). When I got to the part
where my cell phone was listed, I told the kids their adults at home could call me or email me
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with any questions. When I did not hear back from a few families, I sent a second consent form
home and individually spoke with the kids to tell them I had placed this form in their cubby to go
home. Hobby Bear and Frozen both received a second form and Hobby-Bear requested that I
read the entire paper to him. So, I read it to him and Frozen both. “So, I could call you?” Frozen
asked when I got to the bottom of the page. I told Frozen that yes, she and her adult could call or
email me with any questions.
Of the 22 kids in the class, 21 returned their paper parental/guardian consent forms. The
last child, Frozen, did not return the paper but I did speak with her over the phone when she
called my cell phone one Saturday afternoon. She told me from her father’s lap that she was
allowed to talk to me. Because I never received the written consent, I did not include Frozen in
any groups that allowed video. There were six students whose parents did not give permission
for video taping to be used. Five of these students were boys which left only five other boys in
the class whose families were willing for them to be captured on video. Of these five whose
parents did not consent to video, three of the boys also could not be voice recorded. The girl
whose parents refused video-taping did approve audio recording, so it may appear that more girls
are quoted than boys throughout this dissertation, but it is largely due to their family’s consent
and hopefully not due to my bias toward favoring quotes from girls for inclusion in this study. As
best I could, I captured direct quotes within my fieldnotes. If something appears in quotation
marks, then it was captured via direct observation, video, or audio recording. 12 of 1 girls and
five of 10 boys were allowed to be audio recorded and therefore I captured their quotes more
accurately and completely. Thus, if some names appear with direct quotes more often, it could be
because I had more transcribed data to choose from when coding.
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Documenting Youth Participants’ Assent
Because their contributions were so vital, next I describe how I sought kids’ written
assent and documented it so both the participants and I acknowledged the choices the kids had in
deciding to work together on the project. Like Merewether and Fleet (2014), I use the term assent
to distinguish between the formal one-off written consent sought from adults and the written and
spoken agreement to participate that was sought from kids (p. 901). I explained to the kids that I
was a university student just like they were elementary students. I described how I used to teach
kindergarten and was learning about ways to help future-teachers learn how to be better teachers.
I told them I was curious to learn more about what kids do in their classroom and how they do it
and that I was really interested in learning about how kids use the different places and things in
their classroom and that I would be watching and taking notes. I told the kids I wanted to hear
their thoughts about school and they would have opportunities to talk with me about what they
were doing in their classroom. As I show in Chapter Four, the methods I present here were
flexible based on the kids’ contributions; I revised my methods for creating data with them in
response to their agency, interactions and observations.
I was in the children’s environment for what was ultimately a self-serving project. While
I depended on the kids in this study, my aim was not to use or exploit them for the advancement
of my research. The methods I employed index the genuine respect I have for the kids’
contributions to this project and provided opportunities for the kids to assert their agency. I
recognize doing work with young kids means there is the potential for them to change their
minds about me sharing their thoughts, work, or images at a later time (Mayne & Howitt, 2015;
Oulton et al., 2016). From the earliest stages of this project, I was concerned about this issue of
consent, for by the time a child reflects on their participation in my study, it could be too late to
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retract any previously published work – it will already be ‘out there.’ I repeated this to students
in conversations prior to any questioning or artifact generation related to my project so they had
the option to opt-out of participating in the present with the reference to the future. Only one
child changed their mind about the nature of their participation after filling out the assent form.
Gussy went back-and-forth about whether she was comfortable with me taking her picture, so we
referred back to her assent form each time she mentioned it so she could document changing her
mind, ultimately agreeing to fully participate with me allowed to take her picure.
Individual Assent Forms. After I received back their family consent forms, I sought
each child’s verbal and written assent to speak directly with them about my project. I approached
kids whose parents returned their consent forms first. I waited to speak explicitly with kids about
their involvement in my project until I had heard from their family. I brought a clipboard onto
the playground in mid-May with individual copies of the assent form inside a folder (Appendix
B). When the kids went outside for recess, I approached Valerie first because she was the first
child I saw when I walked outside and her parents returned the consent form quickly after I sent
it home. She was playing with another child in a different class, so I told her she could come find
me in a little while if she felt like chatting with me about my project. A few moments later, I saw
July by herself, so I asked if she would talk to me for a few minutes on the bench when she felt
like it. I walked to the bench and sat by myself. Within a few minutes, Valerie approached me.
She sat on my left and told me she was ready to talk.
I initially designed questions for the student assent with a

or

to indicate assent so

kids could circle which face represented their feeling about the task. However, after revisiting
Dockett and Perry’s (2011) method for seeking young children’s assent, I realized the smiley
faces could be conflated with positive/good and negative/bad associations and “the good
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response was to agree to participate” (p. 240). For this reason, I revised the assent form to
include emojis:

,

or

. Since young kids volunteer to participate in the classroom

usually through hand-raising, this emoji was chosen to indicate assent. The crossed-arms is
body-language indicating discomfort or refusal. And the shrugged shoulder was added to
indicate a child was unsure or needed more information (which I interpreted as non-consenting).
I consistently reminded kids that is it was okay for them to choose not to talk to me about the
work I was doing or to change their mind: I assured them I would be happy to listen to what they
might be doing or answer any questions they might have regardless of whether they wanted to
speak with me about my research topic. These tactics were an effort to redress some of the power
imbalances inherent to my work – the young kids had the opportunity to give or withhold
consent and to revisit their consent and change the minds, “…and exercising power in this way
may have beneficial effects for children in many situations” (Gallagher, 2014, p. 727).
Explaining my Purpose and the Kids’ Options. During each one-on-one meeting with
the kids to document their initial assent related to my study, I went through a similar process.
First, I mentioned being in their classroom for the rest of the year. I mentioned my full name,
Meredith Devennie, and that Mrs. Bailey calls me Mrs. Devennie but the kids can call me
Meredith (interestingly, no one ever did). I told each child that I was interested in learning more
about the classroom and what kids do in it. I mentioned I already had permission from their
adult(s) at home to talk to each kid in the classroom but that I really wanted kids’ permission and
that I didn’t want to do anything that the kids or their adults didn’t want me to. I told each child
that no matter what, they could change their mind about talking with me. I said if they wanted to
talk one day but not another, that was okay with me. After talking, I went through the four
sections of the child-assent form with each kid. When I spoke about recording the kids, I used
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the voice-memo app on my phone to show them how voice-recording worked and how it was
sound only and not an image or video since most of the kids were very familiar with photos and
videos but not voice-recording. I also told each child that I wanted to use a secret code name for
them when I was writing because I did not want people to know it was their classroom where I
was learning.
I told each of the kids that I was curious about how they made sense of their classroom,
how they used it, and what they thought of school, and so I would be looking for kids to talk to
me about their classroom. I did mention several times over and over again that the kids could say
no to me they could always change their mind. I tried to make it casual, by saying something
like, “You can say to me, Meredith, I don't feel like talking today. Or, I don't want to answer that
question. Or, please don't take my picture today I'm not in the mood.” I tried to make it so that
the kids recognized that it was okay whatever decision they made about talking to me or taking
their picture and they always had the right to change their mind and I would not get upset if they
changed their mind.
Seeking Assent on the Playground and in the Cafeteria. I spoke with kids during their
free-time on the playground at recess and in the cafeteria during lunch so I did not disrupt their
learning time within the classroom. The first day with the assent forms on the playground, I tried
to have kids speak with me one-on-one so they did not have the peer pressure to answer in a
certain way. But as I spoke with kids, their peers’ curiosity grew. For example, Paxon
approached me at the end of recess after I talked with Valerie and Iysha about assent – Iysha
approached as Valerie was finishing up with me. July never came over at recess that day. Paxon,
however, came over to me as the kids transitioned back into their classroom from the
playground. He asked what I was doing over on the bench and said he wanted to do the form
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with me as well but he wanted to do it inside the classroom. Because I did not want to impact
Mrs. Bailey’s learning opportunities after recess, I told Paxon, “We both need to do what we’re
supposed to.” The next time I was in the classroom though, Paxon came right up to me and
asked, “Where’s the paper you had the other day?” I made sure to invite Paxon to talk with me
the next free moment he had which was at lunch later that morning. I conducted all my assent
forms during students’ lunch and recess.
For assent, I asked all the students if they would feel comfortable with me (1) asking
them questions directly related to my project, (2) recording their voice, (3) taking their picture ,
(4) capturing them on film, and (4) sharing their pictures, videos, or artwork/writing. Students
and I both signed an IRB-approved form indicating whether or not the child felt comfortable
talking, being recorded, and being photographed and videoed (this was supplemental to the
family consent. I did not tell kids whether their parents consented to each of these things – I only
said I had also asked their families. I wanted to document how each child felt without reference
to any other authority figure of theirs. Due to the nature of IRB, I defaulted to the minimum
participation permitted by the parents and did not analyze video of certain kids even though the
child felt comfortable with it. In fact, the first round of feedback I received from IRB indicated
that I did not need to seek youth assent because the kids were so young. I felt strongly that even
kids at the kindergarten level have the right to choose whether or not they speak with me or
allow me to record/video/photograph them. Documenting their assent was a priority for me.
Kids also exercised their power by providing their own pseudonyms. I had the students
tell me what secret code-name or nickname they would want if I wrote about them in a story. I
explained it was so no one who was reading knew exactly who I was writing about. The kids had
a variety of reasons for choosing their pseudonyms, and some immediately came up with them
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while others took a few days to decide or revised their choice. Brick-Archery could not come up
with an idea as we were leaning against the brick wall on the playground talking about what he
would like to be called. “I don’t know, but I like archery,” and because he saw bricks across the
courtyard from where we were standing, he chose Brick-Archery. He said, “I have no idea which
name I should do, so I'll just prefer that one.” July chose her name because it was the month of
her birthday. Frozen loved the Disney movie and wanted that to be her name while Fire thought
fire was cool. Super-Adam wanted to be named after his best friend in real life, Adam. A few
days after telling me his pseudonym, he told me he changed his mind. He did not want to just be
Adam, he wanted to be Super-Adam. I never called the kids by their pseudonym in person but
did let them know that as I was writing about their classroom I would use their fake-name. Carla
and Olivia both chose their names “because I like the name” while other students chose their
pet’s names (living and deceased) and characters from various media platforms (ie. Hobby-Bear
is a YouTube channel).
I started the data-creation process with kids only after I sought informed and written
assent from each young participant. Throughout my study, I also sought verbal assent in an
ongoing manner (Cocks, 2007) to avoid any child’s passive acceptance or non-refusal to
participate (Alderson & Morrow, 2004). With each child’s permission (and previously granted
family permission), I audio-and video-recorded in the classroom for later transcription and
analysis. I offered to play-back some of the conversation so the kids could hear themselves –
giving kids an opportunity to revise or extend their thinking while honoring them as contributors
in the project. But, this play-back sometimes came up short because of the time constraints and
the things the kids needed to do for Mrs. Bailey that prevented me from fulling engaging them in
member-checks. Additionally, I tried to be careful to minimize the influence of my suggestions
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when talking to the kids by uncritically accepting answers, offering verbal encouragement
without reference to the perceived quality of answers, and avoiding the repetition of questions
(Birbeck & Drummond, 2014, p. 316).
Data Sources: Collection and Creation
Because this study is a focused ethnography and mirrors case study in its tight attention
to the “meaning people make of their lives in very particular contexts” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005,
p. 9), data sources were generated through the main tools of ethnography: participant
observation, interviews, and artifact analysis. Data was collected in a variety of ways to ensure
the young participants had a chance to be agentic for the duration of this project. The
underpinning of a focused ethnography is on intensive data collection to the point of saturation
(Knoblauch, 2005; Pink & Morgan, 2013). Table 3.2 outlines the types of data I collected and
created with the participants in this study. Especially when working with young children,
acquiring data through multiple modes is essential for reliability (Clark, 2001; Merewether &
Fleet, 2014; Moore & Deborah, 2014). This section outlines the different approaches I used for
data collection and creation.
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Table 3. 2 Types and Amount of Data Collected and Analyzed for this Study
Overview of participant observation

31 days of observation occurred from March 27, 2018 –
June 19, 2018
75 hours of direct observation

27 of 31 days began at 9:45am or earlier;
4 of 31 days visits occurred after 12:00pm.
14 of 31 days: >2 hours in the classroom
Daily time spent in the classroom
directly observing kids ranged from 30 –
395 minutes. The mean length time I
spent observing kids was 145 minutes
per visit.
Fieldnotes, transcriptions, and memos 324 pages raw notes
900+ pages full notes, memos, and transcriptions
Photographs
Video-recordings
Child-led video tours

187 still images
88 total hoursa
21 videosb

Student group-maps

4 chart-paper sized maps

Student individual- maps

22 letter-paper sized maps

Student self-portraits
Teacher interview

20 artifactsc
1 (audio recorded and transcribed)

Teacher map & tour

1 video and letter-paper sized map

a

Video total included student-led tours and teacher tour. Videos taken during participant observation
were of the same day/time but separately set up in three different locations of the classroom
b

All students had the opportunity to create a video tour of the classroom; I did not want any to feel
excluded. For analysis, I did not transcribe or revisit the videos of the students who did not have adult
permission to be recorded.Instead, I relied on typed fieldnotes during their tours. 15 videos were
transcribed due to family permissions. Shivank did not do a video-tour because he moved prior to June.
c

Student self-portraits were used to better understand the students, but they were not analyzed for the
purpose of this study.

Participant Observation
During my fieldwork, I spent between one and seven hours as a participant observer
several days per week across a 12 week period in a single kindergarten classroom. I primarily
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observed the classroom environment during morning literacy stations and witnessed math
instruction only on a handful of occasions.
I implicated myself at the center of action right from the start of my research study and I
engaged participants in the project with this intention clearly stated (Pink & Morgan, 2013, p.
355). From the outset of my observations, I was clear with the classroom teacher and the students
that I wanted to know more about how their classroom influenced their interactions with each
other and with their expectations of school. When the students were in the classroom, I was a
participant observer, but when students were in the cafeteria, hallways, or special areas (ie.
gymnasium, art room, music room) I did not do much formal observing. That said, both lunch
and recess were used for dialoguing with kids and documenting their assent as well as having
them do video-tours and chat with me about their schooling experience within the classroom.
This time was used because I did not want to impose myself on the kids when they were
engaging in the tasks their teacher expected of them. Although fascinating interactions likely
occurred beyond the single classroom, my priority was to observe when kids were in their
kindergarten room.
To best capture fieldnotes during my time in the classroom, I consistently brought my
laptop and typed what I observed as it was happening. I kept a notebook to sketch seating
arrangements and to track movement throughout the room. My laptop was often nearby, and the
kids noticed it. This was a struggle at times, because I wanted to give kids my attention when
they were talking to me, but I also wanted to capture their interactions as detailed as possible. In
one of my memos, I wrote about the tension of typing while a child spoke with me. I never
reconciled this issue. I moved around the room several times per hour to capture different
interactions as well as to change my perspective and which kids were closest to me. When asked
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by a kid, “Why do you move to different spots?” I replied, “Because I think it’s interesting to see
stuff from different spots.”
As a result of my pilot study and understanding of the literature, my observations for this
study focused on the moorings and mobilities (Adey & Bissell, 2010; Hannam et al., 2006;
Sheller, 2017) within the classroom from the outset of my presence there. For example, I paid
attention to where in the classroom students/interactions/activities seemed to be anchored (ie. at
desks/tables, on the rug, at cubbies) and the interactions that flowed out of and through these
points. Because I could not be in all places at once, I set up three video cameras (following the
receipt of family consent forms) that were trained on different locations in the room to serve as
extra sets of eyes and ears for me to refer back to for accuracy in my fieldnotes. I also used
digital voice recorders set in strategic locations in the classroom to capture vocalizations and
talk. I used these recordings during analysis for accuracy and to revisit moments where details
were missing from my written observations.
My priority during my observations was to document interactions of the young children
buzzing throughout the classroom. The teacher was a focus of observations as well, but I did not
want the teacher’s words and actions to take a center role in my observations. I tried to pay
attention to the mundanity of occurrences since one of the inherent bias of participant
observation is “the likelihood that unusual and rare events will be more closely observed and
recorded than commonplace events and activities” (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2012, p. 90). I
documented a mix of the mundane and the juicy, but I tried to stick very closely to the students’
words and actions when I was in their classroom.
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Teacher interview
I conducted a single interview with Mrs. Bailey. It took over an hour and included Mrs.
Bailey giving a tour of her empty classroom after students had left for the day. The purpose of
the interview was to probe how Mrs. Bailey linked pedagogy, curricular decision-making and
social-emotional learning with the built environment of the classroom. The interview provided a
glimpse into the classroom teacher’s decision making and revealed the role she played in relation
to structuring the classroom environment. I also had Mrs. Bailey sketch her classroom map and
give me a tour (while she held a video-camera) of the classroom during her interview so I could
get a sense of where she prioritized opportunities for learning within the classroom. Questions in
this interview included how the space of the classroom is used daily, what types of social
interactions are witnessed in different places, and what skills, behaviors and values are kids
learning besides sitting at tables and rugs (see Appendix C). I transcribed the entire interview
including video-tour. By talking about physical arrangements of the setting and its furnishings as
well as broader spatial decisions, the teacher interview shed light on how the spatial organization
of the classroom came into being.
Kid-created artifacts: Maps and video-tours
Mapping (Kress, 2011; Krueger, 2010; Powell, 2010) and child-led tours (Merewether &
Fleet, 2014) were the two main ways students created data for this dissertation. These childcentered methods encouraged kids to present their own images and representations of their lives
(Williams & Bendelow, 1998). Also, I chose these multimodal methods because “more than
providing a sense of the physical spaces that we traverse through, maps can shed light on the
ways in which we traverse, encounter, and construct racial, ethnic, gendered, and political
boundaries” (Powell, 2010, p. 553). Maps are a way for young kids to express implicit knowing
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that is embodied into a modally explicit form (Kress, 2011) because the kids are sign-makers
whose interest and interpretations become material and evident through the drawing of maps (p.
220). When the kids visually represented and documented their perspectives of the classroom,
they naturally discussed the spatial and material elements of their classroom and their meaningmaking relative to these elements. For this reason, maps are an excellent method for bring
children’s abstractions into observable, concrete representations.
Other early childhood researchers have used mapping and tours in their research seeking
kids’ perspectives. For example, Clark and Moss (2001) included mapping and tours in their
multi-modal approach to research with very young children in a UK preschool (ages three to five
in their case) that used a variety of qualitative methods to glean children’s insights. They termed
this method the “mosaic approach” because it entails “drawing together pieces from different
sources to create a complete picture of children's perspectives” (Clark, 2007, p.77). Using this
approach, researchers worked with children and the adults in their environment to listen deeply
(Rinaldi, 2006) to kids in a way that required an emotional and ethical researcher-stance. The
mosaic approach, as described by Clark and Moss (2001; 2005) used multiple stages to gather
and reflect on data with young children and their adults (practitioners and parents). Though I did
not follow the mosaic approach as described by Clark and Moss, the methods employed in my
study do use several of the same tools (ie. observation, mapping, tours, interview) in order to
piece together the ways kids and their environment interact in a kindergarten classroom.
I intentionally chose to have the data creation process be social and in groups rather than
individual. At school, kids are accustomed to having conversations with peers rather than
through one-on-one dialogue with adults (Gibson, 2012) which is why I did not conduct any oneon-one sessions with kids to create data. As Moore (2014) pointed out, in one-on-one sessions
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with young participants, the researcher can misinterpret a child’s utterances or representations
which can cause a conversation to stop when the child’s response does not align with the
researcher’s expectations. The dialogue that occurred throughout the creation process of this
project was more like the exchanges that occur in focus groups than direct question-and-answer
sessions because “members respond to each other’s points, agreeing, disagreeing, or modifying
in any way they choose” (Rubin and Rubin, 2012, p. 30). The kids engaged in conversation and
back-and-forth exchanges throughout the map-making and touring processes; their articulations,
observations, and contributions built off one another. Kids expressed their thoughts and feelings
spontaneously and in response to one another.
Collaborative map-making process
The youth participants and I created four chart-paper sized collaborative maps for this
study. I led a morning station with the students to create the collaborative maps in May after I
had been observing for several weeks. With Mrs. Bailey’s permission, I created groups based on
family-consent for video and audio recording (keeping kids whose families did not want them
recorded in one group). I took a group of five to six
Figure 3. 1 Collaborative Map-Making
students outside (so they were relying on recall of the
physical space) and used maps of Disney World parks
to briefly introduce the purpose and perspective of
maps with particular attention paid to the notion of
birds-eye view. I drew the outline of the classroom
with a brown marker on a single piece of chart paper
for each small-group (four groups total). I indicated
where the two doors (hallway and playground) to the

Note. Six kids adding details to a
collaborative map while outside. Brown
sharpie lines indicate the walls and
doors.
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classroom were located using green marker to aid in students’ visual-spatial recognition (Figure
3.1, Appendix D). The collaborative maps all started with me pointing out where kids walk into
the classroom from the hallway. Thanks to the agency of a participant, Iza, persuading me to let
the kids use their pencils at one time, the students collectively drew the details of the classroom
for about 10 minutes with me helping them locate where items might be using the doors as
reference points. I did not tell the students what to include on the map but helped them determine
where on the map their item might go, though my tendency to do this decreased as I realized the
kids’ agency and representations were more impactful without my interference (more on that in
Chapter Four). I used probing questions like “What might be over here?” while pointing to
white-space on a kid’s map or “What else would you see if you peeled back the roof and looked
down?” Chapter Four details the process of these maps more completely to show the way the
kindergarteners’ participation in this study was nested within the structural confines of school.
Individual map-making process
The day after making the collaborative maps, I led a 15-minute station during the
morning literacy stations. I invited kids to free- draw instead of map if they did not want to
participate, but all students opted to map. Students individually mapped the classroom in the
same groups as the collaborative map. Each group rotated through the station for two days. In
preparation for the individual sessions, I pre-drew the classroom outline brown with doors in
green the same way as I did for the collaborative maps but on standard letter-size paper. I told
the kids they would do the same process as we had done together outside, but this time I wanted
to know what they thought needed to be included on the map without someone else drawing on
their same creation. To set the purpose of the map, I had the students imagine they were going to
talk all about the important stuff of kindergarten to an incoming pre-kindergarten student for next
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year because it would help me understand what they thought was important. This round of mapmaking was done inside the classroom, so students were able to look around and decide what
they most wanted to include on their map.
The first day of the individual map-making, the kids simply drew components of the
classroom with pencils. I brought a class-set of mechanical pencils that were the same type of
pencil I always used when I was present; the kids and I called these writing tools “Researcher
Pencils” and they used them for all the tasks I invited them to do. The second day of the mapmaking, the kids used colored pencils to add details to their artifacts. Kids also walked around
the table to view the maps of the rest of the group and commented on what they noticed, what
they saw was similar, and what they saw was different on each map. This gallery walk acted as a
way for kids to notice themes and patterns for themselves and to share them with me. Though I
was not explicit in telling kids this was a method of analysis, they were co-researchers in that
moment. Any child who felt like they were not finished after the second day of stations was able
to use time in the morning during breakfast to complete their maps for as many days as they
wanted. Within three days, all students had finished their maps to their own satisfaction. These
drawings were processes. I recorded the map-making with audio and video recorders (except for
the group whose families did not consent) so I could analyze how the kids made decisions about
what to represent (Harrison, 2014) based on their responses to my prompts like, “What details
are you putting on your maps?” and “Tell me about this.” A strength to using maps with kids is
the ability for the young children to express their knowledge before they may have language to
do so (Clark & Moss, 2005; Dyson, 2016; Kress, 2011).
The kids’ maps illustrate the multiplicity of representations of their lived environment but
also are a sort of framing of that environment in a single moment and as a result of particular
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interactions. Having young children visually represent their space when their own visual-spatial
perception was not yet fully developed lends an authenticity to the argument that space is
impossible to enclose and reduce to a particular ordered entity (Massey, 2005). There was no
way to tame the chaos of the spatial representations on the collaborative group maps or the
individual maps. Kids shifted from an aerial view to a street-level view and back again. Their
collaborative exchanges were similar to how focus groups operate: when one child added “the
rug” to represent the ABC rug near the front board, this prompted another child to draw “the rug”
as the entire carpet spanning the classroom from mailbox to window. Their unique
interpretations and representations were a result of their own observations entwined with
classmates’ observations.
Child-led tours
I used child-led tours (Clark & Moss, 2001; Merewether & Fleet, 2014) of the classroom
space to open ways for students to demonstrate how they used and interpreted their built
environment in a more fluid and mobile way than the maps allowed. Each child used a handheld
video camera and stood behind the camera and narrated what they were showing. The kids and
their resulting videos gave the viewer a sense of the materiality and meaning of the different
locations and resources within the room (Pink, 2008). The first round of tours happened within a
week of the mapping activity. I spread the tours out across several days and weeks since kids
only did them during non-instructional time like recess and lunch, and not all kids wanted to do
their tours during their playtime. Kids self-selected when they gave a tour, so on the first day of
tours, six students each spent about nine minutes giving their tours during recess (three at a time:
Iza, Zee, and Flower then Paxon, Valerie and July). Although some kids did not have consent
from their families for video-taping or recording, I did not want any child to feel excluded from
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the opportunity to hold the camera and show off their classroom and all the things they did inside
it. Thus, I allowed each child to give a video-tour but did not transcribe them for my analysis.
Three students typically were recording their tours simultaneously (because I had three
cameras), so they were able to build ideas off one another and literally walked through each
other’s videos (sometimes making silly faces for the camera). As days passed and kids did their
tours, some students had to give tours alone during a transition time in the classroom because
they did not want to do them during recess or lunch. In one case, a child did a second tour
because she dropped her camera and the file for the first tour was corrupted.
Throughout their video-tours, I verbally prompted kids using place-based prompts like
“What happens in each spot in the classroom? Show me where your favorite place in the room
is.” alongside prompts to tap into kids’ experiences of schooling: “What do you find difficult or
hard about being in kindergarten? Show me where you feel like you’re the master or something –
like you’re really great at it.” The video-tour method of research was particularly well-suited to
young children because their ability to articulate complex ideas was enhanced when they
documented the observable characteristics of their classroom. Kids’ movement was part of the
data creation, for their tours required them to walk through the classroom and talk about what
features were important for a future kindergartener to know about. I transcribed 15 tours and had
to revisit the transcriptions multiple times because I realized I needed to document where kids
moved to, in what order, and whether they moved in response to another child, in response to
me, or through their own initiation. These transcriptions allowed for more nuanced analysis of
the tours.
Methodologically, the combination of participant observation, map-making, child-led
tours, and informal conversations with kids provided a pile of data that this dissertation merely
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scratched the surface of. Using these data sources to consider the ways the built and material
environment was implicated in children’s social interactions proved valuable as a range of
themes emerged from them during analysis. A strength of using this combination of methods
coupled with the framework of spatiality enabled me to delve into how the kids understood the
places and purposes of the materialities within their classroom. Though research into the spaces
of schools and their influence on students’ social interactions has had limited crossover into the
literature on teaching and curriculum, this study provides a methodological opening for
researchers interested in it.
Data Analysis
The nature of a focused ethnography is to enter the research site with a specific question
in mind that is tightly connected to theory. As discussed in chapter two, the theoretical strands
framing the methods of this study come from the sociology of childhood (Corsaro, 2015) and
human geography (Hubbard & Kitchin, 2011). First, young children are agents whose
perspectives are worth hearing in their own right. Second, the spatial elements of the built
environment are human created and can reveal nuanced and complex social constructions. My
goal in analyzing the data was to connect kids’ agency and perspective with the social
constructions of the built classroom environment.
Tracing the relational connections and networks occurring through the classroom space
required attention to moorings and (im)mobilites (Fenwick, Edwards, Sawchuk, 2011; Hannam,
Sheller, & Urry, 2006). Therefore, in my analysis I paid attention to the built/material elements
that serve as anchoring points (these anchoring elements may also be human) and the interactions
that flowed out of and through these points. More specifically, my analysis was on-going
throughout the study and focused on the mediated (inter)action (Norris, 2014) of kids and their
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classroom geography and materials to reveal how interactions shaped identity, meaning-making
and social positions. Geosemiotics (Scollon & Scollon; 2003; Nichols, 2014) informed the
method of analysis since it integrates semiotics and ethnography in a way that reveals meanings
of spaces in relation to the practices occurring in the spaces. I considered meanings and practices
similar to how Anning and Ryan (2004) discussed the tools and signs young children make sense
of from very early on in their development.
Using a focused ethnography that intentionally keeps theory at the fore, I approached my
analysis (and my actual data collection/creation) with some a priori categories. For instance, I
went into my study wanting to look at boundaries and territorializing in the classroom. I looked
for ways kids marked their territory as well as what places and locations kids never visited or
only visited if they had permission. I also sought to find instances in the data that encompassed
kids’ forms of agency with regards to ways they reproduced and rebuffed norms and
expectations. These ways of thinking shaped how I observed as well as the questions I initially
asked the data. But, as I deepened my analysis, these notions crystallized as a result of evidence
and patterns in the data.
Data collection and analysis were concurrent while I was immersed in the field and
writing fieldnotes. I wrote frequent memos to capture what I was thinking about and what I
might want to examine more closely when coding. Revisiting my fieldnotes and memos before
entering Mrs. Bailey’s classroom each day allowed me to seek out instances that complicated my
initial understanding of what was happening in the classroom. I did not transcribe any data until I
finished my fieldwork in June. I relied on loose hand-coding of fieldnotes and memos while in
the field.
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Once the school year ended and I left the classroom, I transcribed all video and audio
data permissible by families and inputted it along with all fieldnotes, photos, memos, maps, and
recordings into Atlas.ti, a software for computer-assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) to
keep coding and analysis organized. My in-depth grounded theory approach to analysis,
particularly grounded visualization methods, occurred only after leaving the field. This created
complications because by the time I looked more closely at the data, I had also lost any
opportunity to ask participants clarifying questions related to what I was noticing since the
school year had ended and I did not get kids’ contact information to check in with them about my
study after the school year, and my fieldwork, ended.
I produced all transcriptions, so they “bear the mark” of my authorship (Bucholtz, 2000,
p. 1453), and as I mentioned earlier with respect to my positionality, I recognize that my
interpretation of interactions is only a singular, constructed representation of them. Just as
Charmaz (2014) insists, any theoretical rendering as a result of my analysis “offers an
interpretive portrayal of the studied world, not an exact picture of it” (p. 17). Nonetheless, this
grounded theory approach pushed me to move beyond description toward “a theoretical
rendering that identifies key explanatory concepts and relationships among them” (Wuest, 2011,
p. 226).
Grounded Visualization Methods
Grounded visualization methods are a way to explore and analyze spatially referenced
data and ethnographic data together (Knigge & Cope, 2009). With the exception of one student
group (due to family consent), all mapping activities were video-recorded, transcribed, and
coded. The chart-paper maps were photographed and annotated based on the transcribed video
that recorded the creation of the map and my accompanying researcher notes that documented
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who was doing what. For the individual and collaborative maps, frequency of representations for
each classroom component was noted on a master spreadsheet. I took PDF scans of individual
maps after the first day and again after the second day of map-making, and I digitally annotated
the maps to thicken the data-source with student descriptions, comments, and relevant context
information. For groups who were not videoed, I took detailed notes on my laptop (who said
what; what items were added to maps) and added to the notes during lunchtime and recess when
kids were not in the classroom. Similar to Mavers, (2009), I analyzed the children’s drawings as
a realization of the meaning the kids made relative to their classroom environment and the
learning that occurred within/through it.
I coded the kids’ maps in multiple cycles similar to what I describe below with the
written data by noticing things, collecting things, and thinking about things. I used the locations
and materials students consistently marked as the starting point to define the various locations, or
anchors, that students consistently documented. Then, I traced the interactions and movement
Figure 3. 2 Stan-the-Man’s map with Meredith’s Annotations: Early Cycle of Grounded
Visualization Analysis
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that launched and settled at these locations. For instance, as I analyzed the maps, I noticed there
were distinct zones within the classroom. I began by considering what were teacher/adult zones
and what were student/kids zones. Figure 3.2 shows this initial level of analysis as I annotated
kids’ maps. I worked through issues of permeability (Who is allowed to cross the borders of
these zones and under what conditions?) and purpose (What happens where, and why/how does
it happen there?) along with many other categories related to the kids’ maps and articulations
about them. As I revisited the maps and tours throughout my analysis, I picked up on more
nuanced actions occurring in the shared locations of the room where kids consistently accessed,
so my focus for the study honed in on these places and largely ignored the places that were
distinctly for the teacher (ie. Mrs. Bailey’s desk area).
Coding Cycles
I wanted to know how interactions of young children with each other and their built
environment in school affects their meaning-making and learning, so I followed Dyson (2010):
“In order to see children’s agency, though, it is necessary first to separate the official classroom
curriculum, and its underlying vision of proper child behavior, from children’s experience of that
curriculum” (p. 8-9). Throughout my analysis, I sought to separate the official classroom
curriculum from kids’ lived experiences of that curriculum.
To do this with my written data, I began with inductive, line by line coding and moved
from specific initial codes for micro-level snippets of data (like in vivo codes using direct-quotes
of participants) toward more general patterns, categories and themes occurring across the data
that then became focused codes (Charmaz, 2014). My analysis took on the constant-comparative
method (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) when I compared evidence across
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interview statements, observations notes, transcribed explanations of drawings/maps and videotours, captured dialogue, and routine interactions occurring at similar times across different days.
I applied Friese’s
(2019) N-C-T method to

Figure 3. 3 Friese’s (2019) N-C-T Model Layered onto the
Multimodal Collected/Created Data

navigate the coding
process of my analysis. NC-T stands for Noticing,
Collecting and Thinking
about Things (p. 108).
Figure 3.3 demonstrates
the cyclical, rather than
linear, nature of my
analysis using this method,
similar to Saldaña’s (2016)
first and second cycles of coding. First, I began the process of analysis by noticing things (N): I
marked places in my data that were interesting and attached preliminary codes to them when I
was still in the field. As I noticed things, I began to see connections and similarities which
allowed me to collect things (C). When I use the term collecting things, I am referring to not just
seeking additional data to further probe what I noticed, but I am also referring to finding
instances in my memos and data to develop and tighten coding schemes throughout my analysis.
Throughout the noticing and collecting phases of my analysis, I was always thinking about
things (T), for collecting things involved thoughtful contemplation and reflection around what I
was noticing across the wide range of data I had. As I noticed things, I collected new coding
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categories by comparing across instances in the data that did align to certain codes and instances
that were contrary to such codes. I refined codes to subsume similar concepts or occurrences in
the data and to break out and further differentiate what was happening.
As an example of my noticing-collecting-thinking, within the first day of visiting the
classroom, Olivia stood out as an interesting member because of her frequent movement and
peer interactions. But, it was only after in-depth analysis that I noticed Mrs. Bailey primarily
used questioning techniques when articulating that Olivia was not aligning with her expectations.
Once I keyed into this trend, I revisited instances where I coded Mrs. Bailey responding in a
corrective fashion to her students and coded these responses as questions, directives, or threats. I
layered these codes and determined that some questions were spoken like threats (ie. Do you
want to spend time on the wall?) and others were spoken like guidance that assumed a child
knew the expectation (ie. What are we
supposed to be doing right now?)
Then, by layering demographic
markers onto the codes, I was able to
notice instances in the data when Mrs.
Bailey consistently responded in
certain ways to certain kids and
moments when Mrs. Bailey responded
in unexpected ways based on the
patterns I noticed.
Figure 3.4 illustrates a few
coding categories with some sub-

Figure 3. 4 Sample of Coding Structure as I Collected
Things to Probe Theoretical Themes
Student Actions Across Zones of Interaction
Student Asserts Agency (S-Agency)
Student Access Teacher (_SAxTch)
Raising Hand (_RsHnd)
Moving to teacher (_MoveToTch)
We teach each other (_TchEO)
Bossy (_Bossy)
Helpful (_OfrHelp)
Curiosity (_CurisTask; _CurisSocial)
S-Movement – Kid initiated
S-Movement – Teacher directed
Student Access Learning Opportunity (SAxLrnOp)
Material/Tool for Learning (_Tool)
Seeking answers (_SeekAns)
Visual Aids (_Visuals)
Denied (_Deny)
Catch-up Folder (_CtchUp)
Experiential (_HandsOn)
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codes that I identified during initial coding. Students’ assertion of their agency was a huge
category that eventually was broken into several other codes related to the reasons why kids
asserted their agency and the effects of that agency. As I labelled more and more instances of
kids asserting agency or accessing certain opportunities, I traced the devices/tactics kids used to
access these opportunities – was it conforming to a rule? Was it obfuscating surveillance? Was it
tapping into a peer’s resources/capital/knowledge? Was it going against a teacher’s explicit
instruction? Then, I had to collapse the codes to better encapsulate what was happening in the
data. I frequently referred back to the physical entities of the classroom and the kids’ descriptions
of what happened where alongside what I observed kids and their teacher doing and saying in the
space to consider whether some places increased or decreased affordances for particular learning
opportunities. The process of analyzing the rich treasure trove of data was super messy and
required constant refinement.
Trustworthiness and Implications
Much has been written about regarding youth participatory action research or Y-PAR. As
Gallacher & Gallagher, (2008) point out, “participatory approaches seem to have an
epistemological advantage over more traditional approaches; they promise to access the
perspectives of the children being researched, rather than the perspectives of the adult
researchers” (p. 499). This dissertation, while seeking to honor young children’s perspectives,
falls short of a genuine participatory research in a number of ways. First, the youth participants
in this study did not design the research questions, revise the research protocol, analyze data,
identify themes and patterns, or participate in the study after I left their classroom in late June.
Second, the youth participants in this study were completing tasks I designed, so their production
of data hinged on their compliance to my requests.
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The structure and schedule of the day is what undergirds kids’ learning in school. The
choreography of schedules in schools serving students with different learning needs is
astounding. Therefore, the schedule in this kindergarten was such that the entire morning was
spent on tasks related to literacy skills. The afternoon was centered on math instruction.
Trustworthiness with this study hinges on the authenticity of students’ representations and my
interpretations of them. Had the mapping activities been completed during math instructional
time in the afternoon rather than during morning literacy stations, it is possible the maps may
have included more details related to math-learning, but I predict the most frequently occurring
features would have remained central to their representations since these locations were
consistently encountered during their afternoon centers. However, the timing of the map-making
bears weight on the results of this study. I witnessed the kids engaged in more games and handson activities during their math centers than their literacy stations, so it is possible that maps
created during this time might show playfulness as less peripheral at the tables and elsewhere.
Because this was a focused ethnography that occurred at the end of a kindergarten
schoolyear, I did not have a chance to re-enter the field following in-depth analysis of the data.
Also, the sheer volume of data I collected and created with kids meant I could not fully
transcribe it until the summer following my fieldwork in 2018. Seeing that I did not catch some
of the interactions and articulations of the kids until after I had left, I missed some important
opportunities. I never heard Iza ask, “Do you get to watch it?” about her own video-led tour until
I listened back to the videos for transcribing. In this moment, Iza was not asking about me
watching it, she was asking whether she would have a chance to view the video she just
produced. In a study of spatiality, it is ironic that I did not build in more time for member-checks
with the kids. An implication for this study is the relationship between research and formal
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curriculum. I was so hesitant to disrupt the children’s day and mess with the teacher’s priorities,
squeezing my data-creation opportunities to lunch and recess, that I did not build in opportunities
for the kids to revisit their videos. As it was, the last student led video-tour was finished within
the final week of school.
For the purposes of trustworthiness, it is worth noting that the phrasing captured in the
kids’ conversations and articulations is true to form. These kids were between five and six years
old, and six of them did not speak English as their primary home language. In an effort to honor
their agency and personhood, I have used direct quotes throughout this dissertation, and these
direct quotes may read clunkily to the academic audience. For instance, Super-Adam, HobbyBear, Ella, and 1-2-3-1-2-3 all spoke with a unique cadence and used words in ways that a fluent
American-English speaker might not. Verb tenses often did not agree, and prepositions and
conjunctions were used interchangeably. For instance, Super-Adam sometimes used the word
“of” instead of “when” or “that” as in, “Yeah for the rest of the week of we have the playtime.”
Context is important, and I utilize brackets to provide context in fieldnote excerpts when needed
for the reader’s benefit.
As we know, compliance is baked into the educational system, so my presence as an
adult in the kids’ classroom came with tension and taken-for-granted pressure for them to
participate. The young children had numerous opportunities to contribute to the study in
authentic ways. In fact, chapter four outlines the number of ways they influenced my methods.
For instance, during a collaborative data creation opportunity, one of the kids asked why they
could not use a pencil that they were holding. This question prompted me to immediately change
my approach to the data creation to allow for a more organic contribution from the kids. The kids
also each had the opportunity to come up with a pseudonym for themselves. “This allows us to
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set out what we believe to be a more useful model of emergent subjectivity, from which we can
advocate a position of methodological immaturity in research, which admits to vulnerability and
fallibility.” (Gallacher & Gallagher, 2008, p. 500).
Young children’s agency shaped the methods of this dissertation. Although this chapter
provides the research design and the methods I used to elicit and analyze kids’ perspectives on
their classroom environment, how the young children interacted with me and interpreted the
purpose of my work shifted how I did said work. Therefore, I view my research project “less as
the carrying out of pre-designed tasks and procedures, and more as a messy process of
collaborative improvisation, in which methods are reworked and reshaped, sometimes quite
radically, by the various agencies operating within the research context” (Gallagher, 2014, p.
728). The following chapters go into depth around the ways the agency of kids in this classroom
were structured and constrained by curricular and temporal elements while also showing ways
kids persisted in being agentic and rubbed up against the expectations and norms of the
classroom and their teacher, Mrs. Bailey.
I view this study as an entry into deeper explorations of the connections between
environment and learners. This study exists on a micro-level within the classroom, but relates to
broader questions of professional development and teacher preparation. If the built environment
is a site of socialization for young children, then how do teachers learn how to consider the ways
the physical environment is implicated in kids’ making, maintaining, experiencing, and knowing
of school? How do teachers consider the connection between the built environment and the
learning opportunities designed within it? How are space and place addressed in teacher
education? How can mobilities emanating through anchors/fixtures within the classroom be used
to better understand the learning community and how it includes and excludes? How can
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spatialized studies of the classroom reveal considerations for culturally relevant and sustaining
pedagogy (Alim et al., 2017; Paris, 2012; Paris & Alim, 2014)? How can classroom components
and materialities be used to honor kids’ agency? What happens when lessons are planned using
classroom maps?
Conclusion
The goal of this study is to better understand what young children notice in their
classroom environment and how the built classroom environment is implicated in young
children’s social interactions. This chapter outlined the qualitative research methodology I used
to explore how the spatiality of a classroom can influence meaning-making and identity
development for young children. This study also aims to reveal how certain inequitable
ideologies may be embodied through practices occurring through the spatial/material
associations in the classroom. It is a call to “transform our image of a child into a figure in
motion” (Dyson, 2016, p. 176) - always engaged in encounters. This way, teachers may be better
prepared to approach kids and their spaces in school in a way that honors identities, the
“simultaneity of stories-so-far” (Massey, 2005, p. 9), agency, and “bundles of trajectories”
(Massey, 2005, p. 119) in play within shared classroom space.
In the following chapters, I reveal, through young children’s voices and representations,
the local understanding of the built classroom environment and its role in influencing the
meaning-making and identity development of kids in school to generalize to a macro level of
understanding regarding schooling, control, and agency more broadly. In doing so, we might
propel a social justice that is grounded in spatial justice at the most local level: the spaces and
places young children occupy and activate through their very existence in school.
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Similar to how Mehan (1979) located boundary markers in the interactional sequences,
topic-related sets, and lesson phases in his study of the structuring of lessons, I aimed to identify
the organizational features that orient youth participants’ behaviors in a single kindergarten
classroom. But rather than looking at turns of talk or discourse, I used the classroom’s geography
to unearth key interactions that socialized young students. In the following chapters, I reveal the
features and themes related to how the kindergarteners experienced their classroom and the
learning within/through it. I used kid-drawn classroom maps (found in Appendix D and E) as
evidence, coupled with students’ descriptions of their drawings and quotes from their tours, to
shed light on anchor-points from which learning opportunities mobilized within the built
classroom environment. I use excerpts from fieldnotes to contextualize the ways in which kids’
mobilities (body and voice movement) throughout the classroom were afforded or hindered
throughout the study.
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Chapter Four: The Built Environment, the Entanglement of Time, and Kids’ Agency in the
Process of Creating Classroom Representations

In a study about the interactional work in classrooms that is influenced by the built
environment, it is important to begin with what is often considered a stagnant backdrop rather
than a vital interactant in children’s schooling. The students and I were mostly recipients of a
given environment, for Mrs. Bailey, the teacher, largely controlled its establishing. Because the
teacher did have discretion with the design, and to lend cohesiveness and structure to the findings
that follow, I first describe the visual and sensory experience of the classroom, the teacherparticipant’s description of the space, and her decision-making around its furnishings and layout.
But outlining the physical features through this adult-lens is not enough, for the priorities of time
and scheduling structured the students’ interactions with/in the classroom as well as the methods
of data creation. The temporality, then, is a key contributor to this study and the bound together
nature of space-time relations are described in the second section of this chapter. Thus, the first
two sections of this chapter center on the built environment and the temporality of it all.
While the first two sections of this chapter provide a glimpse into the overarching
structures influencing the interactions that occurred within and through the kindergarten
classroom, my aim of this study is to center the students’ voices and experiences. After
presenting the context of the built environment and its temporal structures, the third section of
this chapter shifts attention away from the environment and toward the youth participants whose
visual representations, dialogues, and interactions formed the bulk of the data analyzed for this
study. The final section of this chapter gives an overview of what the data-creation process
looked like with the kids. This is needed because how the data was created directly impacted
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what kids thought and chose to represent, how they represented these thoughts through drawing,
writing, and speaking, and how their social interactions during the creation phase affected what
was produced and recorded for analysis. The young participants shifted the course of this study
and made very real contributions to the process, and these contributions highlight the kids’
agency.
Figure 4.1 illustrates how
the young children’s

Figure 4. 1 The nested ecology of kids’ participation in
the research study.

participation in this study was
The built
environment

bound up with the spatial and
temporal environment.

The
temporality
of it all

Additionally, my presence as a
researcher in this setting, the
questions I asked, and the ways I

Kids' agency
throughout
the process

shaped the creation of data made
me a central actor in all the
interactions from the outset of

my study. This chapter serves as background-building for the subsequent findings chapters and is
needed to contextualize the kids and their supremely astute contributions featured in this focused
ethnography.
The Built Environment
Abiclare Elementary is a greige brick building set back from a mid-size road in a
suburban area of Central New York. Several residential neighborhoods surround it with the
convenience of a major grocery store, several cafes and restaurants, a drug store, a medical
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center, and diverse places of worship within a two mile radius. Abiclare is one of several
elementary schools in the district and serves over 400 students in grades kindergarten through
sixth. The attendance boundaries of Abiclare Elementary edge two neighboring school districts –
one a suburban district and another an urban district.
Each day I arrived at Abiclare, I walked from the parking lot to the school, ascending the
sloping paved ramp toward the double-door entrance. It is the kind of blacktop ramp that begs to
be run down, biting the knees and palms of kids who pick up too much speed as they exit the
building and approach the flagpole near the bus circle at its base. To the right of the locked door
at the ramp’s summit I pushed an intercom button with a small round camera above it. Beside
this unit is a smaller black rectangular sensor – adults who belong here as staff enter by waving
their badge against the sensor to unlock this exterior door. I had to wait for either the familiar
click of the lock retreating from its secured position, indicating a person inside recognized me on
the camera, or a voice asking, “Can I help you?” Upon entering, I stood in a vestibule within the
school and faced a second set of locked double doors in front of me. A wooden garden bench
long enough for two adults leaned against the wood paneled wall with an LCD screen perched
above, cycling through school and district announcements. To my left the main office was visible
through the lockable sliding glass window above more wall paneling.
I routinely signed my name to the clipboarded yellow page perched on the counter behind
the sliding-glass window. Like every visitor, I waited for the secretary, who was on the other
side of the window corralled behind a desk, to print a white sticker badge complete with my
name, photo from my license the school scanned through their Raptor security system the first
time I came, and reason for my visit. Finally, I was granted access to the main school hallway via
another door-lock click triggered by a button on the secretary’s phone. Now standing in the main
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corridor, I faced three hallways joined in an upside-down T. To the right, a hallway stretched out
and housed the nurse, library, art room, staff room and staff bathroom; at the hallway’s end, the
fifth and sixth grade wing branched off in one direction and the gymnasium, cafeteria, therapy
rooms, and music rooms branched in the other. Straight ahead of the main entrance, I could walk
to the third and fourth grade classrooms with three doors on each side of a single hallway lined
with blue lockers. I always turned left from the entrance. I travelled down the bright green,
lockerless hallway past the counseling offices, an accessible unisex bathroom, the custodians’
closet, a therapy room, and the speech and language room across from one of the kindergarten
classrooms. A bulletin board on the wall contained an image of Elmo with his hands on his
stomach encouraging kids to acknowledge their feelings and belly breath. The space was very
clearly an elementary school aiming to communicate the worth of the children inside.
As I approached the end of the hallway, I turned right into an alcove housing the other
two kindergarten doors. Had I turned left, I would have passed the classroom for the ENL
teachers near the first and second grade classrooms off the lockered hallway. An area near the
exit door was converted into a large cubicle for small group work – several tall filing cabinets
separated a rectangular table from the open hallway. A bulletin board bridged the gap between
the doors of the two kindergarten classrooms: room 129 and room 128 in the alcove. To the left
of room 129’s doorway stood a wooden bookcase with 4 shelves holding brought-from-home
lunch pails of various shapes and colors. A single desk resided to the left of the lunch shelf and
the building’s locked side door was steps beyond it. It was through this door that kindergarteners,
the only grade level that uses this exit, left every afternoon to walk with their teachers to the
busses. Benches, used mostly for boot removal in winter, lined the hallway just outside each
kindergarten door. Kindergarten was the only grade level without lockers.
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Mrs. Bailey’s Room 129: “Just born out of necessity”
I entered Room 129 through its (usually) open wooden door. The tile floor was clean
beneath my shoes and the ceiling hovered a couple feet above my head. Several steps into the
room, after passing the garbage and recycling cans, I would turn right and cross the threshold
from beige tile to dark blue carpet. At this threshold, the ceiling vaulted up and large fixtures
hung to flood the room with light. A wall of windows across the room framed a primary-age
playground that was installed recently enough to feel modern. Beneath the windows was a long
counter with items screaming early childhood: buckets of glue sticks and bottles, clear cups
potted with soil sprouting green shoots, trade books to ‘make math the story,’ stacks of puzzles,
bins of toys. Below the counter sat shelves exploding with additional materials. Environmental
print labels clung to items throughout the room: door, flag, computer, window, map, crayons,
pencil, paper. Color words hung above the whiteboard with personified bears dressed in the
corresponding color while number visuals featuring sets of items and their label hung on a side
wall. Vertical surfaces were covered with curriculum-related materials: hundreds charts, sight
words, letter sound cards, character strengths, postcards from different states, number lines. Age
appropriate books lived on shelves throughout the room – some displayed for children’s
choosing and others lined vertically for the teacher’s access.
When I walked into the classroom most days the students were gathered on the alphabet
rug as their teacher, Mrs. Amanda Bailey, sat in a chair with tapestry-like green, yellow and blue
flowers printed on it. Mrs. Bailey had been in Room 129 for 18 years. Several years after she
began working at Abiclare Elementary, the building went through a small-scale renovation
resulting in new windows, new doors, and air conditioning. The doors and windows were
architectural anchors to the classroom and became important reference points for structuring the
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creation of the classroom maps as they bounded the kindergarten environment from its
surroundings. The other architectural details that were present in the classroom that Mrs. Bailey
neither added nor controlled the positioning of were the cubbies, closet, bathroom, sink cabinets,
thermostat, lights, vents, and windowsill counters. The tables, chairs, desks, and a few
bookshelves were school-provided, though Mrs. Bailey determined their positioning.
Nearly everything else in the classroom was accumulated by Mrs. Bailey over time, and
to say there was a lot present in the classroom would be an understatement. During her tour of
the classroom as she stopped on her storage closet that had items cascading off the shelves, Mrs.
Bailey joked, “Honestly, when I retire somebody's going to have to come in— Principal Gina’s
going to be outside with a forklift and a dumpster.” Importantly though, Mrs. Bailey clarified
that kindergarten requires a lot of materials, manipulatives and environmental print. She also
expressed frustration at not always knowing how best to organize the classroom space, especially
because young children need to independently access a broad variety of resources. For example,
she stored her math workbooks in a plastic laundry bin on the floor below the cubbies and when I
asked, “How did those come to be over here?” She replied, “Just a space issue. Just a space they
can access independently and that I had the space to put it. So it really was just born out of
necessity.” The spatial organization was born out of the necessity to best utilize limited physical
locations in the classroom while scaffolding young children’s access to learning opportunities.
The Classroom Design
Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the classroom’s physical design. Just like the teacher
and youth participants, I drew a map of the floorplan with notable fixtures and material elements
labelled. Importantly, each feature I included on my map was also highlighted on the teacher’s
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and the kids’ maps. When viewing my map, it is essential to remember, as Monmonier (2018)
emphasizes,
“a single map is but one of an indefinitely large number of maps that might be produced
for the same situation or from the same data…map users must be aware that cartographic
license is enormously broad.” (p. 2)
While the architectural and material anchors of the map provide a general structure to the
classroom, allowing readers to interpret the broad environment and spatial organization, I include
images of the classroom taken from various locations/perspectives to emphasize the unique
characteristics of Room 129 as Mrs. Bailey established it. The photos contextualize this place so
readers can interpret its essence for themselves.
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Figure 4. 2 Meredith’s Annotated Map to Represent Room 129
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Figure 4. 3 View of sink, bathroom, and teacher’s closet as you walk through the door from the
hallway. Cubbies are to the left and the garbage and recycling bin on to the right.
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Figure 4. 4 View from standing at the cubbies and looking at the hallway door, mailboxes, and
garbage/recycling bins
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Figure 4. 5 View of the tables, teacher’s desk, computer cart, and back bulletin board with the
cubbies and mailboxes behind the photographer.
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Figure 4. 6 View of the ABC rug, front board, and teacher’s laptop desk with chair and easel
area; mailboxes to the right of photographer
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Figure 4. 7 View of the mailboxes and bookshelves at the front of the room
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Figure 4. 8 View of the green table looking toward the cubbies, mailboxes, and hallway door.
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Figure 4. 9 View of blue table, round table, easel, and windowed wall
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Figure 4. 10 View of blue, white, and purple tables, USA Map, and playground door
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Figure 4. 11 View of Mrs. Bailey’s desk area and the snack shelf from between the purple table
and the computer cart
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Figure 4. 12 View of kids doing work inside the play area
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The Temporality of it All
There is an undeniable sense of becoming in a kindergarten classroom. The kindergarten
classroom was organized by space, but time and the priority of scheduling dictated where kids
were at a given moment. This timetable has been discussed elsewhere with regard to how it
regulates bodies and movement (McGregor, 2003). In this section I explain the daily schedule of
the classroom and the way time was structured to allow for consistency and predictability while
also enabling kids to access learning opportunities related to social-emotional learning and
character education, literacy, math, and science.
Table 4. 1 Kindergarten Schedule and Corresponding Classroom Locations Involved
Time of Day

Kindergarten Schedule

Places Involved

8:20 – 8:45

Arrive & Breakfast

Cubbies; mailboxes; hallway; tables; rug

8:45 – 9:00

Positivity Project

Rug

9:00 – 9:30

Morning Meeting/Fundations/
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Rug

9:30 – 10:00

WIN Time (Win = What I Need)

Rug; hallway; other classrooms

10:00 – 10:55

Daily 5 Stations

Tables

11:00 – 11:30

Lunch

Hallways; Cafeteria

11:30 – 12:00

Recess

Playground or classroom

12:00 – 12:30

Writing

Rug; tables

12:30 – 1:10

Special Area Time

Hallways; Other classrooms

1:15 – 1:35

Science (Social Studies on Fridays)

Rug; tables

1:40 –2:05

Math

Rug; tables

2:05 – 2:30

Math Centers

Tables; rug

2:30 – 2:45

Snack & Pack

Tables; cubbies; mailboxes; hallway; rug;
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Mrs. Bailey’s Schedule for Room 129: “Everything has a start time and end time”
Because the kindergarten schedule was built with the whole-school in mind, times when
students left the room (ie. lunch, specials, recess) were fixed to allow first through sixth grade
classrooms to access lunch, recess, special areas, and other out-of-classroom opportunities such
as band or chorus. Mrs. Bailey indicated this scheduling dictated a start and end time for
everything occurring within the physical space. The in-class schedule was shaped around the
availability of support personnel and intervention service delivery along with the learning
priorities set for the grade level. For instance, during math from 1:40-2:30, two teaching
assistants (TAs) pushed into the room to support learners while one teacher’s aide pushed into
the room during the second half of English Language Arts stations at 10:30am. This morning TA
then accompanied children to the cafeteria for lunch. Roughly two hours each day was dedicated
to literacy, one hour to math, and half an hour to science or social studies. Morning meeting and

Figure 4. 13 Linear Representations of Time in Room 129
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intervention times were cross-disciplinary with literacy, math, science and social studies woven
into their respective half hours.
When describing the first days of school, Mrs. Bailey highlighted two key components of
the classroom: the meeting area at the front of the room and the practice of rotating through
stations at each table. About the meeting area, Mrs. Bailey said, “I love the meeting area. I think
a lot of learning happens there. I think a lot of socializing happens there.” She described how the
area is used in the beginning of the year to set expectations, co-construct rules, and establish
relationships and community, noting the interdependent development of “This is how we work in
our classroom. This is how we treat each other.” While speaking of the areas of the room where
these expectation-settings occurred, Mrs. Bailey made sure to articulate, “And the other thing
that's really important for them to understand: that, that everything has a start time and end
time.” She described setting up the rotation of stations so students come to expect the shift and
manage the transitions with ease. The students flow through the classroom to access different
learning opportunities at different tables, but time cannot be shaken from the environment’s
essence. A yellow egg timer in the shape of a chick was used to quietly trigger movement from
one station to another during both English Language Arts stations and Math stations.
Mrs. Bailey spoke of the social-emotional development of the young learners in her
classroom and indicated that students enter kindergarten with a vast range of experiences:
“They’re all coming from something different…there’s a lot of inconsistencies with kids.” Mrs.
Bailey went on to say some students enter from years of structured pre-school, some students
enter from families with parents who “are more friends than they are parents,” and some students
enter with complex home dynamics and few consistencies. For this reason, Mrs. Bailey
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prioritized a set of consistent expectations. She used the classroom space and the framework of
time to structure these expectations and routinize kindergarten.
Figure 4.13 reflects the linearity of time in this classroom. The bulletin board hung at the
front of the classroom and included several visuals for the monthly calendar, the daily routines
and schedule, and the number of days in school complete with straws to represent each day. Kidfriendly cards show the content of each segment of the day, for instance one can see Writer’s
Workshop is sandwiched between recess and specials. To the left of this kid-friendly schedule is
the teacher’s version with times noted for each segment of the day. A version of this appears in
Table 4.1 with the addition of the locations central to these segments. The temporality of the
classroom schedule leads to certain contents taking priority. For instance, students spent the bulk
of the morning practicing and developing literacy skills such as phonological and phonemic
awareness, alphabetic principle/phonics, sight word recognition, listening, and vocabulary
development. It was not until after specials that math became an explicit priority.
The displayed schedules represent a linear timeframe for the day’s activities.
Representations of linearity are seen in the calendar that notes the progression of days across the
month and the yellow pocket chart with straws at the bottom right corner of the bulletin board
signaling how many days the students had been in school. The number of days was also
displayed on a class-generated number line that was used for days one through 100: each day a
five by seven inch piece of construction paper was taped to the wall roughly eight feet high and
continuous around three walls of the room. On day one, the class added a single stamped image
to a piece of paper labelled “1.” By day 50, 50 discreet stamped images were added to the halfsheet labelled “50.” The calendar, number line, and three-digit pocket chart with straws based on
days in school contributed to students’ mathematical thinking and number sense. They also
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contributed to the ever-present march of time and perpetual references to futures near and far.
These features did not go unnoticed by students, for several kids included representations of the
number line on their maps which will be discussed in Chapter Five.
“Since I’m six now, I’m smart”
The kids in the classroom often referred to themselves as working toward being first
graders or getting smarter with time. There was a definite sense that they were on a temporal
trajectory and their status as kindergarteners, the youngest grade present in this K-6 school
reminded them of where they were on this developmental continuum. Take, for instance, the
following interaction that transpired as I talked to Stan-the-Man, Ella and Gussy during their
lunch in the classroom prior to their video tours:
(01) Meredith: What’s difficult or hard [about being in kindergarten]?
(02) Stan-the-Man: Math. The minuses one. And now I get past the minuses one.
(03) Meredith: How do you do that?
(04) Stan-the-Man: Since I’m six now, I’m smart.
Stan-the-Man had recently celebrated his sixth birthday when we had lunch together in
June. His use of the word “now” indexed a past from which he came. By virtue of advancing in
years, he felt he experienced an increase in smartness as defined by his capability with
subtraction. Stan-the-Man did not mention the strategies he used for subtraction but attributed his
ability to “get past” the difficult part of kindergarten to his maturation rather than his learning.
Similarly, when talking about the tables in kindergarten versus the desks used in many of the
other classrooms, Ella mentioned wanting desks because it was what big kids used. Again, Ella
was looking forward to different materials in the classrooms because these materials represented
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her goal of, and an unavoidable march toward, being bigger (Mouritsen & Qvortrup, 2002;
James & James, 2012). Time and the passage of it was an ongoing theme in this classroom.
Because the priorities of time were so prevalent, this study’s alternative view of looking at the
spatial organization of the classroom leads to new perspectives and revelations about kids’
interactions in the early childhood classroom. The kids’ identities as kindergarteners was
certainly influential in their production of data and visual representations for this study, but their
status as youth did not inhibit them from fully participating and thoughtfully contributing to this
study. Next, I shift away from the environmental structures like the material environment and the
temporal framework of their daily lives at school and move toward a focus on the kids
themselves and how they influenced the data creation, and therefore the analysis and findings,
for this study.
Kids’ Agency in the Creation of Classroom Representations: “Why can we not use these
pencils?”
When it came time to create artifacts related to this study (ie. collaborative maps,
individual maps, and child-led video tours) each child brought their own experiences and
priorities to the activities I invited them to do. The wills and self-determination of the individual
kids influenced the creation of classroom representations. Interestingly, through the creation of
individual artifacts, the relational aspect of the classroom became obvious alongside the
individual agency of each child.
Though each child had their own pencil to contribute to the maps and their own video
camera to contribute to the tour, the processes of both the map-making and the classroom tours
were collaborative. What was documented on the maps was a consequence of the kids’
relationships and interactions with each other, with me, with their classroom, and with their
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teacher. These moments of creation were messy entanglements marked with wide ranges of
movement, talk, action, and creation. The actual canvas for each collaborative map, for instance,
was collective in that it was a piece of chart paper whereas the canvases for the video tour and
individual map were singular in that each child’s product was a video and drawing they created
with their own hands. That said, the process for creating each product was incredibly social, for
the students often added on to a peer’s utterance or drawing in the vein of focus groups since
they were sharing the same physical and aural landscape (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The different
processes of creating the collaborative map, individual map and the video tours revealed the
social and relational aspects of this data which hinged entirely on kids’ agency – yet in line with
Bourdieu’s (1984) habitus, the kids’ agency is actually an embodiment of their praxis and the
ongoing entanglements of how environment and interactions shaped decision-making and
preferences.
Three interesting subthemes related to young children’s agency emerged through the
process of the mapping and video tours. First, the young children’s visual and spatial perception
magnified the evidence for a “multiplicity of stories-so-far” (Massey, 2005, p. 9) as each child
uniquely represented material components of the classroom. Second, the proximity, both
physically and conceptually, of material objects was apparent throughout the creation of the data
artifacts. Third, the utterances of the children as they described locations within the room showed
the active purposes of places. Before I expound on these themes, however, an early interaction
that was the first attempt at having the kids create artifacts for this study provides a key anecdote
to illustrate the agency and capabilities of the young children participants. In the following
paragraphs, I describe how Iza’s tenacity caused me to revise my approach to this study on the
fly.
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During the collaborative map-making activity, Iza influenced my thinking and,
consequently, the whole map-making process. Her desire to write and persistence around this
resulted in her and her peers having a greater opportunity to use their pencils than I had initially
envisioned. Group One’s map has more brown marker than the other three maps because I
started the activity by drawing what the students mentioned. Iza had a strong sense of where
things were spatially on the map, so she was quick to indicate what should be added by moving
her body around the map and gesturing with her pencil:
(01) Meredith: This will be our classroom map. Now, what do we need on your map of
the classroom? What are the important things in your classroom?
(02) Iza: Uh, the cubbies. Uh they go right there. [pointing to the side of the door]
(03) Meredith: So they're right here next to the door. Right? [Meredith draws line around
perimeter of cubby area]
(04) Gussy: So they're actually kind of, but they're kind of separated
(05) Iza: Yeah but they look like this. [Iza says as she gestures with her pencil to add a
box for a cubby]
(06) Meredith: So we won't need to write yet. We might not even need to write today.
(07) Iza: They’re squares.
(08) Meredith: Alright so cubbies. What else do we need on your map?
(09) Iza: Cubbies are squares.
(10) Meredith: Yep. These are the cubbies.
(11) Ella: Toys.
(12) Meredith: Where are the toys?
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(13) Ella: Over here, and you have like [pointing along the wall that Meredith drew to be
the bathroom/closet area] a little space
(14) Meredith: Uh
(15) Iza: No no no no no. [Iza stands, bending at the waist and placing pencil eraser on
center of chart paper]
(16) Meredith: So this is the door where you walk into the classroom. [Meredith uses her
left finger to point to the hallway door and forms a hook with her finger, moving it to
indicate a body is moved through that door into the classroom]
(17) Iza: And this is the rug [Iza waves a circular motion with her pencil hovering over
the center/front section of the chart paper where the rug would accurately be]
(18) Meredith: Oh this is the rug. Okay.
(19) Ella: The ABC rug.
(20) Meredith: ABC rug [Meredith draws an oval and adds ABC along one perimeter]
(21) Iza: In the, and the toys are over here because the kitchen is over here [Iza again
indicates with her pencil hovering in circular motions over the space where the play
area would be].
(22) Meredith: So the kitchen is over here? Like right here at the kitchen? And the sink is
here? [Meredith using brown sharpie to draw the outline of the kitchen area with the
sink.]
(23) Iza, Gussy: Yeah, yeah.
(24) Zee: And the toys are there.
(25) Meredith: And the toys. So do I write toys?
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(26) Iza: No I was, I was - [Iza is leaning over the chart paper with her pencil tip touching
the area where the sink/kitchen was just outlined in marker]
(27) Meredith: Hold on, hold on, hold on.
(28) Iza: Why can we not use these pencils?
(29) Meredith: Well. Okay. Why don't we do this. One at a time you guys can use the
pencils. We got the rug, the door, cubbies, the kitchen area with the sink.
Iza was restless that she had a pencil but wasn’t using it. She jumped in three times to
clarify how I was (mis)representing the cubbies (in lines 05, 07, and 09). Rightfully so, she
asserted herself and her desire to draw on the chart paper and participate beyond a verbal
contribution. Her body constantly moved to the locations on the chart paper where she perceived
items should go in relation to each other.
Less than a minute after I told the group they could use the pencils one at a time, I gave
up the locus of control and tossed July and Zee a pencil, inviting everyone to add to the map at
the same time. In Figure 4.14, July works on the door to the playground, Gussy adds letters to the
Figure 4. 14 Simultaneously Adding to the Collaborative Map: Zee, Iza, Ella, Gussy
and July
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ABC rug, and Ella, Iza and Zee add toys to the play area. Though this felt chaotic, it was a
genuinely more collaborative endeavor and resulted in me changing my protocol for the next
three groups so they could use their pencils simultaneously from the outset. The outcome was a
more authentic exchange across the kids and afforded them far more agency in the act of creating
the map because the representations of what they envisioned were not mediated through me. This
process gave me a better sense of what they noticed in the classroom and honored their thinking
and producing. By removing myself from the act of drawing, the kids’ visual-spatial acuity
became more evident.
Kids’ Visual-spatial Perception: “They’re kind of separated”
The difference in kids’ visual-spatial perception became obvious throughout the mapping
activity. In the above snippet, Gussy and Iza both took issue with my representation of the
cubbies. I drew a single line tracking where the outline of the cubbies would be from above, but
each girl made it known that was not how the cubbies looked. Gussy urged, “So they're actually
kind of, but they're kind of separated” (04) while Iza repeatedly told me “They’re squares” (07,
09). I responded to confirm I was creating the cubbies, “Yep. These are the cubbies,” but my
visual representation of the birds-eye view was much different than the kids’ eye-level view they
routinely experienced. The kids never had a chance to see the tops of the cubbies since the
compartments at their eye-level were, in fact, separated squares just as Iza and Gussy described.
These differences in perception, from the kids and me as well as from kid to kid, resulted in
fascinating visual representations and exchanges across the groups. For instance, during their
individual map-making, Paige asked Iysha about a cat she drew on the map and commented,
“Mrs. Bailey doesn’t have a cat.” To which Iysha replied, “No. I was trying to do the sound
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cards.” The students were very intentional in their creations, but the physical representations did
not always align with others’ expectations.
During Group One’s collaborative map-making, Ella inaccurately labelled the appropriate
locations for items in the classroom several times. In the above excerpt, she mentioned that “you
have, like, a little space” in the area with the toys (referring to the corner where the kids could
play), but Ella pointed to the area on the map where, based on the position of the classroom
entrance, the bathrooms would be. Iza knew the location of the kitchen was in another part of the
room from where Ella was referencing and emphatically corrected her (“no no no no no”). These
back and forth exchanges between the kids clarified where certain places were in space and
helped identify other locations and materials within the classroom.
Interestingly, the mistakes Ella made in placing items in their respective locations did not
detract from her articulating what she noticed in the classroom and marking it as important. For
example, Iza and Ella both drew a version of Mrs. Bailey’s desk during their group map-making.
Iza drew a small rectangle and called it a laptop on the desk she made whereas Ella ran her
fingers over pencil marks scribbled within her own rectangular outline of a desk saying, “This is
all her messy…Mrs. Bailey’s” on the desk. I did not determine whether Ella was referring to the
laptop desk near the front board as Mrs. Bailey’s desk or her actual desk near the snack table –
each of them could be characterized as messy. Later, Iza erased Ella’s version of Mrs. Bailey’s
desk because she knew it did not belong where Ella placed it in relation to other items on the
map. At the time, Iza was trying to draw the classroom’s bulletin-board map in a similar location
to where Ella had drawn the desk. Ella expressed her annoyance at Iza’s erasure by calling out,
“Hey!” but quickly jumped back into the map-making when Iza shifted her focus to the
classroom postcards and details of the bulletin-board map that hung on the wall. Iza’s visual-
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spatial acuity placed her in a position where she was compelled to assert her agency at the
expense of Ella’s.
Kids’ Use of Proximity: “Next to Mrs. Bailey’s chair”
The proximity of physical materials in the built environment influenced kids’ evidence as
did the symbolic proximity of ideas and places in the mind that came to exist on the maps. The
young children interpreted a place based on their personal connection to the physical location in
the classroom and to the conceptualized place in their mind’s eye– a single word, like ‘toy’ or
‘food’ sparked a different physical representation for different children.
In Group One, July stated, “We need the whiteboard” almost immediately after she heard
Iza remark, “Yay. I’m going to start on the desk. There’s a chair right there.” July built onto Iza’s
idea of the chair by identifying another important material in the classroom that was, as July
described the board, “next to Mrs. Bailey’s chair.” In every collaborative map, this physical
closeness of materials within the classroom influenced what was added. Similarly, in Group Four
when Hobby-Bear and Brick-Archery were working on their collaborative map, Hobby-Bear
mentioned “the part where we put our lunches,” referring to the shelf just outside the classroom.
Brick-Archery’s next contribution was “the boxes with the balls” which was a large plastic bin
used to store various balls the students transported outside for recess; the bin was kept next to the
lunch shelf against the wall just outside Room 129’s door.
While Brick-Archery and July extended Hobby-Bear’s and Iza’s contributions to
locations that were geographically close, there were instances when kids considered the multiple
meanings of a word which demonstrated how their cognitive interpretations of a material or
location differed. Gussy, who had a broken arm during part of the study, mentioned “where the
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toys are where I get my toys so I can come out” referring to the closet she accessed during
outdoor recess to retrieve sedentary toys to use in lieu of running or playing on the playground.
When Gussy said this, Iza interpreted toys as being in the play kitchen area of the map which
was on the opposite side of the classroom from the closet and was accessed during indoor
playtime. As Gussy and Iza’s contributions demonstrate, the kids’ interpretations of materials
and places differed in the moment as well as in their broader experiences of the classroom. Iza
never retrieved toys from the closet, so she did not identify this place as important to add to the
map whereas Gussy did. These multiple interpretations relate to Massey’s (2005) bundle of
trajectories because they demonstrate how a spatial element can contain a multiplicity of
“Stories-so-far” and the potential of each location or component is infinite.
Kids’ Purposes for Places: “This is where we hang our stuff”
The language the students used to describe the locations and places of their schooling
highlighted the active nature of the built environment as well as the classroom routines. Verbs
were consistently used when indexing a location in the room. The more kids consistently used a
location, the more likely these locations were to show up on the map or to be mentioned in the
video. Additionally, kids’ noticings documented on their collaborative and individual maps were
bound to time, for the classroom maps were created during the morning English Language Arts
stations, so their references tended to favor the materiality of the classroom relative to this
subject. Also, students envisioned flowing through the classroom when they began their maps
and I used the hallway door as a key reference point, so they initiated their flow from the hallway
door and in many cases the chronological order of the day, beginning at morning entry,
structured the contributions to the maps.
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Phrases like, “this is where we hang our stuff,” “where we wash our hands,” “the table
that you sit on for morning stations,” “where we get the morning meeting” and “the wall where
we do our letters” were typical during the collaborative map-making. These phrases also came
up during the individual map-making and tours. Actions liking hanging coats and backpacks,
preparing for lunch or washing hands after painting or bathrooming, engaging in morning
meeting, and practicing the skills of phonemic awareness all appeared in the children’s
contributions by describing the places where these opportunities occur. Interestingly, the kids
repeatedly used the word learn as a verb. For instance, at the beginning of her video tour, Paige
shows the rug and says, “this is the middle of the rug where you will probably sit, or I kind of
sit…this is the board we would learn on most of the time.” The act of learning correlated with
the front white board. Then, toward the end of her video tour, Paige returns to the rug saying,
“We sit here on the rug. We sit on the rug and we learn from- and we learn on the rug.” The rug
was the location, but the learning was the action that took place there. The rug served as an
anchor-point for learning. This connection between the places and their purposes revealed a great
deal about how the young children in the classroom interpreted the spatial and material
organization and the broader expectations of school and is explored in detail in the next chapter.
Conclusion
This chapter accomplished three things to set up the remainder of this dissertation. First, I
described the built environment and included visual media to shape readers’ understanding of the
physical layout of materials within the kindergarten classroom featured in this study. I provided a
glimpse into the broad classroom design as it was constructed by the teacher (ie. locations of
tables and rugs) alongside the larger architectural features that were beyond her control (ie.
locations of doors, cubbies and the bathroom). Second, I noted the way that the classroom
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schedule and the structures of time (ie. the routine schedule, the monthly and weekly calendar,
the days in school, kids’ progressing through childhood) interacted with the built environment,
the teacher, and the students to shape the experiences of the kids in the classroom. I outlined
these temporal features in order to demonstrate the taken-for-granted way that time shaped
interactions occurring within the classroom and to emphasize the fresh lens that spatiality lent to
this study. Third, I laid the foundation for the ways the youth participants in this study asserted
their agency throughout its duration. Kids had unique and complex interpretations and
representations of their space. By documenting how kids actually created data, I reveal to readers
the relational and complex ways that kids’ voices and participation formed this study. This
chapter laid the foundation for interpreting the classroom through the kids’ perspectives.
This chapter provided an overview of the physical environment and how it was organized
architecturally as well as by the classroom teacher. To set up the next two findings chapters
about how the kindergarteners experienced their classroom, it was important to reveal the ways
the kids’ participation was nested in this built environment and how time was a structuring agent
for the classroom interactions, children’s perceptions, and this study itself. The chapters that
follow focus on the two key take-aways that emerged from analyzing the data: Kids noticed what
I call zones of interaction within the classroom and their descriptions of what happened where
revealed contradictions of learning and work, and kids had uneven access to the pro-social and
positive effects afforded by the mobilities across and within the zones of interaction. In the next
chapter, I present the nuances of young children’s noticings by presenting their visual
representations alongside their verbal descriptions of the classroom. I will show how young
children in this study identified what happened where and that these happenings fell into four
distinct categories: learning, work, privacy and play.
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Chapter Five: Zones of Interaction for learning ↔ work and privacy ↔ play

In this chapter I share findings from the analysis of the kindergarten participants’
individual maps, collaborative maps, and video tours to answer What materials and physical
features do young children mark as important within their classroom? Through their artifacts,
the young children revealed zones of interaction (ZoI) within the classroom and designated what
happened in these zones. I present data supporting that two zones of interaction existed within
the classroom: a learning ↔ work zone at the classroom’s center and a privacy ↔ play zone
along the classroom’s periphery. The individual maps serve as the key artifact informing the
findings of this chapter, but data from the collaborative maps, video tours, and broader
participant observation serve to contextualize the findings since the kids’ articulations
throughout the study and during data-creation opportunities contained descriptions of the
classroom components and their purposes.
While speaking about, drawing, and recording the various locations in their room, the
kids explained what happened where. In doing so, they ascribed meaning to the opportunities
afforded by the physical and material components of the environment. In the first half of the
chapter, I present the fixities noted consistently across the kid-created maps and forming the
learning ↔ work zone. I will contextualize the material and physical components within the
learning ↔ work zone by sharing what the kids said about the opportunities afforded by and
meanings ascribed to these components. It is important to note at the outset of this chapter that
the young children described learning as something that was done in community and was
continuous whereas work was described as something done individually with a concrete finish to
it. In the second part of this chapter, I contextualize the privacy ↔ play zone and its material and
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physical components according to the kids. In their descriptions of this zone, the kids
consistently made personal connections to the material items and expressed pleasure around the
opportunities afforded by the privacy ↔ play zone.
This chapter is organized for the benefit of readers to delineate main features of the
classroom, for throughout my analysis, features and ascribed meanings persistently collapsed
into the larger themes of learning and work and privacy and play. But the zones do not genuinely
reflect the way the classroom was organized, for ideas and interactions flowed through the room
and its inhabitants in messy and complicated ways. Chapter Six dives into the themes of
permeability and mobility through and across the zones. I constructed the distinct zones of
interaction and what happened where based on how the kids described, drew, and documented
their classroom environment. In this chapter I made every attempt to center and privilege how
the young children understood their space, the zones that were real to them, and the kinds of
things they felt happened in each zone.
The Features Young Children Marked as Important within their Classroom
Distinct locations and material components were involved in the learning, work, privacy
and play of this kindergarten. During my analysis of the kids’ maps, I found the three most
frequently occurring classroom components on the individual maps were the rug, the cubbies,
and the rectangular color tables. Table 5.1 lists the frequency of components appearing at least
three times across 22 kid-created maps. Included in the table of components is Mrs. Bailey and
other kids since they appeared frequently on the maps, though they are not material in the sense
of non-living, fixed objects. Unlike the other components, Mrs. Bailey and the students had a
very high level of mobility throughout the room. In my time within the classroom, I witnessed
movement of fixed objects on very rare occasions. Chairs moved in and out from the
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Table 5. 1 Number of times Classroom Components
were Represented on Individual Maps (of 22 Kidcreated Maps)

tables as kids used them throughout

21 Rug/Carpet

the table-tops at the end of the day

19 Cubbies/Hooks
17 Rectangular Colored Tables
15 Mailboxes

the day, and they from the floor to

so the custodian could clean beneath
the tables, but I never saw the table’s

14 Door/Exit

chairs move around the room or

13 Whiteboard

from their designated location at a

13 Water bottles/cubby items/backpacks

certain table. An easel was rolled

12 Colored Baskets/Table Tools
12 Play center/Kitchen

from its position beside the front rug

12 Student Laptop/iPad carts

during snack time so kids could view

10 Teacher Laptop Table

the movie playing on the whiteboard

10 Alphabet poster/Sound cards/Number line (wall)

from their seats. The materials for

9

Mrs. Bailey

9

“Snack shelf”

work would move temporarily – the

8

Round/Circle Table

baskets containing crayons, scissors,

8

Bathroom

glue, etc. might be cleared to a

8

Drinking Fountain/Sink

8

Teacher’s desk

7

50 States Map

surface area for a given task but

7

Other children

would eventually return to their

5

Windows

4

Teacher's "stuff"/"mess"

3

Bookshelves

counter top to allow for increased

tables. iPads would be walked from
their cart to a table or spot in the
room and back again. But, the

majority of details the kids included on their maps were fixed. In fact, the kids did not include
the iPads but represented them as enclosed into their cart on their maps and the baskets with
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learning materials were fixed to the tables represented in their drawings (see Appendices E and F
to view student maps). Due to the fixity of the material and physical components within the
classroom, I refer to the classroom’s material, non-living components, such as the rug/carpet and
the hooks/cubbies (see Table 5.1), as anchors throughout this chapter.
The physical and material components in Table 5.1 collapsed into four core categories:
learning (gathering rug, whiteboard, curricular materials on the wall, and Mrs. Bailey), work
(colored tables and mailboxes), privacy (cubbies/hooks, bathroom), and play (play area/kitchen).
The rug was the most frequently included anchor, missing from only one kid-created map,
followed closely by the cubbies/hooks included on 19 maps then the rectangular tables found on
17 maps. The area designated for play (the kitchen) was included on 12 of the individual maps
and all four of the collaborative maps.
A note on social connectedness and individual agency
As numerous childhood sociologists have pointed out, agency is socially interdependent,
for we are influenced by our context and interactions (Corsaro, 2015; James & Prout, Mouritsen
& J. Qvortrup, 1993; Mayall, 2013; Pugh, 2013) As noted in chapter four, much of the data
created for this dissertation was kid-generated. The maps, then, were as unique as the kids
themselves and the components each child chose to include demonstrate the connectedness of the
spatial, material, and relational elements of their kindergarten classroom. As Table 5.1 shows,
many physical components were repeated across the kid-created maps. Interestingly, the details
that did not appear across multiple maps are quite revealing and give a glimpse of who the kids
are as social individuals.
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Carla gave Mrs. Bailey a Minnie Mouse pen early in the year, and she made sure to
include it when she drew Mrs. Bailey’s desk. Hobby-Bear and Super-Adam both included each
other on their maps, as did Carla and Olivia. On her video tour, Gussy used a whisper voice to
profess, “There’s Zee’s. I’m in love with Zee” as she stood in front of his cubby. Paxon named
each of his classmate’s seats at the tables during his tour while July and Carla each included
intricate details of their peers’ belongings on their maps: backpacks, clothing, and water bottles.
In each of these cases, the kids were demonstrating relationships with others in the room –
significant human-centered connections made at school and indexed through material (and
human) representations. The kids also included playful elements on their maps. Kya told her
peers she had “doors to secret stuff” on her map. Iza included a leprechaun trap, complete with
“lots and lots of glitter all over the floor” represented through tiny pencil marks dotted along a
path. And because she “just likes to draw them,” Olivia included several stars and hearts on her
map. It is through these examples we can view the kids’ individual agency alongside their strong
social connections to their peers and environment. The connections in the class were also to the
physical locations of the room, as the remainder of this chapter will show. When speaking about,
drawing, and recording locations related to learning and the important places within the
classroom, the students moved around to put their bodies in the locations they were
documenting. While map-making, several kids got up from their seats to walk to different areas
in the room to look at and capture a detail accurately. This points to the fluid nature of the
learning opportunities and how the kids would access ideas in different parts of the room.
Anchors for Learning ↔Work
The sections that follow will break down the locations and material components involved
in the learning ↔ work zone and will outline, according to the kids, the opportunities these
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components afforded. The kids used the term learning to refer to the teacher-led large-group
instruction occurring mostly when gathered on the rug related to literacy, math, civics, and
science. They also used the term learning when they mentioned viewing and referring to
curricular materials posted on the walls. The kids used the term work to describe tasks
completed at their tables, placed in mailboxes upon completion, and slotted into catch-up folders
when not finished. In their descriptions, drawings, and tours, the kids made clear there was a
distinction between learning and work. Learning was expected to be social as it happened as a
group with the teacher while working was expected to be individual as kids completed tasks.
The learning ↔ work zone was physically centered in the classroom, but it was also
symbolically centered for the students as they continuously returned to the learning and work
themes when talking about their kindergarten classroom. Below, Valerie and July mentioned
both work and learning during an exchange captured on their video tours when they were
responding to my prompt: “Help the new kindergarteners know what they need to know about
kindergarten. What’re the tips and tricks about kindergarten?”
(1) Valerie: They have to know that’s the mailboxes for work
(2) Meredith: What does it mean to do work in kindergarten?
(3) July: Because you want to get smarter
(4) Meredith: Oh, and how does doing work help you get smarter?
(5) July: Um, because it tells you things that you don’t really know.
(6) Valerie: A:::nd the rug because you sit and learn…
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Valerie distinguished that the fixture of the mailboxes served a very different purpose than the
fixture of the rug. To Valerie, the mailbox synced with work while the rug synced with learning.
The purposes of the mailboxes, rug, and other material components are discussed in the
following sections.
Learning: On the rug with the teacher
The front carpet area was strongly linked to learning.
This carpet area was where the teacher engaged in direct
instruction and the students completed shared learning tasks. For

Figure 5. 1 Frozen’s Map with
Two Key Fixtures: The Computer
Cart (top) and Backpack Hooks
(bottom-left)

instance, most mornings when I entered the kids were on the rug
with small whiteboards in their laps, holding dry-erase markers
and sock-erasers as they stretched words and played with letter
sounds as a group. Carla summed up the usefulness of the carpet
when she said it was “So we can see and learn.” Indeed, visual
cues, especially posted curriculum materials, were used often on
the rug and the kids linked their learning to this area and the
tasks the teacher led. Ella concurred that learning happened on the rug when she described what
she liked in the classroom and why: “I like school. I like the tablet because you can use games
and the play area is fun. And the color rug because you can know everything on it.” Sitting on
the rug
The rug was documented on 21 of 22 individual maps and appeared in all the child-led
tours. On 19 maps, the rug included letters around its perimeter to represent the alphabet. Paxon
and Paige did not include letters but did draw stick figures to show kids sitting on the rug. Frozen
was the only child who did not include a rug on her map. As seen in Figure 5.1, Frozen’s map
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was less densely populated compared to her peers’ and featured only two fixtures: the computer
cart and the backpack hooks.
Though the teacher referred to the oval carpet as the “gathering rug” and “meeting area,”
I never heard the children refer to it in the same way. The kids called it “the a-b-c rug”, “the
color Rug” or just “the rug,” and they used the word “we” repeatedly when talking about what
they did on the rug. For example, Paige explained on her video, “We sit on the rug. We sit on the
rug and we learn from—we learn on the rug.” Here, Paige’s description of the class sitting
together on the rug paints a picture of the young children learning in community with one
another. The rug itself was an oval shaped area carpet with bright color sections on its perimeter
that contained a label and a visual representation of an animal beginning with that a letter of the
alphabet. The colored sections were big enough to encourage a student to sit within the borders
of a single letter area (see Figure 5.2). The kindergarteners sat in or around the same areas every
time they gathered on the rug. The kids informed me Mrs. Bailey picked out their spots. From
March until June when I was in their classroom, Olivia always sat on (or near) the Monkey at the
back of the rug beside the mailboxes and 1-2-3-1-2-3 always sat beside the Frog tucked tight
near the Lego bin and the bookshelf against the front wall. Without enough space on the rug’s
perimeter to fit everyone, some kids sat in the blue section within the rug’s interior. Flower,
Shivank, and Frozen lined the alphabet section from the frog block to the monkey block while
Fire, Valerie, and Brick-Archery filled the blue space between Olivia and 1-2-3-1-2-3. SteveTom and Kya consistently sat at Mrs. Bailey’s feet beside her chair. The rug was surrounded by
teacher-made and publisher-created learning materials. Student work was not displayed in the
immediate area of the rug. Instead, the visuals that were on the front wall were published
artifacts related to phonics, phonemic awareness, and sight words. The rug was enclosed on three
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sides by the teacher’s easel, chair, stool, and laptop table on one side, the front board and
bookshelf to the front, and another bookshelf and the mailboxes to the third side. The open side
of the rug bordered the table area of the room.
Figure 5. 2 Kids gathered on the ABC Rug: Writing words in their notebooks while Mrs. Bailey
supports while crouching beside child out of the frame

On the second day of map-making, I had the kids do a gallery walk around the table so
they could view their classmates’ maps. I asked, “Is there anything that’s the same on each of
your maps?” In her group, Ella noticed there was a rug on everyone’s map. This prompted
Hobby-Bear to comment, “So we can all follow directions” while Super-Adam added, “And
listen to the teacher.” Mentioning that there are different spots on the rug, Olivia indicated, “You
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don’t want to copy anyone.” Olivia’s comment showed that the spots were to ensure students did
their thinking independently despite being gathered collectively.
The rug allowed the kids and the teacher to mutually benefit from being in close
proximity for learning opportunities. According to Carla and Paige, the kids could access the
teacher’s lessons through easier visibility and the teacher could access the kids without moving a
lot. When I asked kids why they go to the rug, Carla said, “So we can see our teacher and
people? If we sit here [referring to the purple table] we can’t see her and we don’t know what
she’s doing. So we can see and learn.” Paige added onto Carla’s train of thought regarding sitting
at tables rather than the rug mentioning how the teacher was able to access the kids more
efficiently from the rug. Commenting on what it would look like if the kids sat at tables for
morning meeting, Carla said, “And the teacher would have to go around and around, around,
around” while using her fingers to gesture a path throughout the classroom. So, by anchoring at
the front rug, kids shared access to the teacher and Mrs. Bailey accessed them easier. But, the rug
was a teacher-directed location as Brick-Archery noted when he said, “I’m going to draw where
we get the morning meeting” as if the kids sat passively and received the content of morning
meeting. Although Brick-Archery’s use of the term “get the morning meeting” runs counter to
Paige’s interpretation of learning on the rug from above, consistently the kids linked learning as
a social endeavor, a social construction (Vygotsky, 1978).
Gathering as a group with the teacher
The kids most often talked about learning as the moments when they were gathered on
the rug. They also explicitly linked the teacher (and me) with the notion of learning. In fact,
when kids referred to the rug, they nearly always included Mrs. Bailey in their descriptions.
Figure 5.3 shows four representations of Mrs. Bailey. On all four maps, the creators drew Mrs.
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Bailey close to the rug and front board. Iza drew Mrs. Bailey on her green tapestry chair beside
her laptop at the front of the room while July and Gussy drew her standing by the front board at
the top of the rug with the front board clearly delineated. Paige added Mrs. Bailey beside the rug
and represented her much larger than the children included on the rug. July and Iza both included
the teacher’s tools for projecting and sharing curricular materials while Gussy included the sight
word see written on the board to link Mrs. Bailey with literacy learning opportunities. HobbyBear used the word screen to describe the whiteboard which was apt given that it was typically
being projected on rather than used with markers.
Figure 5. 3 Representations of Mrs. Bailey beside the ABC rug on Kids’ Maps
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As the map-making went on over a couple days, I encouraged kids to look at their peers’ maps
and notice what was and was not included. Carla included Mrs. Bailey on her map. Paxon picked
up on this: “I noticed Carla drawed Mrs. Bailey. She’s the teacher. She teaches. So— she can
teach everybody.” When I probed this comment by asking “Why do you need a teacher?” Two
kids replied: “Because you need to learn from them” and “You can’t study without a teacher.”
That the teacher was considered a requirement for the act of studying as well as needing to learn
from them is telling – the kids picked up on learning being facilitated by a more knowledgeable
other (Vygotsky, 1978). The kids did not include me on their maps, but they referred to me and
other adults during their map-making and video-tours while talking about learning opportunities.
During his video tour, Super-Adam mentioned, while training his camera on me, “And you are
really useful for learning.”
Viewing posted curricular materials
The students frequently referred to the curricular materials posted around the room during
their map-making and their video tours. The whiteboard was noted on 13 individual maps and
was used to project additional curricular materials, play music, and show videos; several kids
referred to it as “the screen.” Iza articulated this when she said, “There’s a lot of learning stuff on
the board,” and went on to say, “We do calendar on the board” while she completed her map and
Olivia said, “We do the calendar” on the rug as she did her video-tour. The board and the rug
were connected for learning purposes.
Nearly half of the kids included printed curricular materials posted to the wall on their
maps, and the priorities of what they were learning became clear through analysis. It is important
to mention, the limitations of a two-dimensional drawing became obvious as the kids drew
vertical features of their classroom. For instance, the 50 States bulletin-board map was on a
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vertical space between the playground door and windows. It appeared on several individual maps
even though it occupied a small amount of time for the children’s day, and excitement about the
map was obvious when Mrs. Bailey mentioned receiving a post-card. “Ooh! A new state!” BrickArchery exclaimed one afternoon when he read the front of the postcard that Mrs. Bailey was
holding up to read aloud. The postcards were an opportunity for the kids to connect with their
outside lives, for they often connected to an individual student whose friends and family
members nationwide sent in postcards. July labelled her map and included the ocean and
different states in colors similar to the actual wall-map. She also included a Mickey Mouse
framed puzzle that hung on the front wall near the play center while Paige included the American
Flag that hung on the vertical window frame and Shivank included the clock that hung on the
wall near the tiled area of the room. Iza included a number of items hung on the walls such as
student-colored kites that were taped to the windows. In their video tours, many of the students
pointed out features on the vertical walls. The ocean bulletin board was frequently mentioned on
video tours but not often included on individual maps. The inclusion of vertical materials on flat
maps did squeeze out room for other material and built features of the room, but overall this
indicated the importance of such curricular and, in some cases decorative, components. Most
often, kids who included some vertical features of the room documented the sound cards which
were a fixture used in the daily routine of morning meeting. Figure 5.4 shows how July labelled
them “sow crsu.”
July layered her own learnings on the material curricular components included on her
map. Figure 5.4 shows a node of her map with the digraph sound cards and vowel sound poster.
As she drew her chart mimicking the one on the front wall that was used daily during morning
meeting to review vowel sounds, she explained, “I added a y because sometimes y can be a
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Figure 5. 4 July and Iysha’s Maps with Sound Cards beside the Classroom Sound Cards

vowel.” Iysha also included the sound cards on her map, and these took up the majority of her
map. When a child commented on Iysha’s map saying, “Iysha, what is this? Why did you draw
that? Mrs. Bailey doesn’t have a cat.” Iysha informed them: “No, I was trying to do the sound
cards.” Representation for the sound-cards Aa apple, Bb bat, Cc cat, Dd dog, and Ff fun can be
seen on her map in Figure 5.4. Countless kids included or mentioned learning their letters and
sounds. Kya said she liked “learning how to read and how to do letters.” Steve-Tom added
simply, by pointing to the front wall where the sound cards were posted, “Vowels.”
In addition to the sound cards, Iysha included a representation for the number line that
framed the classroom’s perimeter and so did 1-2-3-1-2-3, Zee, and Gussy. Gussy’s
representation used actual numerals printed within squares rather than empty squares or lines
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representing the number line. Importantly, actual numbers only appeared on two maps while
letters appeared on 20 maps, pointing to the centrality of literacy learning in this classroom.
Though math showed up infrequently during the map-making, during his tour when I asked
about what they learn in kindergarten, Zee mentioned learning math and demonstrated with his
hands held in front of his face and fingers splayed to represent his point: “Like four plus five.
You can add. You get to guess what it is, or you can use your hands like I said four plus five—
five, six, seven, eight, nine. So it’s nine.” During his tour, Steve-Tom indicated that his favorite
thing to do was math, and he showed off the math workbooks stored in a kid-accessible bin
below the hooks in the cubby area.
The usefulness of the screen/whiteboard became obvious as kids talked through what
they did each day. Though not one child included the calendar on their map, several kids
mentioned the calendar during their video tours while training the lens on the front board with
the calendar posted on a bulletin board beside the whiteboard. In fact, Paige clarified that the
posted calendar was hardly used because Mrs. Bailey projected an interactive calendar on the
whiteboard: “This is a calendar where you don’t really do calendar – you do calendar on this
[pointing to the whiteboard].” No kids included a math hundreds chart on their map and only one
child, Paige, included it on their video tour while walking by from the bathroom to the cubbies:
“This is the number chart— well, you don't really do it.” The lack of math representations could
have been amplified by the maps being created during the morning stations when reading,
writing, and listening skills are practiced versus during the afternoon math centers. Or, it could
be because the math curricular materials were posted mainly on the side walls and not on the
front wall where the kids centered their attention while on the rug. The video tours occurred at
times other than the morning literacy block – during recess and in the afternoon – and math still
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was hardly mentioned in comparison to literacy. In this way, literacy was literally central in the
built environment while math was peripheral.
The above examples show how the kids internalized the opportunities offered on the rug
as actual learning. For them, learning was bound by a place and the social interactions occurring
in that place. Mrs. Bailey was a fixture of learning on the rug – she was the more knowledgeable
other (Vygotsky, 1978) who facilitated learning and supported students’ expanding their
capabilities. The rug was where Mrs. Bailey most often set the norms and expectations for tasks
and opportunities the kids would be engaging in related to literacy, math, science, and civics.
Learning, for these young children, happened through consistent and routine interactions with
each other, with visuals posted nearby, with manipulatives like individual whiteboards and
composition notebooks, and with the routine of the teacher initiating a verbal cue and students
responding to it (Mehan, 1979). On the whole, kids engaged in learning together on the rug and
in response to the teacher. This orientation to learning was routinized there. Contrastingly, the
kids did not overtly link opportunities offered at the tables to learning.
Work: At the Tables
Even though kids pointed out that learning tasks related to literacy, math, and science
were done at the tables, the kids rarely used the word learn when talking about the tables. The
kids repeatedly said work happened at the tables, and this echoed the way Mrs. Bailey spoke
about the tasks happening in the table area. The term work was used often when Mrs. Bailey was
describing the learning tasks for the day that would be occurring at tables. As she was setting the
stage for math tasks, Mrs. Bailey said to the class, “We’re going to be working on things alike
and different.” She meant tasks related to the concepts of alike and different would be done at the
tables. As she set expectations for Writer’s Workshop one afternoon when the kids were about to
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transition from rug to tables, Mrs. Bailey encouraged the kids, “If you don’t know how to spell a
word, just stretch it out. Let’s work at a level zero so everyone has quiet to work.” Here, Mrs.
Bailey indicated that quiet is helpful when working and also that work is independent rather than
social.
Figure 5. 5 Kids engaged in Word-Work at the white table

Representations of the rectangular tables appeared on all the collaborative maps, 17 of the
individual maps, and all the video tours. The four rectangular tables were strongly linked to work
in this kindergarten classroom. With tools found in the two baskets on each table surface, the
kids in Room 129 used the tables as a location where tasks with tangible starts and finishes
occurred. In the mornings, the students rotated from one table to another spending 15 minutes at
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each station related to literacy learning: The purple
table was the listening center with a shared book

Figure 5. 6 Earphones at the
Listening Center behind the Purple
Table

and earphones two days per week (see Figure 5.6)
with an iPad center focused on Apps like Raz-Kids
and Backpack Bear the other three days per week.
Books on tape were stored in five large pink plastic
bins that were stacked behind the white table,
beneath the bulletin-board map of the United States.
After listening to a story, kids would complete a
paper-based task somehow related to the story. The white table was a word-work table where
students completed tasks related to sight words and phonemic awareness. The blue table was
where students would typically work with Mrs. Bailey in a small group. Some days the students
would read a printed book with the help of Mrs. Bailey– highlighting sight words and using their
index fingers to track words while reading aloud. Other days, students might work with Mrs.
Bailey to complete targeted tasks such as writing about their family. The green table was
typically a technology station with iPads and Apps for literacy or adopted ELA curriculum
materials available electronically. In the afternoons, students used the tables as a surface for
writing during Writer’s Workshop and also as centers for mathematics. The morning stations
differed from the afternoon ones because during math the students would remain at the table for
an entire half hour and rotate through each station by the end of the week. For instance, if
Shivank was at the purple table on Monday, he would be at the White table on Tuesday, Blue
table on Wednesday, and White table on Thursday. The fifth day would change week to week –
sometimes it was a fifth station on the rug and sometimes it was a shorter rotation of centers like
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the morning stations. It is worth noting that the kids did not mention their “iPad spots” once
during the map-making or video tours. The iPad spots were where the kids were assigned to go
when they were working with a one-to-one device while they were at the Purple table in the
mornings. iPad spots were spread throughout the room and typically were on the floor. Some
kids had iPad spots in the cubby area, others were on the rug, others in the play area, some by the
heating vent by the playground door or beside Mrs. Bailey’s desk. The lack of acknowledgement
around these spots leads me to believe the kids did not necessarily view using the iPads as work
in the same way they viewed paper-based tasks.
The kids rotated through the tables several times throughout the day (for instance,
morning stations and afternoon Math centers), but they internalized and marked the territory
where they sat during breakfast and snack that housed their book-bags on the back of the seat.
Kids knew who sat where. When giving their tours, several of the students indicated where they
sat and often mentioned where other people sat at the tables. Nearly five minutes into his tour,
Paxon pointed the camera lens to circulate each table and name each classmate’s seat.
Paxon: I sit there (04:51) Ok, so me, I sit there. July sits there. Shivank sits there. Iysha
sits there. Um Um [Moves to the purple table] Um oh Kya sits there. Zee sits there
(05:14). I forgot who sits there [Paxon says as he walks behind the chair between the
purple table and Mrs. Bailey’s desk.] Brick-Archery sits there. Flower sits there. And
nobody sits there. Gussy sits there. Fire sits here. Ella sits here. Ok…
Again, the kids’ ability to describe where others sit points to the social connections formed in
this classroom and the ways the kindergarteners understood their classroom as a shared
community filled with individuals. The ownership of individual spots also points to sense of
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place and belonging within the classroom for these young children. But ultimately the tables
were for work. In Flower’s words, “we work and we work at our seats and our tables.”
Doing stuff
I did not document the kids talking explicitly about the tables as a place where they
learn. Instead, the tables were persistently used to describe the location where they work. But,
when I asked them why they do work, kids responded that it helped them learn. The kids could
not disentangle the two concepts – they did not overtly view work as learning or the tables as a
location where learning happened, but frequently indicated the purpose of work is to help learn.
When Frozen was describing her individual map with the two locations (cubbies and
computer/iPad cart), she told me that “doing stuff” on the iPads and computers “makes me learn
better.” When I probed why it is important to learn, Frozen responded, “So I can read and learn.”
Often, the kids spoke exactly as Frozen – generally mentioning that learning was why they did
stuff – in essence, why they worked.
The role of the tables was most often defined as a place to do work independently. As Carla
and Paige discussed, it would be hard for the teacher to access all the kids at once when they
were sitting at tables. Evidence showed the tables served purposes other than doing work.
Breakfast and snack were eaten at the tables – Paige’s individual map even included bowls at
everyone’s spots to represent the morning routine of breakfast in the classroom. The kids stored
materials in bags on the back of the chairs: composition notebooks for word work and leveled
books for reading. Despite these other opportunities routinely done at the tables, the kids
returned over and over to the notion of paper-based tasks and the tools needed to complete them.
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When I asked why they thought tables are in the classroom, the following comments came
from the kids:
1. “Because you need to do work and do stations.”
2. “Because you need to sit”
3. “It helps you focus and stuff”
4. “And work so we don’t have to sit on the rug. So we don’t have to sit on the rug and eat
our snack”
5. “‘Cause we couldn’t put our stuff nowhere on the tables. We’d just to put them on the
floor. Like papers.”
6. “So we can put our papers here”
7. “It’s hard so we can write better. Or just laying on the floor because the floor is dirty.”
8. “So you can put the crayons”
9. “And so we don’t have to go to, like, circle table over and over again to get a
crayon…Our legs would be tired and school wouldn’t be that fun when we have to color
and do stuff. And the floor is pretty dirty.”
The kids indicated benefits of tables included their hard surface to do the necessary
work/stations, the opportunity to sit, and easy access to materials needed for this work (ie.
crayons). Paper and writing were explicitly mentioned in reference to why the tables exist.
Paper-based tasks
When Gussy and Ella were doing their video tours, the two girls said that Mrs. Bailey’s
desk was their favorite spot in the room:
(1) Gussy: “My favorite spot in the room is Mrs. Bailey’s desk”.
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(2) Ella: “Yeah, me too. I mean, look at all her messy.” {Giggles}
(3) Gussy: “She works a lot.”
In this exchange, Gussy synced Mrs. Bailey working a lot with the piles of paper found on her
desk. Gussy reveals that work equals paper-based tasks. At another time during their tours, Ella
and Gussy both mentioned that they were “still working” when I asked if they showed me where
their favorite spot was. In this way, they used the term working to indicate they were not finished
with a particular activity. Kya, while completing a self-portrait at the purple table (after listening
to a book on tape at the listening station) said aloud to the group, “Are we working hard?” She
said it to no one in particular and without looking up from her pencil as it sketched a headband
on her paper. The peers at her table did not respond as they kept their own pencils to paper.
Work was used as a verb in these examples and several kids echoed this sentiment that work was
something active and productive. Usually, though, the word work was conflated with the noun
referring to the tasks needing to be done on paper or the papers themselves similar to the
“messy” on Mrs. Bailey’s desk. The catch-up folders and mailboxes housed this type of work for
the students.
Catch up folders were frequently mentioned by kids when they spoke about the work of
kindergarten and they showed up on many video tours, but no one included the catch-up folder
on their individual maps. This made for an interesting silence in the map-making process, for 15
students included the mailboxes on their maps, and the mailboxes often housed the same papers
as the catch-up folders. This silence around the catch-up folders on the map could be attributed
to several factors. First, kids were stationary while creating their maps at the purple table and
may have been unable to see the visual prompt of the catch-up folder behind the easel within the
room whereas the mailboxes were always in plain view of their seats. Or, the catch-up folders
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may have been overlooked in the map-making sessions because the kids were more focused on
the prominent material fixtures of the classroom such as those listed in Table 5.1. Another
possibility is the catch-up folders correlated with items not finished (which was not necessarily
something the kids liked) while the mailboxes corresponded with the finality of tasks completed
that transitioned home. Filling and emptying their mailboxes and folders were daily rituals that
occurred at the beginning and end of their days, serving as an opening and closing activity for
their kindergarten experience and perhaps serving as an anchor to their school day.
When describing the usefulness of the mailboxes during her tour, July said, “these are
important because you don't want to hang on to your work and stuff, and you don't want to hold
on to your folders.” Work, according to July, is tangible and can be placed in a physical mailbox.
And the folders house the work to transport home. Paxon remarked, “This is the— our mailbox
where you, where you like put your stuff that you’re done with if the teacher tells you to put it in
your mailbox.” Paxon’s comment points to the teacher-directed nature of the work and how it
crosses the barrier to home only with the teacher’s approval upon completion. At another time,
Super-Adam explained to me, as he walked across the floor from his seat at the green table
toward the blue canvas bin on top of the sensory table which corralled the Catch-up folders, “We
always put our work in there when it’s not done.”
Kids, especially kids who did not finish quickly, expressed frustration when doing paperbased tasks. During the video-tours, I asked the kids what was hard about being in kindergarten;
they often mentioned “Doing work.” Paxon specifically said, “Work is hard. So let me find the
work,” as he walked over to the blue table and the sensory table where the catch-up folders were
stored. One morning toward the end of the year when the class was doing the tasks left in their
catch-up folders instead of morning stations, Ella lifted her folder’s front cover and sighed when
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she saw the top sheet, “More cutting. Boring.” Ella had a stack of several pages in there. Another
day, Kya announced, “I do not want to be doing this all day!” as she was coloring sight words at
the white table during morning stations. Mrs. Les, the Teacher’s Aide, encouraged her, “Finish
your work.” Moments later as kids were washing hands and preparing for lunch, I saw Kya’s
sight word paper was no longer at her spot. I walked to the mailboxes and it was not in hers. I
checked the blue-bin for Kya’s catch-up folder, and the sight word sheet was slipped inside,
resting on the top of the half-inch-thick stack of papers inside. Meanwhile, that same day Fire
and July were both pleased with themselves when they had the opportunity to get a sticker from
Mrs. Bailey to place on their catch-up folders indicating they had completed everything and had
an empty folder. The stickers served as a reward for completing the required tasks – a symbolic
pat on the back.
In many cases, tasks were completed more quickly by kids who had already mastered the
concepts presented or who were able to remain focused on tasks like coloring and cutting more
readily than their peers. Some students, like Kya, Ella, and 1-2-3-1-2-3, had almost no stickers
on their folders while students like Olivia, Brick-Archery, and Paxon had their catch-up folders
filled with stickers because they had mastered most of the skills needed to complete the tasks.
The task-completion orientation of the “work” created a pattern where students internalized that
finishing their work was good. So, students who did not have the skills to do/finish the work
internalized the idea that they were bad at it. In fact, during her tour when I asked Olivia, Frozen
and Paige “Where do you feel like you’re really successful and good at something?” Olivia took
no time to reply, “Um, catch up work.” When this same question was asked of others, answers
did not usually align with Olivia’s thinking. When talking about what she is very good at in
kindergarten, Valerie and Paige separately mentioned crafts and went on to say these crafts
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typically happened on theme days – the theme days were opportunities for the kindergarten
group to be split in three and divided across the three kindergarten classrooms. Other kids
indicated they were really good at things like crafts, drawing, playing, and thinking of games.
Kids did not link such open-ended tasks to work or learning and specifically used the word fun to
describe them. In fact, Valerie indicated work and learning were the hard part of kindergarten
during her video tour:
(1) Meredith: What do you find hard about being in this room?
(2) Valerie: I know. Work.
(3) Meredith: Work is hard? (04:04)
(4) Valerie: Learning. When you learn everytime and you don’t get fun.
This was one of the few instances where a student explicitly linked work and learning,
but not in a positive way. Valerie linked work and learning as hard because “you don’t get fun.”
For Valerie and the other kids, work was synonymous with 8.5x11 sheets of paper involving
coloring, writing, and/or cutting-and-pasting. Items completed on Theme Days and other craftlike tasks did not go into the catch-up folder since they did not conform to a 8.5x11 inch sheet of
paper. Projects like a headband made with bunny-ear cutouts for Spring Theme Day (a day when
kids switched classrooms and rotated through theme-related activities) and Fourth of July
necklaces made from red, white, and blue beads threaded on a string were assembled and worn
even if the child did not feel as though their product was complete. On Flag Day, I helped kids
tie strings for their beaded necklaces, and several expressed dismay at having to tie off the string
despite not being finished after the 15-minute timer. In most cases, the kids were practicing
pattern repetition, counting, and patience (ie. sifting through a baggie for five white beads then
five blue beads) but were not encouraged to return to this “work” to finish later. A bunny-
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headband might be half colored with specific sections missing, but the headband did not get
placed in the catch-up folder. The unfinished ears were stapled to a band and worn to hop around
the room. Not putting these items into the catch-up folder or the mailbox, instead placing them
on their bodies, further differentiated such creative tasks from work – even though they were
done at the tables. Conversely, pages that had a color word within the outline of an image needed
to be colored to completion or else they were placed in the catch-up folder. For instance, kids
had to shade in umbrellas with color words one day as part of their morning station at the purple
table after listening to a story about April showers.
The opportunity to be creative was exciting to kids. One morning the kids could freewrite in their journals for one of their stations. Hobby-Bear was not sure he believed he could
express himself freely, so he checked with Mrs. Bailey. “We can do anything,” he said to Iysha
when he returned to the table. She replied, “We can draw anything?” Hobby-Bear grinned and
said, “Yeah, we can do imagination. We can do anything.” This type of opportunity seemed
liberating for the kids. But moments later I realized the kids could not actually do anything.
When Hobby-Bear was talking about the ghost portal he drew, Mrs. Bailey said to him, “HobbyBear. I need you to stretch some words. You made your ghost portal.” Minutes later, Kya had
traced her headband in her journal and was talking to her peers about how it looked. Mrs. Bailey
said, “Kya, I see you traced your headband and that’s very cool. I need you to at least write
‘headband,’ at least label. We need you to do some work over there, girl!” For Mrs. Bailey,
creative expression through visual representation was not work, but writing was. While doing the
maps during morning stations, Brick-Archery validated that creation was not a part of the work
and learning of kindergarten:
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(1) Brick-Archery: “This one is my favorite center because you get to make maps and
maps and maps and they are so fun. Because you get to create stuff in them.”
(2) Meredith: “Do you get to create stuff at school?”
(3) Brick-Archery: “Mm-mm. I create a lot at home.”
Figure 5. 7 Mrs. Bailey’s Desk
According to Carla’s Map

Mrs. Bailey’s Desks and Chairs
Mrs. Bailey’s desk appeared on a third of the
kids’ individual maps. Her desks were adult-only areas,
yet the kids noted their importance and included them
on their maps. The kids noted two different places for
their teacher’s desks: one at the back of the room near
the shelves that housed snacks, books, videos, and other

Note. The Minnie-Mouse pen Carla
gave Mrs. Bailey is prominently
positioned on the desk

materials and one at the front of the room beside the
whiteboard. Mrs. Bailey’s two desk areas bounded the
learning ↔ work zone at the front and back of the

classroom, serving as a reminder that the zone was largely teacher directed and managed. The
tapestry chair was one of these components. It was where Mrs. Bailey conducted her read alouds,
where she sat during morning meeting, and where she led much of the whole group instruction.
Additionally, her easel was a teacher zone and I witnessed the students visit it only while
engaging in teacher-led activities such as filling in the weather chart in the morning. I never
observed the kids accessing the easel or writing on it at any time other than when the teacher
invited them to. Thus, the easel would not be considered a location/material within the classroom
with high levels of openness, instead it was a location requiring explicit permission to access it.
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Stan-the-Man pointed to the items he
drew on his map beside the gathering rug

Figure 5. 8 A Portion of Stan-the-Man’s Map
Representing Mrs. Bailey’s Materialities

saying, “And that’s where the chair is and that’s
where the computer is.” Though he did not
name Mrs. Bailey when he mentioned these
materials, both the chair and the computer were
key components he included on his map and
related directly to Mrs. Bailey. Mrs. Bailey kept
teacher’s manuals related to content on her front
desk along with the kindness/marble jar, her
laptop for projecting and interacting with
curricular materials, the document camera and

Note. This excerpt includes “the chair and the
computer” in the top left corner beside the
whiteboard (horizontal line across the upper side
of the image)

tools for writing on the whiteboard. Iza and July
included a great deal of detail for Mrs. Bailey’s desk (see Appendix E) with July including the
kindness jar and Iza spending a moment to include a green blanket (“And this is the green”) that
was perpetually draped over Mrs. Bailey’s chair – but never actually used. Carla made it a point
to draw many of the details on Mrs. Bailey’s back-of-the-room desk including the
aforementioned Minnie Mouse pen, as seen in Figure 5.7. Again, the kids did not physically
access Mrs. Bailey’s desks, for the desks had one-way permeability (whereas the tables and
carpet area had shared access with kids and adults both moving across the areas). Nonetheless,
the teachers’ desks served as anchors for kids accessing curricular materials as Mrs. Bailey
frequently used these areas to house needed items throughout the day. By including these
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features on their maps, the kids recognized the importance of the teacher having a location for
her materials as well as the central role of the teacher herself.
Where play intersected with learning
During their video tours, Paige, Frozen and Olivia called out over each other after I asked
them to tell me where their favorite spot was and why: “Kitchen. Kitchen center. Kitchen.
Kitchen. iPads. iPads.”
(1) Meredith: Did you say iPads? iPads are your favorite spot?
(2) Paige: Yeah
(3) Frozen: iPads.
(4) Meredith: How come?
(5) Paige: Because you get to learn and play games on it.
Paige’s mention of learning and playing games on the iPads is important for a few reasons, and
Ella echoed Paige’s sentiments when she mentioned “the tablets and you can use games.” First,
the design of many of the learning opportunities on the iPads allowed kids to access a short game
once they had reached a certain benchmark within the App they were using. At no other point
during their day were kids encouraged to play and then return to their work in a single chunk of
time. So, this was a clear break to their classroom’s cultural norms. In the morning stations when
a task was finished at the table, kids either took out their catch-up folder to keep working, or they
would go to the rug to engage in a less-structured literacy activity like building silly sentences
with puzzle-piece words or practicing a sight-word popcorn game until their next station. Built-in
breaks for playfulness were not structured into the morning stations other than through the iPad
Apps.
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At times, Mrs. Bailey would use a play station as a reward if the class as a whole met
certain expectations like when the students were a great audience for the sixth grade musical. Or,
one Monday morning in June Mrs. Bailey was setting the week’s expectations from her green
chair beside on the rug. Prior to morning stations, she lifted the jar filled with translucent blue
marbles with the label “Kindness Jar.” The jar was over half filled. She talked about her
expectations for students’ behavior over the course of the next few days and announced, “If we
can fill it, we’ll get to play for one of our stations Friday – Playcenter, or blocks, or playdough. If
we don’t earn it by Thursday then we’ll do a work center.” Kids squealed with delight at the
prospect of playing for one of their morning stations, but this was a rare opportunity offered in
the final weeks of school. As a transition between their learning on the rug and the work at their
tables, GoNoodle brain-breaks occurred while kids were gathered in the morning. Mrs. Bailey,
with the help of a child or two, would choose a music video to play and the kids would dance
along and move their bodies as a transition between their learning on the rug and their work at
the tables. Sometimes the songs were content-related (such as sight-word songs or mindfulness
meditations) and other times the songs were kid-appropriate versions of relevant pop music.
While coloring in a square on the weather chart with a substitute teacher, Kya informed her
“We’re supposed to do GoNoodle after the weather.” The playful break was woven into the
structure of the day and the kids knew it would happen. Conversely, because play was not
intentionally built into the work-time for the students, they often sought it out themselves. This
was similar to how Dyson (2016), Corsaro (2013) and others have written about playfulness
being central to children’s peer cultures. The kids often walked into the privacy zone to initiate
their own breaks as they sought respite from the grind of their work and learning tasks.
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Anchors for Privacy ↔ Play
The sections that follow will break down the locations and material components involved
in the privacy ↔ play zone and will outline, according to the kids, the opportunities these
components afford. The privacy ↔ play zone was located on the sides of the learning ↔ work
zone. It was pushed to the margins of the classroom, literally and figuratively. The hallway side
of the room was primarily for self-care and privacy and was clearly delineated from the learning
↔ work zone via a change in floor material (tile instead of carpet) as well as a lower ceiling line.
Meanwhile, the playground side of the room was primarily for play with the door to the
playground anchoring one end of the wall and the kitchen center anchoring the other end with
windows and counter-height storage shelves between. Importantly, the kids usually mentioned
the play area as their favorite place in the room. Kids mentioned privacy related to self-care
activities such as getting drinks and using the bathroom, but through participant observation I
noticed privacy also captured when kids sought out items in their cubbies or backpacks, walked
to the tissue box, and spoke to their peers while avoiding the teacher’s gaze. Play was noted on
maps via a corner of the classroom with blocks, a kitchen area, bean bags, and other kid-friendly
objects for exploring (ie. a rotary phone, Barbies, Lincoln Logs). Play also was documented via a
space outside the classroom in the hallway that housed outdoor recess materials (ie. balls) and
the kids included the windows, often mentioning being able to see the playground.
Privacy: By the Bathroom and Cubbies
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The tiled section of the classroom housed the area that largely correlated with kids
seeking privacy. Figure 5.9 shows three representations of this area with annotations for the
bathroom (a), sink and water fountain (b), hooks (c) and cubbies (d). The bathroom and/or
sink/faucet area were included on 11 individual maps. The hooks and cubbies were included on
19 maps, and on 13 of the 19 representations the kids included actual items in the cubbies or on
the hooks like backpacks, water bottles, clothing, and other personal belongings brought from
home. Kids would seek out the privacy zone in ways that mirrored self-care, so I use the term
privacy to include not just moments when kids closed themselves in a bathroom for physical
relief or accessed personal belongings but moments when kids sought psychological relief from
their work and learning tasks and where they had some freedom to be an individual without the
pressure of conforming norms.
Figure 5. 9 The Tile Area of the Room According to Students

Note. (a) The bathroom; (b) The sink and water fountain; (c) Hooks; (d) Cubbies
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Seeking relief
First, the bathroom was a classroom component included, as July described on her videotour, “because you have to do your privacy.” Similarly, when he was showing his classmate his
map during morning stations, Hobby-Bear said, “And I put the- the toilet because when you need
to go poo poo or pee pee.” Paige, as she chuckled with Paxon and Valerie about the bathroom
being an important place in the classroom, added a person “taking care of business” on her map.
Finding physical relief was important to the kids, and they also found it at the water fountain, the
water bottles in some kids’ cubbies, during breakfast in the classroom, during lunch in the
cafeteria, and during snack time.
Nine students included the snack shelf on their individual maps. Ella’s snack shelf
included labels for Pirate’s Booty and Welch’s Fruit Snacks whereas Carla included Goldfish on
her shelf. On his video tour, Super-Adam trained his lens on the bookshelf behind Mrs. Bailey’s
desk and remarked, “This is the snack. And those are the books that we always – Mrs. Bailey
looks at. And this is the snack so we eat it for snack time.” The snack shelf, as the kids called it,
housed a variety of snacks alongside Mrs. Bailey’s picture-books and videos kids watched during
snack time: Large, bulk, boxes of Fruit Roll-ups, Welch’s Fruit Snacks, Whole Grain Cheddar
Goldfish, Honeymaid graham crackers, pretzel sticks, animal crackers, and Blondie Crema-Filled
Cookies. Snacks spilled onto surfaces in close proximity to the shelf as well; on the file cabinet I
saw jelly beans, sprinkles, and Skittles, and on Mrs. Bailey’s desk there were York Peppermint
Patties and Kit Kat bars. A large bag of Veggie Straws rested in a basket in front of the snack
shelf that also contained Ziploc baggies, paper plates and solo cups while napkin packages were
on top of the neighboring file cabinet (on her tour, Gussy described these materials as “Our
special days stuff.”) Hobby-Bear and several other students expressed a strong preference for
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snack time. Hobby-Bear said, “I like being in this room because—so we can, so we can play
sometimes or work or read or have snack.” Snack was a concrete opportunity for relief during
the kindergarteners’ school day and it was marked as important through the shelf’s inclusion on
maps, but often times kids took other opportunities that were not structured into the day to break
from their learning and work.
The kids sometimes used opportunities to go to the bathroom, use a tissue, and get a drink
from either their water bottle stored in their cubby or the public water fountain. These private
breaks could be characterized as physical relief-seeking, but they often became obvious in
moments of task-avoidance. For instance, depending on the work at the tables, 1-2-3-1-2-3
would seek out the bathroom and close himself in it as many as four times within a 90 minute
time. And several times per week I watched Kya cross the tile threshold as she went to her
backpack or cubby when she was expected to be on the rug with her peers. Several instances she
became restless and wandered to her cubby: taking off a sweater and storing it, accessing
Chapstick in her backpack, and using a tissue and tossing it in the garbage were all strategies
Kya used to take a break from the learning opportunity on the rug. The cubbies were supremely
important for kids finding relief and accessing materials that were private or personal. These
cubbies were connected to each individual and were personal. Work, on the other hand, was
individual but not personal.
Relief from certain tasks also came in the form of using tissues and throwing them away
– another form of self-care that was largely private. Throughout my time in the classroom, the
kids used the tissue box in a way similar to an office photo-copier or water cooler because the
tissue box afforded informal social interactions (Fayard & Weeks, 2007). The tissue box was
located on the boundary between the learning ↔ work zone in the carpeted portion of the room
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and the privacy territory in the tiled portion of the room (see Figure 5.10). Because it was also in
close proximity to the garbage can beside the hallway door, it enabled the kids to find relief by
taking a walk, standing and briefly chatting with a peer who was also using a tissue, peeking out
the doorway into the hallway to see what was going on outside their classroom, and chatting with
classmates who might have been occupying the tiled region for a learning task such as using the
iPads or reading to themselves. Notably, the tissue box was rarely mentioned during the students’
map-making and video tours. I only noted its explicit mention on two occasions of data creation,
during the collaborative map-making, Paxon make sure to include the tissue box complete with a
tissue sticking out its top. And during one of the video-tours that was not fully transcribed due to
parent permission, Brick-Archery stuck his face in front of his classmates’ lens as they were in
the tile area talking about the bathroom and urged, “Don’t forget the tissues!”
Figure 5. 10 1-2-3-1-2-3 grabbing a tissue as a break from reading-to-self
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Individual identities and social connections
Every collaborative map had a depiction of the cubbies. Nearly every one of the
individual maps, 19 in total, also included the cubbies. Data analysis revealed the cubbies were
an integral component to the kids’ identities as members of the classroom. This was one of the
only locations that was exclusively for individual kids and not shared across children in the way
the chairs and baskets with pencils/scissors/glue/crayons were. The cubbies and accompanying
hooks were a logistical helper for material management, as Paxon highlighted during his tour:
“also, over there— where we hang our backpacks [ Pointing to the Cubby area but not walking
over to it]. Because we don't want people to, like, step on your backpacks.” In this way, the
cubbies and hooks protected individual property by raising it off the floor.
When creating their maps, many of the kids spoke
about whose backpack they were drawing or what item they

Figure 5. 11 Cubbies According to
Carla’s Map

were placing in the cubby. Frozen, including only the cubby
area and computer cart on her map, included a detailed blue,
purple and pink shaded circle representing her backpack with
Disney’s Princess Elsa featured on it and several other
unshaded circles on the other hooks to represent her
classmates’ backpacks. When kids spoke about the cubbies

Note. Cubbies included name tags
(K, V), water bottles (top left
cubby), clothing, and backpacks.

and hooks they frequently mentioned personal effects, saying,
“and this is where we hang our stuff” and, “I drew my sweater.” July went as far as adding the
drawn details on her peers’ backpacks to indicate they were unique and belonged to the
individual kids: “That’s Brick-Archery’s backpack and that’s Valerie’s and that’s mine because
it has flowers and that’s Iza’s because she has unicorns.” Carla’s representation of the cubbies
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showed personal belongings with name tags in separate compartments (Figure 5.11) And, when
Gussy was doing her tour, she revealed, via whisper, her love for Zee while training her camera
on Zee’s cubby. Another example to highlight the kids’ individuality and agency occurred during
the collaborative map-making. While Iysha “put gummies” on her representation of the snack
shelf, I took the following fieldnotes (revised for brevity):
(1) Meredith: Look at the [collaborative] map. Now close your eyes and picture in your
mind your classroom. What do you see?
(2) Valerie: The map!
(3) Meredith: The map, ok. Where would the map be?
(4) Valerie: Uhh - in the wall. This wall? [points to side area of the chart paper several
inches down from the playground door] I don’t know how to draw a map but I just
want to write the states. [Edited out the back and forth between the other kids in the
group about the rug’s location, the snack shelf, and the kids in the room] I’m trying to
spell India but I don’t know.
(5) Meredith: oh you're trying to spell India? That's pretty good. [The letters i a n d are on
the page] i- a- n- d
(6) Valerie: y does it have a y?
Valerie was working on adding the United States bulletin-board map where the postcards
hung on the wall. I noticed she was adding letters to this portion of the artifact and she soon
announced she was trying to spell India. Valerie had attended school in India prior to attending
Abiclare Elementary, so she was making an important connection to her personal life in this
moment of data creation. Again, this demonstrates the varied ways the young children’s unique
experiences became part of the daily learning opportunities. Valerie took it upon herself to add
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India to the United States map even though the country
was in another hemisphere - India mattered to her as a
member of the classroom. But these personal connections

Figure 5. 12 Shivank’s Circle
Table amongst the Rectangular
Tables.

were not always encouraged, and at times resulted in kids
having to take breaks/time-outs from peer socialization
during learning tasks.
Teacher-directed privacy
Eight students included the circle table on their
individual maps and kids indicated this table was for time-

Figure 5. 13 Ella’s Circle Table
between the Rug and the White
Table

out and testing. In these cases, the round table was linked
to privacy that was teacher-directed rather than studentinitiated. Ella pointed to the circle table on her map (see
Figure 5.13) saying, “This is the circle table because
you’re bad” and when I asked Carla why the table was
there, she said, “Maybe so we can do testing. So we can
have a spot where our teacher can do testing so we don’t

Note. According to Ella, “This is
the circle table because you’re
bad.”

have to sit on the floor” Valerie also mentioned the
purpose of the circle table was doing testing while Fire mentioned it was for time-outs. Along
with the round table, a few kids mentioned a certain stool near the playground door was also for
time-outs, but no one included this stool on their map – perhaps because most kids did not sit in
the stool whereas all students accessed the round table due to individual assessments the teacher
conducted related to content mastery.
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Time-outs were teacher-directed and happened when a child was told to head to the circle
table during work times. Kids used the words “bad” and “naughty” with the table, and several
children mentioned Kya “sits there.” When I witnessed kids sent to the table it was typically
associated with excessive talking during stations – the next chapter will describe in more detail
these instances. I did not witness a child go to the table when the class was gathered on the rug.
Privacy, therefore, was not only a tool for students to seek relief from classroom expectations,
privacy was also a mandate Mrs. Bailey doled out when she needed particular students to
complete tasks or reduce their socialization.
Private moments also occurred in the region of the classroom dedicated to play. Mrs.
Bailey assigned students an iPad spot for when they were using a tablet independently during
morning stations. Some students’ spots were within the confines of the kitchen area that
occupied the front corner of the room opposite the cubby and hooks corner. Other kids were
assigned to the tiled region beneath the cubby/hook area. These teacher-directed and learningcentered opportunities for privacy were not mentioned by any of the kids during their mapmaking or tours. Instead, when privacy was mentioned in relation to learning, it was tied to
testing and time-out from one’s peers. When play was mentioned, it was in relation to recess and
student-directed play opportunities.
Play: In the Kitchen
A corner of the classroom was contained on three sides by the windowed wall, the front
wall, and a large bookshelf that served as the backdrop to Mrs. Bailey’s spot near her front desk
beside the ABC rug. The sensory table also anchored this area and served as an additional
surface for storing materials related to both work and play. This contained area could hold no
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more than five or six kids at a time yet contained a huge variety of kid-friendly materials that
enticed engagement and exploration.
In the play area, a wooden puppet theatre with a red and white striped curtain took up
floorspace beside a folding beige two-story dollhouse. These items butted against the under-thewindows-shelves that were lined with various toys. Colorful wooden blocks were stored in one
bin while natural wooden blocks took up space beside the colored ones. Resting atop the blocks
were brightly colored 9”x9” foam floor pieces that connected like puzzles with animal shapes cut
out of each. At least a dozen Mr. and Mrs. Potato Heads busted out of a clear lidded blue bin
with eyes, tongues, ears, feet, noses and various appendages and accessories wedged in the open
spaces between the brown plastic bodies. A red plastic treasure-chest housed a plethora of
vehicles and action figures while dinosaurs, no two alike, were kept in another bin. Aged stuffed
animals cascaded out of a neighboring laundry basket while Ty Beanie Babies had their own
separate bin with wooden puzzles stacked in a metal organizer nearby. Lincoln Logs, Barbies,
Matchbox cars and a small rug printed with a road also lined this counter area below the
windows. Along the front wall of this area play area were shelves storing stacked red, green,
yellow, and blue cardboard blocks in three different sizes – the smallest of which was the size of
a dinner plate. Beside the cardboard blocks was a wood-encased play sink cabinet that propped
up a wooden doll bed with blankets and several baby dolls at rest. A Fisher Price dollhouse was
also stacked atop the cardboard block shelf – I received an identical one as a gift when I was a
young child in the 1990s. A small white wooden rocking chair was painted with a snowman and
kids, especially Fire, liked to sit in it while using the iPads or during read-to-self opportunities.
Turning away from the front wall, a natural wooden refrigerator and oven had countless items
strewn across their top surfaces (not to mention the plastic food and other items stored behind
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their doors): an ‘90s push-button phone with spiraling cord, a cash register complete with
microphone for taking orders, foam dice, a xylophone, stencils, unifix cubes and an assortment
of other manipulatives. It was the wooden refrigerator, oven, and sink that afforded the play
region of the room to be synonymous with the kitchen, and kids used the terms interchangeably
to describe the area.
Taking inventory of all the items within the play area would have taken hours, and given
this cornucopia of materials, it is not a surprise most kids favored this area when asked to note
their favorite place in the classroom. The corner was literally bursting with play-related materials
while also housing a bean bag and three small rocking chairs (the snowman chair and two plastic
Fisher Price chairs). In Figure 5.14, Stan-the-Man’s play area noted the rocking chairs (a) and
shelf of cardboard blocks (b), Olivia’s included the kitchen sink (c) and oven with phone on top
(d), and Steve-Tom’s representation included several cabinets (e) and shelves (f) for storing toys.
Figure 5. 14 The Classroom Play Area Represented on Maps

Note. Stan-the-Man drew rocking chairs (a) and shelves with blocks (b); Olivia drew the kitchen
sink (c) and oven with phone on top (d); Steve-Tom drew cabinets for the play kitchen (e) and
shelves for storing toys (f)
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“My favorite spot in the room is right in the kitchen.”
When the kids were asked to note their favorite place in the classroom, a number of them
walked directly to the play area in the corner. While making his map at the purple table, Stanthe-Man pointed to the kitchen area across the room when I asked what his favorite spot was:
“Over there…because you get to play with those blocks.” When talking about his individual
map, Zee said “the play room” was his favorite part of the room. And as they did their video
tours, both Super-Adam and Hobby-Bear mentioned the kitchen as their favorite spot:
(1) Meredith: What is your favorite spot in the room?
(2) Hobby-Bear: I know I know I know my favorite spot in the room is right in the
kitchen- my favorite spot in the kitchen.
(3) Super-Adam: That's the same spot as me.
During her video tour, when I asked her group to show me where their favorite spot was, July
walked purposefully from the tile area near the bathrooms, across the ABC rug, and right to the
opening of the kitchen area. Training her lens on this corner of the room she said, “My favorite
spot is right here. That's where we play and do our blocks and stuff like that.” Iza did not
explicitly state the kitchen was her favorite, but after my verbal prompt to show me her favorite
part of the room, she moved her body into this region and walked around it on her video tour –
pointing to and naming the various toys and materials available for play (ie. “This is the
Barbies”). As mentioned earlier, Frozen, Olivia, and Paige oscillated between the kitchen center
and the iPads as their favorite component of the classroom, but they linked each to play and
initially repeated, “Kitchen. Kitchen center. Kitchen. Kitchen.” Like these three girls who
showed a preference for the iPads, a few kids mentioned places other than the kitchen area as
their favorite – Gussy mentioned Mrs. Bailey’s desk as her favorite spot, Paxon said “Where the
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backpacks are,” and Flower said, “the listening station I love…because there’s squishy
headphones and you can listen to music, I mean stories.” No child mentioned the rug or the
tables as their favorite spot.
Figure 5. 15 Kids using comfortable seats in the play area to read-to-self during literacy stations

One might think the kids had ample opportunities to play in the corner of the room
considering all it had to offer. But, the play area was not accessed often for the explicit purpose
of free play. The students accessed this region of the room as a seating area and for privacy when
they were using their iPads or during times when they were reading (see Figure 5.15) but
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exclusively playing in this area almost never happened except for indoor recess and an
occasional reward during morning literacy stations or afternoon math centers. In fact, Mrs.
Bailey mentioned this tension during her interview when I prompted her:
Meredith: Talk to me about what are the most important spots.
Mrs. Bailey: Okay so my most important spot for me is the meeting area. I love the stuff
that happens in that- I love the stuff that happens during the time that we’re together in
that space. I love reading to kids. Um, I don't do it often enough anymore because of all
of the different demands. But, I think the most learning happens in that spot. So that is
my favorite spot in the classroom. My other favorite spot in the classroom is the play
center because I firmly believe that kids need to play more and you can see how much
that actually happens. Even though I believe it. Even though I firmly believe it— even
though it's, it's so important to me that kids play, it hardly ever happens. Because of
everything else that has to happen during the course of our day.
“The everything else that has to happen” is the learning and work. And even though Mrs.
Bailey valued play, it was not a central component to the structure of this classroom. Still, kids
frequently took opportunities for playfulness and respite from their learning tasks . Chapter six
will reveal the ways students obfuscated surveillance and capitalized on opportunities for play [is
there research related to the hidden play of kid-culture?] throughout the classroom.
Conclusion
As shown throughout this chapter, the built classroom environment reflects school
priorities and cultural norms. Learning and work were centered in the classroom and bounded by
the teachers’ desk at the front and back. Located on the periphery of the learning ↔ work zone
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of interaction was the privacy ↔ play zone of interaction. Within Room 129, work and learning
were physically centered via the tables and the rug while privacy and play were pushed to the
classroom margins through their physical locations on the room’s perimeter. While learning and
work were at the literal and symbolic center for this kindergarten, as a result of analyzing what
kids noted as important in their classroom, it became clear that work is something that is
concrete, done individually rather than collectively, and can be finished and placed in an
individual’s mailbox while learning is something that occurs collaboratively through shared
experiences and is revisited constantly. In Room 129, the notion of learning reflected the social
interactions needed for advancing knowledge, but the kids’ experiences of that learning was not
typically experiential. These different ways of thinking about work and learning revealed a
troubling dichotomy – when teachers use the term work to describe learning tasks, they are devaluing the meaning of the opportunity. According to the kids in this classroom, work indexes a
concrete and material transaction while learning indexes a shared experience related to literacy,
math, civics, and science that results in kids expanding their capabilities. Play and privacy were
essential for the kids to feel connected to the classroom environment. But, more often than not,
kids took opportunities for respite and play rather than being offered them through the structure
and design of the learning environment. The following chapter will summarize the affordances
provided by each of the zones and how access to these zones intersected with kids’ smartness,
agency, and alignment to teacher expectations.
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Chapter Six: Uneven Opportunities for Mobility in the Classroom
The kids in Room 129 moved constantly. Even when the expectation was for children to
be in one spot, bodies often shifted positions, skipped across the floor, and catapulted between
chairs. Coding revealed that mobility itself was granted for some kids more than others, and this
mobility became an overarching theme in the data. Movement enabled kids to access the
different locations in the room and, therefore, the opportunities afforded in each location. This
chapter will shed light on two questions: What effects did kids’ movement have within the
classroom? What factors enabled or restricted kids’ movement?
In the two previous chapters, I aimed to center the young children’s voices as much as
possible. In this chapter, I include findings based on my observations over the course of the
months I was present in the kindergarten classroom. While the young kids were able to tell me
what happened where, it was their actions in conjunction with the teachers’ actions and her
perception of the kids that enabled the kindergarteners to access the various opportunities within
each zone of interaction. In this chapter, I present the motives for the kids to move within the
classroom and examples of how three levers affected kids’ opportunities to move. I describe the
positive and pro-social effects of permissible movement and the ways this movement was
enabled and restricted. I refer to these effects as the profits of space (Bourdieu, 1991/2018) and
show how mobility afforded these profits to be appropriated by the kids in the classroom. The
profits of space collapse into four key categories: access to the teacher and other competent
members of the learning environment, opportunities to expand capabilities related to formal
curriculum, playful or neutral rather than punishing or corrective responses from adults, and
freedom to move one’s body, be vocal, and feel competent.
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I unearthed motives for why kids initiated movement: to access curricular materials or
components for learning tasks, to access competent others (such as a teacher, another adult, or a
peer), and to seek respite. The teacher and school norms served as gatekeepers for kids’ mobility
throughout the classroom, and I noticed three levers that affected (either inhibiting or allowing)
mobility: 1) the perceived smartness of each child 2) each child’s agency relative to institutional
norms and 3) each child’s cultural capital (synonymous with social proximity to the teacher
through things like cultural norms and gender). This chapter presents ways mobility, and
therefore access to the profits of space, was either enhanced or repressed relative to the students’
smartness, agency, and cultural capital. In short, this chapter will outline the ways kids had
uneven access to the profits of space in their kindergarten classroom.
Effects of Movement and Fixity within and across the Zones of Interaction
The reasons the kids moved throughout the room varied, but coding revealed three main
motives for moving: accessing curricular materials or components for learning tasks, accessing
competent others (such as a teacher, another adult, or a peer), and seeking respite. Even if the
kids were instructed to stay in one place, there was almost always at least one child up and
moving. When I refer to movement I am, first, talking about physical movement – where a
child’s body moves within or across a territory. Movement, in this case, is the opposite of
docility or staying in one place and can be thought of as travel. Movement, as I use it in this
chapter, also refers to vocal movement. Talk was a key tool for the transmission of ideas and
information in this classroom, and students used it to access opportunities within the classroom
and assert themselves. It also influenced the social positioning for kids. For instance, a teacher or
peer acknowledging a child’s question or comment validated the questioner/commenter’s ideas
and was a key component to their learning and feelings of competence and belonging. Therefore,
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I considered vocal action as a type of mobility in this classroom that could be analyzed to reveal
who was able to speak and be heard and whether or not the talk resulted in social positioning
through actual physical movement. Related to the motives for movement are the effects of the
physical and vocal movement on kids (see Table 6.1). Because the movement was bound up in
the built environment, I follow Bourdieu (1991/2018) and use the term “profits of space” (p.
110) to describe the opportunities to appropriate certain pro-social or learning-related material or
symbolic gains.
Table 6. 1 Profits of Space: Summary of the Effects of Mobility Within Room 129
Effects of permissible mobility:

Effects of restricted mobility

Access to competent members of the learning
environment; Connectedness and belonging

Isolation from peers and others;
disconnectedness

Opportunities to expand capabilities related to
formal curriculum

Struggle and difficulty expanding
capabilities related to formal curriculum

Playful or question-based responses from the
teacher

Punishing or directive responses from the
teacher

Freedom to move one’s body, be vocal, and feel
competent.

Restrictions of movement, negative
labels such as “naughty” and “bad”

Accessing Opportunities Related to Learning and the Formal Curriculum
The classroom, including the vertical surfaces, was covered with curricular materials that
supported the students’ learning, and kids moved constantly in order to access these materials.
For instance, in the first hour of each morning, the young kids would move from the cubby area,
unloading their belongings, to their tables for breakfast. They would move from the tables to the
book shelves and throughout the room to find a comfortable place to read-to-self. Then, they
would return books to their appropriate places and gather on the rug. During their morning
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meeting, they would sometimes move from the rug to their chairs to grab journals and pencils for
writing and back to the rug. When the large-group writing was finished on the rug (ie. stretching
words out and writing the sounds they heard), kids would move back to their seats to return the
journals and pencils. Then, kids would sit or stand on the rug depending on the activities, but
their movement was largely motivated by the expectations to access and use certain materials
related to the learning opportunities. Checking the weather, for instance, entailed two kids who
walked from the rug to the playground door to verbally report on what they observed; they used
bodily movement and vocal movement to transmit information to their classmates. On the rug,
the kids referred constantly to the posted materials related to literacy learning, calendar, weather,
number-of-the day, and character development. In this way, the kids were moving their bodies,
their gazes, and their voices to gain access to materials to expand their capabilities relative to the
learning tasks of the classroom.
The kids’ bodily movement throughout the morning was usually permissible and
encouraged when related to their learning ↔ work priorities (ie. following the teacher’s
directions), but the kids also used curricular materials in this zone to assert their power and
dominance over each other. At times, accessing materials was done in a way that reflected a
collective ideal of taking care of each other; kids were in solidarity and would seek the common
goal of task completion. For example, a child passing his peer a certain colored crayon from a
nearby cup was seen as helpful and was a type of movement that enabled classmates to support
one another with the materialities needed to engage with learning tasks. Counter to this collective
ideal, kids used curricular materials to assert their individual agency and to demonstrate their
own power over other kids in the class. The yellow headphones at the iPad station are one
example of this.
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Mrs. Bailey had a bin of headphones she kept near the computer cart. One of these pairs
was yellow and I often watched students challenge each other over who would wear the yellow
headphones. I thought it was because of their color until one morning I heard 1-2-3-1-2-3, Zee
and Ella talking about the “squishy ones.” Later that day, I asked Valerie which pair was the
squishy pair as she returned the yellow pair to the container. She informed me: “This one.
There’s another one but it’s broken. Actually, it’s not broken. There’s a small squishy headphone
and a large squishy headphone.” So it was not the color of the headphone that the kids were
concerned about, but the comfort of the headphone. Possession and power over certain resources
was entangled with movement. The headphones enabled kids to access the auditory learning cues
on the iPads without disturbing one another. But, the headphones became a site of struggle
because the kids all wanted the yellow squishy pair.
In mid-May, I arrived to the classroom as kids were in transition from one station to the
next. As I entered, I watched Frozen beeline from the blue table to the computer cart and grab the
squishy, yellow earphones as she transitioned to the iPad station at the green table. Immediately,
July said, “That’s not fair,” as she finished up at the blue table and Kya (who was right beside
Frozen) whined about how she wanted those headphones. July’s voiced pushed through Kya’s:
“You always have them. That’s not fair.” I was not close enough to hear the rest of the girls’
exchange once Kya and July had both transitioned to the green table with Frozen, but I did see
moments later that Frozen was laying, belly-down, on the floor with her iPad in front of her
reading from one of the kindergarten apps. Frozen possessed the headphones despite July and
Kya’s objections and dissatisfaction over Frozen having them again.
Mrs. Bailey was intentional about the shared materials within this classroom. She called
them “community supplies.”
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(1) Meredith: Why community supplies?
(2) Amanda: Because I like community. [laughter] Because I like kids to share.
(3) Meredith: So simple
(4) Amanda: Because I feel like if they have their own stuff they get territorial and I don't
like- I don't think five-year-olds need to be territorial. They need to share. And you
see the arguments if someone found the gold crayon and somebody wants the gold
crayon, you see that dynamic happening. But if they all had it— I just, first of all, I
think it's just a huge management piece – to manage everybody's individual stuff.
And, I like them sharing. I like them having to wait their turn if there's only one glue
stick. How do you solve that problem kind of thing. As opposed to, well I have my
glue stick. And my glue stick is purple and your glue stick is white. I think there's just
so much of that in their lives anyway that I don't want to perpetuate that anymore than
we absolutely have to.
As Amanda Bailey mentioned, the kids were territorial and “that dynamic happening” was
rampant in the classroom as kids used curricular materials to assert their dominance or deny their
peers access to certain resources. But, the territorialization over materials and locations was also
protective in some ways.
The kids in the classroom had their own peer culture, and they consistently helped protect
each other’s places in the classroom as well as their individual identities. I often sat at their tables
with them or used a chair and perched myself to document what was happening. July routinely
preserved the spaces at tables for her peers and corrected me when I sat in someone else’s spot.
She would often say something like, “That is Paxon’s seat. But you can sit there today because
he is absent,” or, “Frozen is sitting there.” So even though students were circulating within a
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teacher-created curricular zone, they managed to territorialize their personal spaces and hold
some ownership in their environment. One afternoon when kids were going to be doing catch-up
work, I sat down at the blue table and then realized I was where Valerie typically sat. When
Valerie approached to sit, she held out her hand, palm facing upward, in a “What are you doing
here?” gesture. 1-2-3-1-2-3, witnessing this gesture as he walked by, directed his gaze at me and
said, “You’re in her spot.” 1-2-3-1-2-3’s vocal action laid claim to the space on behalf of Valerie
and served to protect her spot and urge me to move.
The kids often protected each other’s identities as well. One morning when a substitute
teacher was taking attendance, she mispronounced the names of four children. In response, a
choir of children’s voices could be heard emphasizing the proper syllables for these children
whose names were of Middle Eastern and Indian origin: Fire, Iysha, 1-2-3-1-2-3 and Shivank. In
one instance, Paige, a white child, corrected a guest teacher when she heard the teacher use a
short /a/ sound for her peer’s name when it was supposed to be pronounced with a long /a/. Paige
affirmed this was common (every substitute I witnessed was a white female) and said, “My mom
calls him that sometimes.”
The kids also held one another accountable for maintaining their areas at the tables. An
example of the kids recognizing the locations of their peers at the tables happened one morning
when Carla was wiping down the tables after breakfast. She walked over to Steve-Tom, who was
on the rug, to tell him there was still stuff at his spot. Her bodily movement was being using to
transmit information to Steve-Tom about the expectation to care for the shared environment.
When I glanced over at the white table, there was a plastic bowl of peaches and an apple juice
carton left at one end of the table. Steve-Tom walked to it and cleared these items, sipping the
apple juice as he walked to the garbage. Similarly, when I was sitting at the white table during
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stations one day Zee leaned across the table toward me and said, “Wait. Are you using this?”
about the pencil on the table. When I said no, he put the pencil in the cup at the table’s center.
Zee was being territorial but in a way that preserved some of the order within the classroom and
enabled other kids to be able to access the pencil that was out of reach just moments ago. These
examples show how access to curricular materials and components for learning was a motivating
factor for kids to move in the classroom.
Propelling Peer Culture: Accessing and Being the Competent Other by Supporting and
Policing Peers while Working
It is a given that the teacher was a key agent when it came to who the students considered
a competent human resource. The daily interactions of the classroom showed that Mrs. Bailey
was an anchor in her own way – kids moved to where she was constantly and for a wide variety
of reasons. Their movement to her was done physically by traveling through space to shorten the
distance between them and vocally through calling out a question, comment, or request that
resulted in Mrs. Bailey closing the physical distance or simply responding verbally from afar. As
a result of connecting with Mrs. Bailey, kids benefitted in innumerable ways by having direct
contact with her. She affirmed their sense of self (ie. by asking how Mrs. Bailey likes the pink
streak in their hair or by sharing their latest pursuits in the game of chess), clarified their
understanding of a concept or a direction (ie. asking for help stretching a word, determining
where a label on a page goes, checking in before moving on to the next task), and responded to
indiscretions and prideful moments in the classroom. These interactions all held value for the
kids, as did their movement amongst their peers.
During her interview, Mrs. Bailey spoke about the peer interactions at the tables as kids
completed paper-based tasks rather than iPad-based tasks:
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“But there's still a purpose to doing a worksheet. They're still coloring. They're still
cutting. They're still gluing. There are still interactions with people [Meredith: mmhmm].
I mean you see what they do when they're at their— when they're at their— by
themselves over here [pointing to the white table]. And they're talking and saying, ‘Can
somebody pass me a letter-a stamp?’ ‘What are you on?’ ‘I'm on this word. What are you
on?’ And that interaction that they're having with each other, you can't replace that.”
The types of interactions Mrs. Bailey described above comprised some of the movement
between the kids within the learning ↔ work zone. The interactions the kids had did sound a lot
like what Mrs. Bailey described. I got excited during a lunchtime exchange with Ella, Stan-theMan and Gussy in June. Ella told me, “You can get smarter so you can teach other kids.” When I
eagerly followed up with, “When do you guys get to teach other kids? When do you teach each
other?” Ella said, “We always do.” I probed, “You always do? How so?” What came next
encompassed the broader theme of the ways students taught each other within their peer culture.
Gussy, Ella, and Stan-the-Man revealed not how they taught each other in the way Vygotsky
envisioned by propelling each other’s understanding of content beyond their current level, but
how they policed each other and held each other accountable to conforming to the classroom
norms. These types of corrections, or teachings as Ella referred to them, comprised much of how
the kids’ peer culture was enacted in the classroom. I take from William Corsaro’s (2015) use of
peer culture as he draws on Geertz (1973) and Goffman (1974) to view young children’s culture
as public, collective, and performative and define kids’ peer culture “as a stable set of activities
or routines, artifacts, values, and concerns that kids produce and share in interaction with each
other…there are two main themes in peer cultures: Kids want to gain control of their lives and
they want to share that sense of control with each other” (p. 37). In this case, Ella was referring
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to the ways the kids shared a sense of control with each other through compliance with teacher
and school expectations. As Egeland (2019) pointed out when discussing Corsaro’s (2011)
theory about peer cultures in children, reproducing norms is agency: “children are seen as actors
in their own lives…and they reproduce the social order outside of preschool and school in
preschool and school” ( p. 185).
To illustrate how the kids taught each other, Gussy ran from her seat at the white table
over to the rug and declared, “Like, when we’re on the rug and everyone’s, like, pretend Olivia is
like talking to other people. She’s screaming out. She always stands up, screams out. And she
runs around.” When I interject and say, “How is that helping people?” Stan-the-Man chimed in
saying, “And we’ll say, hey, slow down.” Gussy continued, “She actually doesn’t do that. When
Mrs. Bailey is talking, she yells out. And then she stands up and jumps and jumps and jumps.” In
this brief interaction, Ella, Stan-the-Man and Gussy reveal that the kids did not necessarily
explicitly teach each other content or work collaboratively to problem-solve related to the
documented curriculum. Instead, they tended to correct one another based on the expectations of
being calm and following directions. When analyzing the data, I noticed kids also attempted to
block access to certain opportunities for classmates’ learning. Most often I witnessed this when
the kids were talking at their tables during ELA and Math.
While completing a coloring page, July spoke about focus with the other kids at her table.
“Paxon, don’t rush. Taking your time is better,” July says to Paxon about his coloring.
“I’m taking my time, see? Are you looking at me?” Paxon asks July. Then I hear HobbyBear say, “I’m taking my time. Look at this, how’d I did? I did all the white spots.” In
reply, July says, “Yeah, focusing is more better.” “And I’m focusing,” Hobby-Bear says,
“Focus are much better.” To Iysha who is coloring her fox pink, Hobby-Bear asks, “Are
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you going to focus or not focus?” then goes on to say to the Teacher’s Assistant at the
table, “I’m focusing. That’s why I’m taking such a long time.” The TA then says, “Iysha,
take your time…” when she checks in at the table following up with, “Take your time
and make it look nice.” Hobby-Bear says, “Like mine?” to the TA who then mentions
how nice Hobby-Bear’s picture is. Meanwhile, July’s gaze is fixed across the table on
Carla’s coloring: “If you’re scribbling, Mrs. Bailey—” “I’m not scribbling,” Carla
replies. “If you scribble you have to do it over again.” Ella finishes July’s sentence.
In this brief moment, the kids were interacting with one another and it was obvious they all
agreed on the merits of focusing. The TA commended Hobby-Bear after Hobby-Bear asserted
himself and sought affirmation while simultaneously elevating his work above Iysha’s. HobbyBear’s vocal action resulted in the TA acknowledging his efforts. At the other end of the table,
July and Ella warned Carla about the consequences of scribbling. This talk was movement and
served several purposes – July, Paxon, and Hobby-Bear all demonstrated feelings of competence
in this scenario. They acknowledged how focusing was better and that they each were focused.
They also placed themselves above Iysha by bringing the adult TA in closer proximity to remind
Iysha of the expectations, and they insinuated that Carla was not focusing. They all were
reinforcing the messages and replicating the social norms they’ve heard before about
kindergarten coloring. But, they did not discuss the content of what they were coloring or why.
At another time, kids were doing afternoon math stations and Super-Adam, 1-2-3-1-2-3,
Paige, Frozen and Olivia were completing a page titled “Color the Picture” with a key to indicate
which items should be colored which color. 1-2-3-1-2-3 colored the elephant gray although
Super-Adam just said aloud to color it white. The key actually said to color the elephant white,
so Paige asked the TA in the room if the elephant was white. The TA confirmed it should be
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white. Super-Adam then pointed to 1-2-3-1-2-3’s page and said he colored it gray. 1-2-3-1-2-3
replied, “But he’s gray everyday.” The expectation to keep the elephant white was counter to 12-3-1-2-3’s understanding of the elephant in real life. The conformity to the directions of the task
was the priority in this case, and 1-2-3-1-2-3 was made to feel less competent by his peers and
the TA because he was using his background knowledge to make sense of the page rather than
his rote direction-following skills linked to reading the stated directions on the page. The talk at
the table led to Paige bringing closer the TA who then reinforced that Paige and Super-Adam
were right while 1-2-3-1-2-3 was wrong. This type of interaction was toxic to 1-2-3-1-2-3 and 12-3-1-2-3 expressed negative feelings about himself on more than one occasion. For example,
when I handed him an orange highlighter cap that had fallen onto the floor at a station one day,
1-2-3-1-2-3 replied, “I’m silly. I’m a bad kid” and then turned to Steve-Tom and repeated this
claim: “I’m a bad kid.” 1-2-3-1-2-3 rarely had the opportunity to feel competent. The one time I
heard him feel proud was during the map-making station which was very open-ended. While
talking about their individual maps and noticing what each other put on their maps, 1-2-3-1-2-3
commented aloud, “I did good at my paper.”
Another example of kids using their talk to place themselves in a position of control
occurred when Ella was working on a sorting page where she had to cut and paste pictures into
the appropriate letter category. I was at her table and she asked me, “Where does nut go?” I
looked at the image in front of her and saw there was not a label for the letter N. She was using
her talk to access my help in order to successfully complete her learning task. So, I told her it
was not a nut: “It’s a /p/ /p/ peanut.” Ella then pasted the image on the P section of the page.
Carla squealed at me, “You can’t tell her!” I told Carla I did not tell Ella where to put the picture,
I simply told her what it was a picture of. Carla paused, then reconsidered, “Yeah, you can do
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that.” Carla’s initial reaction showed that she internalized that at the table kids were supposed to
do their thinking on their own but Ella was attempting to complete the task without accurately
identifying the pictures on the page. By accessing my knowledge or someone else’s knowledge
to accurately name the picture, Ella could then progress with her task of identifying the first
sound of the item pictured. And although Mrs. Bailey knew this type of talk happened all the
time, in practice she did not always appreciate the kids teach-correcting one another. I heard
Steve-Tom helping 1-2-3-1-2-3 one day: “No-no you don’t do that. You have to put that in here.”
From her seat at another table, Mrs. Bailey spoke out to Steve-Tom: “Hey bud how ‘bout you not
worry about 1-2-3-1-2-3?”
Of course, there were legitimate examples of kids helping to propel one another’s
learning forward. Both on the rug and at tables, kids shared their ideas and learned from each
other’s mistakes. There is no doubt their understanding around the formal curriculum was
enhanced due to their proximity. Access to learning opportunities was streamlined in many ways
thanks to competent peers. This was evident when kids moved their bodies to lean over each
other’s shoulders and help find a link on the iPad, locate a packet related to sight words, and read
a word that was inaccessible to a neighbor. This was also obvious during an afternoon when kids
were rolling dice with partners and recording addition number sentences. I watched kids correct
each other’s inaccuracies and heard them describing patterns related to subitizing. But it was
striking how frequently kids used their proximity and talk to admonish one another and correct
behaviors. These corrections make sense in light of Broderick’s and Leonardo’s (2016) assertion
that “goodness” can be understood as “a performative, cultural, and ideological system that
operates in the service of constructing the normative center of schools” (p. 57). Kids were
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seeking to conform to the norm in their classroom and were helping other kids to conform as
well.
Isolation from others
As they gave their video-tours, Super-Adam, Hobby-Bear, and Fire pointed out how they
observed Kya was separated often from the rest of the class. They talked about the consequences
of not listening to the teacher after I prompted, “Show the camera what you do and how to be
successful.” During this dialogue, they hit on the topics of time out as a result of not listening or
doing what the teacher said. They also named a student, Kya, who they observed in time out
frequently and indicated their teacher’s displeasure with Kya’s choices while boosting
themselves up by claiming they always listen and never get in trouble. Through our conversation,
these students revealed the ways that mobility is used to isolate peers from the group, whether by
being relegated to do work (a stack of papers) on the sidewalk during recess, being sent away
from the rug to “go to our seats and work,” or by sitting in the time-out chair or at the time-out
table. The consequence of this is the kids who are kept at a distance from the group quickly
become typecast as naughty or lacking goodness (Broderick & Leonardo, 2016) – as Hobby-Bear
mentions below. Kids who were kept at a distance were also denied access to the capable peers
who might have been able to clarify their understanding or encourage behavior aligned with the
teacher’s expectations. Thus, the physical separation caused fixity in the child’s social
positioning as it impacted their ability to gain needed capital.
(1) Meredith: What do new kindergarteners need to know in order to be successful?
(2) Super-Adam: We have to listen to, you have to listen to the teacher every single time.
Then, we do everything.
(3) Hobby-Bear: And [if] we don't, we go to the circle table. Or we go to the Time Out
Chair. Or we go to our seats and work.
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(4) Meredith: What’s the time out chair?
(5) Super-Adam: That's the brown chair that is next to the pink things [referring to the
brown wooden junior-chair meant for a kitchen table when a child is not quite ready
for a full-size chair).
(6) Meredith: Oh, I’ve never seen anybody sitting in that.
(7) Super-Adam: Yeah, Ky...
(8) Fire: Kya. Only Kya. Kya sits there.
(9) Super-Adam [overlapping Fire]: Yeah but Kya’s sit there before.
(10) Meredith: Anybody else?
(11) Fire: No. Not me. I never got in trouble.
(12) Meredith: No? Why not?
(13) Super-Adam: Because we are always listen. I never got in trouble but Kya always
gets in trouble.
(14) Meredith: Hmmm
(15) Super-Adam: All the time.
(16) Meredith: I wonder if there’s ways to help her. To support her.
(17) Super-Adam: And Mrs. Bailey doesn't like it.
Super-Adam, Fire, and Hobby-Bear identified Kya got in trouble a lot (lines 13-15). Kya
was not the only child who experienced isolation, but this anecdote is striking because the kids
plainly say how Mrs. Bailey did not like when students do not listen and get in trouble (line 17).
When Kya and other kids were pulled away from her peers, they missed opportunities for the
peer correction that was so prevalent amongst the kids. The peer correction served to support and
police with regards to cultural norms in the classroom. Such isolation from others restricted
Kya’s access to the peer dialogue and corrective talk that may have been helpful to Kya in some
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ways because it may have helped her gain social capital in terms of adherence to teacher norms.
Kya’s isolation from peers served as a barrier to competent others supporting and correcting her
actions. This idea is discussed later in this chapter since agency and adherence to school norms
was a lever for increased mobility.
Seeking Respite
Learning, work, privacy, and play were the four territories the kids picked up on in the
classroom, and the kids moved across the boundaries of the learning↔ work zone and play ↔
privacy zone often throughout the day. Work and learning were the purposes of school while
privacy and play were secondary in this classroom. Throughout the analysis phase, I picked up
on another theme of the material and spatial elements that did not fit tidily into the main
territories since it permeated the entire classroom; this theme was respite and it was a big
motivator for kids to initiate movement in the classroom. Respite was often connected with selfcare and kids typically sought it in the play ↔ privacy zone, though kids took respite virtually
anywhere and anytime. The kids did not overtly mention respite or taking a break, but it was an
opportunity that certain areas of the classroom provided and was noted frequently throughout my
fieldnotes. Often, respite came in the form of avoidance of tasks, playfulness, and off-task
socializing. The kids in this study created ample opportunities for themselves to engage in
behaviors that served as a relief from the norms and demands of the classroom expectations.
One example of respite-seeking that occurred constantly was visiting the tissue box. On
their way to the tiled area of the room, kids passed by the mailboxes – on top of which rested a
tissue box. Though it was only noted on a couple collaborative maps and child-led tours, based
on my observations, the tissue box was a key location where the students asserted their agency
and transitioned from working to taking respite in the privacy territory. The tissue-box was a
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location for several social interactions for the kids. They approached the tissue box when they
were curious about an activity happening outside the classroom, for the garbage can was located
around the corner of the mailboxes in the tiled area directly beside the hallway door. Kids
inevitably had to dispose of the tissues they used, so the tissue box afforded them the opportunity
to walk to the garbage and peek outside the door. The young learners were able to use mobility
with tissues in a way that satisfied their curiosity about the goings-on beyond their classroom.
Kids also moved to the tissue box and garbage when they wanted to socialize with other students
who were in their iPad spots in the tile area of the room during morning stations. In some ways,
the tissue box served as the watercooler of kindergarten: a place around which kids would gather
when seeking a break from whatever task they were doing. Informal interactions with other kids
were afforded by the tissue box, and because it was a self-care activity, similar to using the
bathroom, it was not monitored as closely as some other, more overtly playful, respite-seeking
opportunities. Therefore, kids often used the tissue box to avoid a task, satisfy curiosity, initiate a
social interaction, or simply take a break. Similarly, the bathroom was used frequently during
moments requiring a certain level of independent focus. 1-2-3-1-2-3 popped into the bathroom
more often than any other child in the class.
Kids sought respite from their daily tasks via moments of playfulness, and though there
was a location specific to play, play was certainly not bound to its respective territory. Kids took
opportunities for play constantly and at every location. I watched countless kids use the back of
their chairs as vaulting bars as they moved across the room. Kids making eye contact from across
the room sometimes resulted in momentary dance-offs complete with The Floss and dabbing.
One April day, Frozen, Fire, Zee, July, Iysha, Gussy and Stan-the-Man organized themselves in a
circle on the gathering rug while their peers washed hands before lunch. “Hot potato, hot potato,
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who has the hot potato? If you have the hot potato, You. Are. Out.” They chanted and giggled as
they passed Zee’s Fruit-by-the-Foot with July declaring that Frozen was out when the chanting
stopped. This playfulness was spontaneous and enabled the kids to feel connected to each other.
This same rug was used by Iza in June while a substitute teacher oversaw morning stations with
her back to the front of the room. Though I did not notice it while present in the classroom that
day, when I reviewed a video-recording of my visit, Iza managed to do not one, not two, but
three full cartwheels on the rug while her peers engaged in tasks at the tables. And in early April,
when Stan-the-Man was working independently using an iPad app for reading at the green table
during morning stations, he used his earphone wire as a lasso:
I see that from his perch at the far end of the green table, Stan-the-Man is whirling around
his headphones as kids around him use fingers to tap and swipe the iPads they are using.
The headphone cord is pinched between two fingers in a loop and Stan-the-Man rapidly
twists his wrist to make the cord swing around in circles. After a moment of this, he lets
out some slack between his fingers and starts using the cord of his headphones as a lasso.
He holds the thin beige cord that extends from the ear – I’m surprised the cord is that
long – and has it arching out to form a loose loop to catch items. The jack end is inserted
into the iPad that rests on the table in front of him with a menu of options lit up. Stan-theMan tosses the loop once toward the center of the table by the crayon basket and pencil
and scissor cups – miss. He tosses it again and miraculously manages to catch the Mickey
Mouse cup at the table’s center that holds the pencils. His eyes grow wide, beaming with
surprise and glee – he looks around briefly to see if anyone witnessed his
accomplishment. No one but me saw it, but he does not see me watching. Slowly, he
experiments with reeling it in; the cup tips toward him. The room around him is buzzing
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as kids are engaged in their stations – still no one has caught on to Stan-the-Man’s cup
lasso. As the cup becomes more precarious, he stops pulling, gets up, walks a few paces
and looks over Kya’s shoulder.
Mobility, as shown through these examples, was a way for kids to seek respite from their tasks
and make social connections mainly within their peer culture.
Levers for Mobility: Increasing the Likelihood of Permissible Movement
I use mobility in this section to refer to using one’s body or voice to seek out, access, or
appropriate a positive or pro-social resource or opportunity. What follows are several examples
of the contradictions present within this kindergarten classroom and how some young children
benefitted from their social capital more than others as evidenced through their physical mobility
within the classroom. Agency, smartness, and cultural capital determined the extend to which
children were afforded certain opportunities and how the teacher responded when kids initiated
movement.
Agency and Adherence to School Norms as a Lever for Mobility
Mrs. Bailey told kids what to do and she persistently reminded kids of expectations,
especially as they transitioned from the learning to the work territory. Kids’ alignment with these
expectations was scrutinized, but to varying degrees. The young students identified Mrs. Bailey
as a pivotal resource for their learning. So, they used their agency to seek out access to her, often
in ways that closed the proximity gap to her. Agency, as numerous scholars across various
research niches have shown, comes in a variety of forms. Conformance to norms is one such way
(Huf, 2013), and so is actively rebuffing expectations (Dotson, Vaquera, & Cunningham, 2015).
For instance, when on the rug in the learning territory, kids could access Mrs. Bailey with
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relative ease – asking questions and propelling their understanding of content while also having
their learning checked for accuracy. When the kids used their whiteboards, for example, to write
words Mrs. Bailey said, they received immediate feedback related to how they were doing with
that learning task. Meanwhile, at the tables Mrs. Bailey was less accessible due to the
distribution of the work-surfaces. If Mrs. Bailey was supporting students at the blue table, then
students at the white table either had to rely on each other, wait patiently with a hand raised until
Mrs. Bailey came to them (adhering to the school norm), or physically move themselves closer
to Mrs. Bailey (breaking the rule of sitting still and waiting). It was the kids who asserted their
agency and moved through the classroom who gained access to Mrs. Bailey without having to
expend as much time as those who aligned to the norms of sitting quietly with their hand raised.
In some cases, kids’ agency and propensity to get up and demand attention actually afforded
them greater access to Mrs. Bailey, and therefore to learning opportunities since close proximity
to her was beneficial for kids to expand their capabilities related to the formal curriculum. At
times, adhering to the norms actually lessened a child’s access to their teacher.
Agency as Counter to Docility
During stations, kids were expected to sit and work quietly. Even when Mrs. Bailey
explicitly told the kids to raise their hands and wait for her, inevitably kids broke from this
request and then were responded to while the kids who sat patiently did not receive timely
support or help. The kids who asserted their agency and, for lack of better word, demanded their
teacher’s support by closing the physical gap between them, decreased their wait time. The
notion of raising hands when needed help was an important system for the teacher to distribute
herself through the room. But to do this efficiently, the system needed to be enforced otherwise
access was not at all equal. This becomes very clear in the following example.
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One afternoon while the kids were writing in a book for Father’s Day, Mrs. Bailey clearly
said to the whole class, “Can you just sit and raise a quiet hand and I’ll come to you today?” She
said this for the whole class to hear but directed it at Iysha and Iza who had surrounded their
teacher near the white table. Mrs. Bailey moved away from the girls. The following is an excerpt
about what happened next:
Iza goes back to her seat. She is sitting quietly with her right hand raised at the
blue table. Super-Adam just walked up to Mrs. Bailey at the green table and is told to sit
back down and raise his hand. Gussy also just walked up to her and got
acknowledgement about her handstand and “jasix” (gymnastics). Flower, hearing an
instrumental rendition of a Disney song, gets up and tells Carla, “This is our ballet song!”
Carla gets up and goes to Mrs. Bailey who is standing at her desk. Carla tells her the
news about the song being the one she and Flower dance to. Olivia, Iysha and Kya all get
up and approach Mrs. Bailey at her desk. Iza is still sitting at the blue table now playing
with her hair using the fingers of her left hand as her right hand stands in the air. Mrs.
Bailey walks between the green and blue tables to the garbage. Then, she walks back and
pats 1-2-3-1-2-3 on his core to have him sit on his bottom. Carla, from the white table,
walks up to Mrs. Bailey who is now by the green table. Iza continues to sit with her hand
raised as her eyes gaze at the kids walking around. As Mrs. Bailey walks across the floor
toward the blue table, Carla goes with her. Mrs. Bailey sits next to Iza at the blue table.
Iza puts her hand down, but Mrs. Bailey doesn’t actually give Iza her attention because
Valerie moves from the purple to the blue table where Mrs. Bailey is and starts talking
before Iza does. Kya walks to Mrs. Bailey. Flower raises her hand briefly then moves to
Mrs. Bailey at the blue table. Brick-Archery moves to the blue table. The whole purple
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table is empty for a moment. Super-Adam is at the green table raising his hand high,
quietly waiting for Mrs. Bailey to notice him. Mrs. Bailey gets up again without talking
to Iza. Kya gets up again and moves to Mrs. Bailey who just gave Stan-the-Man his book
at the white table. “Can you have a seat and raise a quiet hand?” Mrs. Bailey says to Kya.
Hobby-Bear stands up and saying aloud to his table: “Look at my dad. He looks so
crazy.” Hearing this, Mrs. Bailey tells Hobby-Bear she’d like his father to be drawn the
way he looks. Iysha walks to Mrs. Bailey again and so does Gussy. Gussy is told she can
get a book. Iysha is told to add some details to her illustration. Iza is sitting quietly at her
seat looking around and not writing or drawing in her book. Mrs. Bailey goes to HobbyBear and encourages him to do his best. Ella is raising her hand quietly from her seat.
Mrs. Bailey is now at the green table working with 1-2-3-1-2-3 whose hand was not
raised.
Iza, Super-Adam and Ella all sat with their hands quietly raised after Mrs. Bailey told
them to. But, all three of them did not gain access to Mrs. Bailey. Instead, at least seven other
classmates were given feedback from Mrs. Bailey. These classmates did not stand quietly by
Mrs. Bailey, they simply started talking or asking questions that Mrs. Bailey acknowledged.
When a child approached Mrs. Bailey and stood there quietly, they were directed back to their
seats. It was the kids who demanded Mrs. Bailey’s response that were granted it. The adherence
to Mrs. Bailey’s directions resulted in these three children becoming less visible than their peers.
They were denied access to their teacher and their mobility was restricted. In this way, their quiet
docility actually worked against them. Agency in the form of persistently breaking the
expectation of staying seated and raising a hand beget access to Mrs. Bailey in this case.
Agency as Aligned with Docility
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Agency in the form of adhering to norms of sitting still and being quiet did have its
advantages, however. Although they missed opportunities to decrease the physical distance
between them and the teacher in the above example, kids who were quiet often obfuscated
surveillance from the teacher in ways that afforded them more playfulness and gentler responses
from the teacher since they did not collide with their teacher’s expectations as noticeably. Stanthe-Man, Ella, and Frozen were some of the quieter children and did not receive feedback from
the teacher as often as others. But, when they did receive feedback, it was not usually punishing.
In the above anecdote where Stan-the-Man was lassoing, he was not in close visual or physical
proximity to the teacher. When Mrs. Bailey eventually noticed Stan-the-Man was off-task
because he had moved to Kya’s side, she asked, “Stan-the-Man, what’re you doing sir?” but
immediately put her attention back on Ella at the blue table as she helped Ella make a letter k
hand-over-hand uttering, “top to bottom. kick one up, kick one down.” Stan-the-Man quietly
created an opportunity to play within the Learning ↔ Work Territory, making very little noise
during his lassoing. It was his movement from his seat, rather than his playfulness, that was
acknowledged through a question, but not in a punishing way. At another time when Ella was
making sh-sh-sh mouth noises from her station doing catch-up tasks, Mrs. Bailey asked, “Ella, is
that you?” When Ella confirmed it was, Mrs. Bailey remarked, “You’re making more noise than
the noisey people right now.” Mrs. Bailey did not explicitly correct Ella or Stan-the-Man.
Depending on where kids were located, they picked up on conversations occurring in
other parts of the room. This vocal mobility would influence their own thinking as they made
comments or began new conversations based on what they heard. For instance, one morning the
kids had attended an assembly and did catch-up work since they did not have time for their
morning stations. Stan-the-Man heard someone across the room mention fish. Stan-the-Man
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quietly told me as I sat at his table, “I have a fish. We call him – him or her we didn’t call him a
boy or a girl— Him or her’s name is Fred.” Stan-the-Man went on to tell me that three of his fish
had died, and holding up the singular crayon in his hand as a proxy for his finger, he indicated
one was still alive. I was the only adult who heard Stan-the-Man talking about this, so his fairly
quiet voice did not trigger any response from Mrs. Bailey. The proximity of the kids to the
teacher and the level of intrusion their voices created in the shared environment often became a
factor in whether their actions were policed. Kids who were quieter were able to vocalize
themselves without necessarily being corrected or admonished. Stan-the-Man was far from Mrs.
Bailey and also spoke in a quiet voice, so his off-task talk was not acknowledged as often as his
louder peers like 1-2-3-1-2-3, Steve-Tom, and Kya. I had several examples of Stan-the-Man
being off-task in the classroom, but because his voice did not collide with the norms, he typically
was not corrected or threatened. Ella was similar to Stan-the-Man in how quiet she was, how
often she was off-task, and how infrequently she was corrected for it. This quiet granted Ella and
Stan-the-Man opportunities to be playful, make connections with their peers, and move their
bodies.
Smartness as a Lever for Mobility
There were several students in the classroom who had come close to mastering the skills
of kindergarten. These students were afforded greater access to playful learning opportunities
because they often completed tasks in a timely fashion, allowing them the opportunity to go to
the ABC rug and do an open-ended task such as creating silly sentences, reading, or playing a
sight-word game. How students were perceived in terms of their content-mastery also influenced
the frequency with which they could move around the room without being corrected as well as
the types of responses Mrs. Bailey would use when verbally acknowledging their behavior.
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Task Completion as Smartness
In chapter five, I showed the ways that task completion was the priority of the table area
in the room. Kids deemed the paper-based tasks as the work of kindergarten. And, kids who were
able to finish this work because they possessed the content-knowledge and focus needed to stay
on task were considered smart and capable. When a child completed a task at their station, they
were routinely dismissed to the rug to play a sentence-building or sight word game or read to
themselves. They had a higher level of permissible mobility than their peers who did not finish
the tasks required of them. There was also the physical and more permanent indicator of this type
of smartness with the catch-up folders. The reward for staying on task was not only the relief of
an empty catch-up folder but also an actual sticker that publicly advertised to everyone that a
child had accomplished a goal and managed to meet the teachers’ expectations for taskcompletion. The frequency of times I saw kids playing Silly Sentences corresponded with the
numbers of stickers on their catch-up folders – there were more stickers on the folders of kids
who were granted the opportunity to move onto the rug and play silly sentences. Interestingly,
when I compared who was afforded the opportunity to move to the rug and play word games or
read with students’ performance on a standardized literacy assessment, the kids who were
granted mobility also were at a lower risk for needing literacy-related interventions (see Table
6.1). Smartness, then, directly corresponded with task completion and access to increased
mobility.
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Table 6. 2 Task Completion as Smartness
Students’ instructional tier for literacy based on a standardized assessment*
Kids who sometimes or often played Silly
Sentences because they completed their
literacy station task

Kids who rarely or never played Silly
Sentences during morning literacy stations

Olivia

Tier 1

Steve-Tom

Tier 2

Flower

Tier 2

Kya

Tier 3

Shivank

Tier 1

Carla

Tier 3

Gussy

Tier 1

Ella

Tier 3

Hobby-Bear

Tier 2

Stan-the-Man

Tier 2

Paige

Tier 1

Frozen

Tier 2

Valerie

Tier 1

Super-Adam

Tier 1

Brick-Archery

Tier 1

1-2-3-1-2-3

Tier 3

July

Tier 2

Zee

Tier 3

Iza

Tier 1

Iysha

Tier 2

Fire

Tier 1

Paxon

Tier 1

* Tier 1 means a child is on-level according to the standardized assessment and they do not
need additional specialized instruction; Tier 2 means results of the standardized assessment
categorize a child as a moderate risk relative to their literacy skills and needing some
specialized/targeted instruction; Tier 3 means a child is below-level according to the
standardized assessment and needs highly targeted instruction in small groups. Tier 3 students
received direct-instruction from the Reading Specialists several days per week.
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Smartness Afforded Less Punishing Responses from the Teacher
Rather than being corrected in a directive way, kids who were perceived as possessing
smartness were afforded playful or questioning responses from the teacher when they were not
meeting expectations. This pattern was evident for individuals as well as small groups. Olivia
was asked questions related to her behavior over and over: When setting expectations for recess
inside on April 20 Mrs. Bailey said to the group as she noticed Olivia squirming at the back of
the rug: “Here are our choices. Olivia are you ready to be a great listener? I need you sitting
criss-cross pretzel.” Later during clean-up from recess, Olivia spoke to Gussy who was taking a
moment to herself laying on the orange bean bag. “What’re you doing?” Olivia asked Gussy as
Olivia put away her ipad. Spotting Olivia talking to Gussy rather than putting her materials
away, Mrs. Bailey asked, “Hey Liv, are you ready? Are you going to put that away for me?”
Another time, Shivank approached Mrs. Bailey because Olivia had sat in the seat where he was
sitting. Mrs. Bailey asked aloud, “Olivia, is this happening again? Was Shivank sitting there
first?” but when Steve-Tom was not where he was supposed be moment moments later, Mrs.
Bailey scolded, “You can sit down and get started now or Mrs. Bailey can add you to the time
out list for later today.” Similarly, when Hobby-Bear was goofing around during a station, Mrs.
Bailey declared, “Hobby-Bear, I need you to be done with the silliness.” Olivia, who was in the
“highest” group was granted a questioning response. Hobby-Bear, who was in the “middle of the
road” group was granted a directive response. Steve-Tom, who was in the “struggling” group
was granted a threatening response.
This same pattern held when the entire group of children was perceived as smart. Mrs.
Bailey grouped kids “of like ability” during morning stations. Early in my observations, I noticed
she would ask questions of the group she considered higher. For instance, during the iPad station,
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Brick-Archery, Paxon, Flower, Valerie, Shivank, and Olivia were talking about what letter
sounds they were working on. Olivia asked Flower what letter she was on: “T?” Flower replied,
“No.” Olivia: “M?” Flower: “No.” Olivia: “I get one more guess. Uhm, I give up.” Noticing their
chatter, Mrs. Bailey spoke up from two tables over: “Hey iPad friends, what’re the rules? Is it
something we do with partners or by ourselves?” The kids replied, “By ourselves.” On a
different day, Steve-Tom and 1-2-3-1-2-3 were doing worksheets at the white table. They
overheard Mrs. Bailey reading aloud with Super-Adam at the blue table. Mrs. Bailey read with
her hand over Super-Adam’s hand tracking the words at the bottom of the page: “I do not eat red
fish.” From his seat at the white table 1-2-3-1-2-3 exclaimed, “Red fish?! That’s weird. The red
fish is going to eat my body.” This led to Steve-Tom talking about eating octopus (he was
coloring an octopus on his sheet): “You guys never tried octopus before?” Hearing their
conversation, Mrs. Bailey approached the white table from her place at the blue table: “If you
two are going to keep talking and fooling around and not doing work then we’re going to add
your name to the time out list. You hear me?” 1-2-3-1-2-3 and Steve-Tom looked at Mrs. Bailey
saying “Yeah” in unison. Then, after Mrs. Bailey had returned to the blue table, 1-2-3-1-2-3 used
barely a whisper to say, “Shh. We can’t talk,” with his finger over his lips in a be-quiet gesture.
Mrs. Bailey physically moved herself to 1-2-3-1-2-3 and Steve-Tom and offered a corrective and
threatening response while she simply questioned Flower, Olivia, and the others at the iPad table
of the expectations without moving her body or gaining in proximity to the group. In the second
example, Mrs. Bailey also was specific in declaring who she was talking to (“you two) whereas
in the first example she was more general by speaking to the entire iPad table (“Hey iPad
friends”). Perceived smartness in these examples coincided with question-based responses from
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Mrs. Bailey that were less punishing than the directive and threatening responses offered to
students who were perceived as lacking in some form of smartness.
Cultural Capital as a Lever for Mobility
A troubling pattern in the data emerged as I paid attention to the ways Mrs. Bailey
responded differently to students depending on the students’ proximity to her own cultural
norms. Consistently, cultural capital trumped agency and smartness in terms of increasing a
child’s chance for a positive or playful response from Mrs. Bailey, for feelings of connection and
belonging in the classroom, and freedom to move one’s body, be vocal and feel competent. Kids
voices and bodies were mobile through the room and there were several times when kids access
to such mobility was uneven. For instance, in early April, I saw Paxon and Valerie looking at
Carla while she quietly cried with a tissue in her hand. Mrs. Bailey was standing close to Carla,
providing comfort and easing Carla’s transition into her literacy station. Carla liked wearing
headphones for much of the day because sometimes she felt the classroom was too loud. Carla
was a relatively quiet child who often expressed worry and anxiety, and I never witnessed her
have a boisterous outburst. Not five minutes later, the English as a New Language teacher
walked in the room with 1-2-3-1-2-3. She announced to Mrs. Bailey, for all to hear, “Mrs.
Bailey, 1-2-3-1-2-3 wasn’t doing what he was supposed to be doing.” 1-2-3-1-2-3- walked in and
joined his typical literacy group at the white table. He defeatedly put his head down into his arms
on the table between Steve-Tom and Ella. A bit later, Ella walked up to Mrs. Bailey and said,
“Mrs. Bailey, 1-2-3-1-2-3’s crying.” Mrs. Bailey replied, “I know. He didn’t have such a good
day with Mrs. E. We’re just going to let him be quiet.” Both Carla and 1-2-3-1-2-3 quietly cried,
but only Carla received direct comfort. Mrs. Bailey never directly addressed 1-2-3-1-2-3 about
his tears or feelings. Instead, she gave him a quiet minute and then said, “1-2-3-1-2-3, we’re
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using our journals today.” Carla and 1-2-3-1-2-3 were both coping with their environment and
their feelings about it. But, their different coping mechanisms evoked different responses from
their teacher. Carla, a quiet girl, was afforded the opportunity to be heard and have her feelings
validated whereas1-2-3-1-2-3, a boisterous boy, was left to feel incompetent and shamed
publicly by another teacher.
Another key example of uneven access to this mobility happened a couple days apart
during morning stations. One Wednesday morning in May during stations Brick-Archery, Paxon,
Olivia, Shivank, Flower and Valerie were at the white table using crayons to shade umbrellas
labelled with corresponding color words. Brick-Archery announced to the table, “I have a
favorite song,” and he promptly began to sing the lyrics “The birdy’s tweets are mine. The city
street and both of your feet…” Paxon chimed in and quietly sang along with Brick-Archery
while they colored. From her position near the green table, Mrs. Bailey said Brick-Archery’s
name aloud and he stopped singing for a few moments.
While singing, Brick-Archery and Paxon continued to color their umbrellas and stay on
task. Meanwhile at the same table, Olivia and Flower were disagreeing over a crayon. Flower
was at a stand-still with her coloring and asked from directly across the table, “Can I have the
teal now? Olivia?” Flower whined the words in a way that made me think it was not the first
time she asked Olivia for the crayon. Olivia, with her umbrella (labelled blue) shaded teal, kept
the crayon in her left hand as she used her right to reach for a pink crayon in the basket,
purposely ignoring Flower. Flower’s hand went to her forehead with her elbow on the table in a
frustrated gesture. Olivia, without making eye contact with Flower, asked, “What do you need it
for?” Sweeping her hand across the empty umbrellas on her page, Flower indicated, “To color in
this. I haven’t even done these.” Olivia kept the teal crayon in her hand despite Flower
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continuing to voice her desire to use it and take a turn. Then, Flower rose from her seat to cross
the room and tell Mrs. Bailey at the blue table that Olivia was not sharing. Spotting Flower on
the move, Olivia says loudly, “What? You can have it!” But Flower proceeded to say to Mrs.
Bailey, “Olivia’s not sharing.” Although the teal had sat dormant in Olivia’s left hand while she
worked with the pink crayon for a solid 20 seconds. Olivia said she was using it and quickly
pressed the teal to her umbrella labelled blue, coloring it over and over, when Mrs. Bailey
glanced her way. Mrs. Bailey did not say anything to either child but did make eye contact with
Olivia and narrow her eyes slightly. By now Flower had made her way back to the white table
and asked Olivia in an exasperated tone, “Why do you even keep using it?” Olivia replied,
“Because I want no white spots.” Then, when Flower was back at her seat, Olivia noisily placed
the teal down on top of Flower’s page. Though Olivia was intentionally ignoring Flower’s
requests (moments later Flower said “Look, Olivia” four times in a row with Olivia pretending
not to hear) and the two of them escalated to the point where Flower physically moved to seek
out help from Mrs. Bailey, ultimately it was Brick-Archery who received a punishing
consequence. When he continued to quietly hum the song stuck in his head,.Mrs. Bailey said,
“Brick-Archery, you can come over here and work.” Brick-Archery then sat at the round table
for the duration of the station, coloring in silence while Olivia and Flower continued to battle
over the crayons with a non-verbal glance at Olivia as Mrs. Bailey’s only acknowledgment.
The following Monday morning while the kids were doing their stations, Iza, Gussy,
Iysha, Hobby-Bear, Carla and Paige were at the white table. Iza began singing “Let It Go” from
Frozen using a small voice. Soon, Iysha joined in and the voices grew louder. Mrs. Bailey said,
“What is going on over there? Did you watch Frozen this weekend?” She walked a couple steps
from the blue table toward the white and jokingly added, “I appreciate you singing though
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because you just replaced the song that’s been in my head forever.” As Gussy asked Iza if she
was going to be at after-school care, Iysha kept singing. Mrs. Bailey asked them to sing quieter.
Carla and Hobby-Bear had their eyes on the page in front of them while the others were singing
and chatting. Three minutes after she first told the girls to sing quieter, Mrs. Bailey remarked,
“Wow! White table with the singing today. Lots and lots of noise over there.” At no point did
Mrs. Bailey tell the girls to stop or move to the round table.
In the first example, Mrs. Bailey sternly said Brick-Archery’s name when he was singing
and then later directed him to a separate table when he continued to hum. Contrastingly, she
affirmed the girls’ singing in an almost identical scenario. She responded to Brick-Archery in a
punishing manner and conversely responded to Iza and Iysha in a playful manner, affirming their
connectedness to her. This type of response may have invited classmates to view Iza and Iysha as
competent and Brick-Archery as naughty since the kids told me the round table was for bad or
naughty kids. Also notable was that the exchange between Olivia and Flower over the crayons,
happening in tandem with Brick-Archery’s humming, went largely unnoticed with no corrective
responses from Mrs. Bailey despite Flower’s voice elevating in volume throughout the exchange.
Olivia’s quiet defiance of Flower was not on Mrs. Bailey’s radar, and when brought to her
attention, Mrs. Bailey used a non-verbal, private gaze toward Olivia rather than a public voicing
of correction. Instead, Mrs. Bailey’s focus on Brick-Archery’s behavior, though he and the few
kids near him remained on task (coloring their umbrellas), prevented her from noticing the
toxicity of Olivia hogging a crayon and denying Flower her repeated requests for a turn while
also causing Flower to be less productive toward the goal of coloring the umbrellas. BrickArchery was subjected to correction, isolation, and a public consequence while Olivia remained
in place continuing to frustrate Flower, and Iza and Iysha had no consequences or corrections
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when they were singing. This anecdote sheds light on the dissimilar ways the teacher responded
to similar behaviors coming from different kids. Iza and Iysha’s singing aligned with Mrs.
Table 6. 3 Student Identifiers: For Reference to
Cultural Capital and Symbolic Proximity to Mrs.
Bailey
Kya

White, female, Tier 3, chatty

Carla

White, female, Tier 3, quiet

1-2-3-1-2-3

Middle Eastern, male, Tier 3, chatty

Olivia

White, female, Tier 1, chatty

Brick-Archery

Asian, male, Tier 1, chatty

Iza

White, female, Tier 1, chatty

Iysha

Pakistani, female, Tier 2, quiet

Bailey’s cultural norms with their Disney renditions while Brick-Archery’s song was not
relatable to Mrs. Bailey and stood out to her in the classroom’s aural landscape. Iza and Iysha
were afforded a playful reply and Brick-Archery was punished.
Brick-Archery and Olivia were similarly strong academically – both demonstrated gradelevel mastery of core competencies long before the end of kindergarten. When perceived by the
teacher as off-task, Brick-Archery was separated from his peers several times whereas I never
witnessed Olivia be separated despite frequently distracting herself and others from their tasks.
“Brick-Archery, can you bring your iPad over here and your headphones?” Mrs. Bailey said
aloud across the room after seeing Brick-Archery leaning over his peer’s shoulder at the iPad
station one May morning. Then more quietly she said to Brick-Archery, “I see you doing more of
nothing than I do of you doing anything. You’re definitely having a hard time lately staying
focused on what you’re supposed to be doing and it’s not making me very happy.” Moments
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later, Mrs. Bailey called to Olivia at the same iPad station, “Olivia. C’mon over. Bring your
iPad.” I could not see what was on the screen, but Olivia grabbed her iPad and showed Mrs.
Bailey saying, “Look it.” Mrs. Bailey looked at Olivia’s screen and pointed, “Right here.” Olivia
was advised to sit at the blue table as Mrs. Bailey admonished, “You are lucky that you’re not
doing this at playtime. You want to do this at playtime? You’re not even logged in.” BrickArchery was separated from his peers, had to sit at the round table and heard his teacher
explicitly state she was not happy with him. Conversely, Olivia was separated from her peers but
still had the opportunity to sit at a table that was not stigmatized. Olivia also was asked a
question about wanting to do the iPads at playtime with no reference to her innate skills or their
impact on the teacher’s feelings toward her. Mrs. Bailey only used the pronoun ‘you’ with Olivia
which actually placed Olivia into a position of competence by implying that Olivia had a voice in
this interaction. Brick-Archery was not offered a question and was scolded about his focus
instead with Mrs. Bailey linking her dissatisfaction directly with Brick-Archery’s behavior using
the pronoun I repeatedly which served to emphasize how his behavior was having an effect on
her. It is worth noting that Olivia directly aligned with Mrs. Bailey’s social identity: female,
White, middle-class. Brick-Archery did not: male, Asian, middle-class. These examples show
how Brick-Archery received much tougher responses from Mrs. Bailey than Olivia or the other
girls in the class. Brick-Archery had less cultural capital and connection with Mrs. Bailey
because of his gender and his race.
Conclusion
The kids in this study were unique and pursued opportunities in ways that honored their
own inclinations and motives. The way the kids attempted to pursue these opportunities differed
and resulted in varying degrees of success. The kids recognized that they could not “do anything
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we want.” Perhaps Ella said it best when she was talking with me one afternoon as dismissal
approached. She told me “It’s snack-time and home-time and we go to the bus. And we go home
and we do anything we want in home.” I asked, “Do you do anything you want in school?” Ella
replied, “No you can do anything you want at home.” Ella articulated there are particular
expectations in school – routines and norms that prevent a child from doing anything they want.
When I probed, “Why not at school?” Hobby-Bear chimed in from nearby: “Because the
teacher’s here and the teacher has to tell you what to do.” However, certain characteristics
enabled kids more or less opportunities to essentially do what they wanted with differing
responses from their teacher.
Kids who were vocal and got up to get the teachers’ attention by physically moving
closer to her managed to minimize the expense (their time) in gaining access to the teacher;
agency and rule-breaking was advantageous in these cases. Contrastingly, the adherence to
norms of quietness and docility allowed kids to obfuscate surveillance which led to quiet kids
being corrected less frequently than peers whose voices and bodies were more intrusive within
the space. Kids who were meeting the academic expectations of kindergarten and who aligned
closely to the teacher’s own culture of Whiteness (ie. Olivia) had a decisive edge over their
classmates in many cases. They were able to bring their teacher closer to them both in physical
proximity (by moving to the teacher or calling the teacher over to themselves) and in social
acceptance (such as being assumed competent and being asked what a rule is rather than being
told or reminded of expectations). Kya, for instance, was a white female like Mrs. Bailey, but the
higher volume of her voice along with her frequency of topic-associated articulations resulted in
her being frequently corrected by her teacher and peers. Carla was similar in cultural and
academic characteristics to Kya with the exception that Carla was not as loud as Kya and her
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language was more topic-centered. Carla rarely was corrected by Mrs. Bailey for her behavior or
ability to complete tasks even though she often sought help and pulled Mrs. Bailey’s attention
away from other kids who might also need her.
The motives for kids’ movement in this classroom fell into three overarching categories
and the movement had effects on the kids. This chapter revealed how kids moved in order to
access curricular and material components of the classroom needed for learning opportunities,
access competent members of the environment, and seek respite and relief from the tasks and
expectations of kindergarten. Agency and adherence to the classroom norms, smartness, and
cultural capital intersected in this classroom which resulted in uneven opportunities to access the
positive and pro-social effects of mobility in this classroom. These findings have wide
implications on practices in classrooms as well as in teacher preparation programs that will be
discussed in Chapter Seven.
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Chapter Seven: Discussion and Conclusion

This dissertation study set out to document the lived experiences of students with regard
to the physical and material components of their kindergarten classroom. In this dissertation, I
studied the ways the inhabitants (the students and their teacher) and built environment interacted
within a single kindergarten classroom located in a public suburban school district in upstate
New York. Kids are the most important stakeholders of public education. The gap in literature
prompting this research was the shortage of children’s perspectives on their learning
environment. Through maps, dialogue, and video-tours of their classroom, the kids in this study
provided needed information related to how kids construct meaning from their environment and
interactions within it.
In this conclusion chapter, I summarize findings, implications, and limitations of this
study. I revisit the built environment of the classroom and discuss the answers to my research
questions:
How do kids describe their classroom, and what materials and physical features do
young children mark as important within their classroom?
What effects does movement have for kids within the classroom?
What factors enable or restrict kids’ movement within their classroom?
Examining the built environment with the young children in this class proved fruitful, for
a complex picture of the interactions happening within the space became clear. The first section
of this chapter will weave in relevant literature to expound on findings from Chapters Four, Five,
and Six in response to the above questions. Then, I discuss the potential of a theory of spatial
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capital in the classroom. Lastly, I conclude this chapter and dissertation with limitations and
openings for future research.
Discussion of Findings and Implications
In Chapter Four I discussed the relationship of the built classroom environment, shaped
by temporal, curricular, and adult-designed structures, with the youth participants in this study. I
showed how the youth asserted themselves and modified my approach to this dissertation study.
These young kids were influential and caused me to question and revise my thinking so it better
aligned with the students’ needs and motivations. Chapter Four emphasized the agency young
children assert within their environments. In Chapter Five, I showed how analyzing the students’
collaborative and individual maps, video-led tours, and dialogue about their classroom led me to
identify two zones of interaction within the classroom. The central zone was the learning ↔
work zone and the peripheral zone, both literally and figuratively, was the privacy ↔ play zone.
The young children could identify what happened in each location of the classroom, and their
descriptions revealed the ways the kids made sense of their purpose as students as well as the
opportunities afforded to them within each territory. In Chapter Six, I laid out the kids’ motives
for movement in the classroom and what kids gained from this movement. I also described
instances when factors like smartness, agency, and cultural capital intersected in ways that
resulted in kids’ uneven access to the pro-social and positive effects afforded by the Zones of
Interaction.
What Kids Marked as Important in their Classroom
This study looked at how kids encountered their classroom environment. For some, a
school table or rug could be considered an innocent place, a simple surface definable by here or
there. By applying Massey’s (2005) theories of space and place, however, the table or rug loses
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its fixed identity and becomes no more or no less than an encounter and what is made of the
encounter (p. 139). Massey (2005) purports if space is “a simultaneity of stories-so-far, then
places are collections of those stories, articulations within the wider power-geometries of space”
(p. 130).
This study documented some of the stories held by the places within one classroom, and,
in doing so, it revealed some of the wider power-geometries of the broader classroom and school
space. The material components within a classroom can be thought of as places with character
produced by a wider setting and by what is made of interactions within that setting. During the
data creation phase of this study, the kids marked certain locations and materials consistently on
their maps and in their video-tours which led to the recognition that certain materials served
purposes related to learning, work, privacy, and play. These materials and components were
concentrated in certain areas that I called the Zones of Interaction: learning ↔ work and privacy
↔ play.
Based on how the young students marked locations, they ascribed meaning to the
material components relative to the zones for learning ↔ work and privacy ↔ play. As shown in
Chapter Four, the rug was the key location, or anchor, for learning and Mrs. Bailey was a key
fixture as well. The materials posted on the vertical surfaces at the front of the room (including
the ‘front board’) were also marked as important for learning. Moving from the rug, kids
consistently mentioned the rectangular tables as vital to completing tasks, aka doing the work, in
kindergarten. The territory related to privacy was the tiled section of the classroom where kids
marked the cubbies, backpack hooks, bathroom, fountain, and sink as important. The play
territory of the classroom was concentrated in one corner of the room called “the kitchen.” That
said, play and playful opportunities were taken throughout the classroom and in informal
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interactions as shown through lassoing cups and cartwheeling on the rug. But, it was the
relationship of material components in dialogue with the kids themselves that afforded such
interactions to occur. These locations, or places, revealed how the space of the classroom was, as
Massey (2005) outlined, the product of interrelations, a sphere of possibility, and always under
construction.
How Kids Described their Classroom: An Emphasis on Learning and Work
Kids described their classroom in interesting ways. The language the kids used as they
talked about their classroom revealed how the environment was, not surprisingly, largely
teacher-directed and centered on learning and work. When they talked about what was done on
the rug and at the tables, the young children in this classroom constructed ideas of learning and
work. Work was understood to be a discrete task done independently at a table and placed in a
mailbox when finished. Meanwhile, learning was something that occurred as a group and was
revisited constantly through established routines, especially on the rug with the teacher.
According to the kids in this classroom, work indexed a concrete and material transaction while
learning indexed a shared experience related to literacy, math, and science. Learning occurred as
a group with the teacher, and the kids constantly mentioned Mrs. Bailey was needed “to learn
from.”
Kids’ encounters with the environment were messy and situational. Repeatedly, the kids
described their schooling as driven by adult structures and they insisted the teacher was
necessary for their learning. At times kids even claimed they could not learn without the teacher,
which reflected a lack of agency. Brick-Archery mentioned the rug was a spot “where we get
morning meeting.” His language indicated a passive retrieval of an experience rather than an
active construction. Overall, however, the connection that kids made to learning, as shown in
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Chapter Five, represented a type of social learning described by Vygotsky (1978) where a
competent other, Mrs. Bailey, propelled their learning. The students constructed their learning
alongside their teacher and their peers.
When Paige used the word “we” to describe what was done on the rug (“We sit on the
rug. We sit on the rug and we learn from—we learn on the rug.”), she was positioning learning
as social construction. The learning for these kids happened in community. Importantly, the kids
repeatedly mentioned the value of having a teacher in the room. Again, this aligns with
Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of learning being facilitated by a knowledgeable other. On the other
hand, the peer-to-peer talk that was happening while kids did their “work” at tables was mostly
based on adherence to expectations and not on the specific literacy content or skills the kids were
practicing. It seemed kids did not see themselves as the drivers of their own learning – instead,
they had to rely on their teacher to learn. If teachers are to capitalize on their role as a
knowledgeable model, then they must constantly make connections to the curriculum and
encourage their students to do the same when completing tasks independently. Additionally,
teachers and teacher preparation programs must emphasize, from the earliest settings, how
students are the agents of learning and how learning itself is a skill that can be improved.
If kids viewed learning as something they did in collaboration with their peers and
teacher, then when the teacher was not present, why did these same kids default to corrective
statements related to behavior and adherence to norms? The type of discourse community
present in this class and the peer culture of the kids was one that prioritized behavior over
advancing academic concepts or experiential learning, therefore the students’ dialogue centered
on corrective and clarifying talk with their peers rather than enriching talk that supported the
expansion of skills and competence related to content. This syncs with Hatt’s (2007) findings
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that smartness aligned with never being disciplined in the classroom rather than smartness being
based on “street-smarts” or “book-smarts.” The kids in this study dutifully picked up on how it
was valuable to adhere to the teacher’s expectations and therefore wove this expectations into
their peer culture as they supported and corrected each other relative to learning tasks and
classroom behaviors.
Kids are capable of knowing themselves as learners. But, if learning in the classroom is
primarily related to direct teacher-led opportunities that all students experience and subsequent
independent task-completion, then kids may not find opportunities to learn fulfilling because the
current opportunities are not actually motivating for them. Instead, learning ought to relate to
kids coming into an awareness of themselves as capable learners with the motivation to seek
challenges, increase competencies, and expand capabilities (Dweck, 1986). Though the kids did
say learning helped them get smarter, in this kindergarten, kids did not fully grasp learning as
something they could get better at; they showed this repeatedly in the ways they ascribed
meaning to locations where learning and work occurred and in the ways they spoke about
themselves and others in the classroom related to their adherence to teacher expectations and
school norms.
The kids echoed the way their teacher spoke about the tasks happening in the table area
by frequently referring to such tasks as work. This in itself is a very important implication for
practice. Kids used the term work at their seats because the teacher framed it this way as part of
the daily structure of classroom language. This discourse influenced how kids viewed their
schooling and learning opportunities, for in their dialogue with me, they did not frequently link
work with the learning of kindergarten. An implication for practice, then, is for teachers to
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recognize that their language structures greatly impact how kids see the purpose of school,
learning, and work.
Teachers must be mindful of how they label learning tasks within the classroom and what
kind of emphasis they place on task completion versus skill and knowledge acquisition. If
learning, in fact, requires work, then teachers ought to consider what kind of work reflects the
learning that is desired. If value is placed on paper-based tasks but teachers never use the word
learning to sync up with this mode of “work,” then students will not view such tasks as relevant
to their learning. Or, if teachers do not label tasks like stringing patterned necklaces as work,
then kids, like those in this study, will not recognize how their hands-on tasks are tightly aligned
with learning goals and count as the “work” of school. Another implication related to work and
learning in kindergarten and other grade levels is for teachers to be deeply reflective on the
never-finished nature of learning. Perhaps educators need to find peace with the undone nature of
learning and how we are all in a perpetual state of becoming. As Hatch (2010) noted, and as the
kids’ articulations about learning showed, “Mainstream early childhood practices have not been
about teaching what learning is and how children can get better at it, but maybe they should be”
(Hatch, 2010, p.261).
Task completion, discipline, and adherence to the norms should not be the priority in
early childhood classrooms – learning how to learn should be. Another implication then, is for
educators to consider markers for success that are not directly tied to task completion and
discipline/docility. In this era of rampant standardized assessments, perhaps energy would be
well spent in designing qualitative, portfolio-based approaches to assessment that reflect a
child’s skills relative to their metacognition and identity as a learner. For example, a portfolio of
questions that kids ask could reveal the varied and unique ways that kids think about concepts
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within the classroom and what connections they make across disciplines. Young children whose
skills may not align with sitting still and whose cultural capital differs from the teacher’s should
feel competent. Educators need to consider ways for kids to see their smartness is not tied to
conformity and finishing tasks.
Young Children’s Perspectives
Corsaro (2003) indicated young children want to gain control of their lives and share that
sense of control with each other. This certainly was the case as the kids supported and policed
one another relative to their adherence to teacher expectations. Another way they did this was by
territorializing their physical locations in the classroom, as shown in Chapter Six when July and
other kids told me I was in somebody’s spot. But also interesting was how the kids spoke about
the material and physical components of the classroom using labels that were connected to
individuals and connected to the whole group. First, the kids often used the word “my” when
describing their seats, their cubbies, and their spots on the rug even though their spots were a
subset of more general, shared locations (ie. at the white table; on the rug). Second, the kids also
marked their each other’s seats, cubbies, personal belongings, and spots on the rug and named
their teacher’s spaces like “Mrs. Bailey’s chair,” “Mrs. Bailey’s desk,” and “Mrs. Bailey’s
messy.” By placing claims on locations within the room that were only for their teacher as well
as for themselves, the kids in the classroom revealed the power geometry (Massey, 2005) in play
within the classroom while attempting to take control of some of that power and sharing it within
their peer culture. The kids’ use of neutral descriptions when discussing shared locations like the
kitchen area, the tissue box, the bathroom, and the bookshelf also showed how kids recognized
themselves as individuals within a larger classroom community. By laying claim to particular
spots or locations, the kids asserted their agency to one another and to adults in the room. This
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has implications for educators and teacher preparation programs as we consider how young
children territorialize their spaces and how certain locations in educational spaces have one-way
permeabilities with only the adults having access to the material components. By considering the
boundaries that young children set for themselves, we can see where kids feel like they have
some power in the classroom, where they feel like they belong, and where they believe is offlimits to them. And, by looking closely at the permeabilities of these boundaries (ie. who has
access and when), teachers might be able to identify openings for young kids to add their
perspectives and voices to the ways the classroom operates with the possibility of creating more
inclusive spaces that appeal to their inhabitants.
Going into this study, I noticed a dearth of literature highlighting the voices and
experiences of young children in public school, especially accounts of young children explicitly
discussing their own opinions on the built school environment and how they are shaping and
shaped by it. In general, research with children is limited (Hendrick, 2008). And while this study
falls short of actually researching with children in the sense of youth participatory research (Fine,
2006), it does add to the literature in early childhood education by responding to Bae's (2009)
call to reveal children’s points of view on their life in early childhood institutions. It also
contributes to a growing body of literature more broadly spatializing education practices,
addressing Cole's (2008) question, “Where in schools are students able to exert a sense of agency
and control the nature of the spaces they inhabit?”
This qualitative study was designed to examine how young children use and perceive the
materialities of their classroom as they negotiate the demands of the school structure with their
personal agency. As Prout and James (1997) pointed out, “…if we attempt to account for
children as both constrained by structure and agents acting in and upon structure, we can make a
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plausible claim that such accounts, if rigorous, are authentic” (p. 28). By privileging young
children’s experiences and articulations, this study helped to document how young children
connect to their physical school environment and make sense of it. Hearing from children in situ
disrupts the child-as-becoming-adult mentality often spouted in studies of childhood (Mouritsen
& Qvortrup, 2002) and shows how “children’s interactions are not preparation for life; they are
life itself” (Thorne, 1993, p. 3). This study serves to confirm the literature on the relational
aspects of the learning environment. It also builds on current work related to the sociology of
childhood. Kids certainly have their own peer culture, and this was evident throughout this study
in the ways kids protected each other’s spaces, sought each other out during moments when they
were supposed to be on-task, and the ways kids snuck playfulness into every aspect of their
environment.
Related to the methods of doing research with children and gleaning their perspectives, I
noticed when doing the collaborative maps and individual maps, the kids often used verbs to
describe what was done in certain areas of the room. For instance, one child said “Where we
hang our backpacks” when referring to the cubby area while another said, “Where we do
calendar” when referring to the front board. This language has implications on future research
with young kids. Children are doers. Just as Anne Haas Dyson (2016) implored us to consider
the child as a figure in motion (p. 176), researchers should use language that allows kids to
describe the actions they take within their environment in order to open opportunities for better
understanding how kids make sense of these places as well as their identities as they encounter
these places. When Paxon remarked, “This is the, our mailbox where you, where you like put
your stuff that you’re done with if the teacher tells you to put it in your mailbox,” he described
what action occurred where and under what conditions. He summed up the simultaneity of the
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mailboxes as he made reference to the student (“you”), the physical location and material objects
accessed (“our mailbox”; “stuff that you’re done with”) and the teacher who structured the
access (“if the teacher tells you”). Taking a spatial perspective and having students describe the
material components they often access within their learning environment, researchers can access
kids’ constructions of these locations and shed light on what ideologies persist through them.
The Effects of Movement for Kids
By looking closely at the material objects in the classroom and observing how kids
interact with and around these objects, educators can better understand how certain opportunities
are afforded by the physical space. In this classroom, it was only the teacher who decided where
material components and fixtures were located, and so the interactions between the kids and their
environment were also indirect interactions with the teacher. It makes sense that at the center of
the classroom was the learning, and by moving within the classroom kids gained access to
opportunities related to the formal curriculum that expanded the kids’ capabilities related to
content. The classroom was also a site of kids’ agentic assertions where self-determination and
playfulness mingled.
When kids moved to the tissue box or garbage, for instance, they gained access to
informal interactions with one another and were able to take breaks from the pace of learning in
their classroom. By noticing these fixtures and analyzing kids’ mobility relative to them,
granular level analysis of the space showed that such locations in the room are important for kids
to assert their agency and seek respite. Kids need opportunities for these types of positive
encounters with their environment; they need to have social connections and feelings of
belonging (Kunc, 1991). The tissue box and garbage may not be thoughtfully considered within a
classroom, but these items actually afforded social connections.
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Movement was a way kids asserted their agency, and it manifested in many ways – from
cartwheels to crayon-hoarding. Sometimes the ways kids invoked agency was permitted,
sometimes it was unseen, and sometimes it was policed. But it is not simply that the classroom
structure allowed for agency; it was that kids were agentic. And this agency in and of itself
shaped kids’ perceptions of their physical environment, for the responses or lack thereof that
resulted from kids’ docility, mobility, words and actions differed depending on the child and the
situation. For Moje and Lewis (2011), “…the power of…agency still depends on recognitions,
which draw heavily from physical and social features of the person and the discourse community
the person is trying to enter” (p. 21). Therefore, kids gained a sense of themselves within this
community through their movement – especially their physical and vocal movement.
As Chapter Six outlined, kids accessed positive and pro-social effects of movement,
especially when they adhered to norms, and they gained negative labels and feelings of
disconnection when they were recognized for deviating from norms. Being able to move allowed
kids to close the distance between themselves and desirable components of the classroom. For
instance, kids whose movement was permitted were able to bring the teacher closer to them
through their questions, requests, and bodily proximity (ie. actually walking across the room to
seek affirmation or ask a question). Kids used movement to access needed materials related to
the formal curriculum, to access other members of the classroom, and for self-care– this was
teacher-directed in some cases like when kids grabbed a notebook and pencil to record the words
they were spelling as a class and it was student-directed when kids accessed drinks from the
fountain or passed a classmate a pair of scissors. When kids were denied opportunities to remain
in close proximity to human and material resources in the room, they had less access to
socialization that might have helped them acquire capital needed for permissible movement.
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Enabling and Restrictive Factors for Kids’ Mobility
This dissertation study provides new insight into the literature on young children’s
smartness, agency, and cultural capital. The findings themselves are not shocking given that we
already know that smartness, agency, and cultural capital shape access to opportunities. What
this study did was examine the ways the spatial and material elements of the classroom are
implicated in the interactions occurring amongst the environment’s inhabitants. This dissertation
sheds light on the relational effects of the environment and also demonstrates how very young
children in their first year of formal, public school pick up on the nuance of their environment
and can clearly articulate the priorities of school. If the priorities of the school are only shaped by
educators from a singular background, however, we cannot expect the outcomes to change for all
students.
In this study’s site, learning and work were managed through the built environment and
were based on the combination of physical locations and material objects coupled with the
mobility of bodies, voices, and knowledge. Kids who were perceived as capable of doing the
work of kindergarten and already possessed smartness were granted increased mobility via lesspolicing and more playful responses from their teacher. But smartness was frequently trumped
by factors like cultural capital and agency. Many kids avoided work and learning using mobility
as a strategy to seek respite, but they were often policed into compliance or procedural
engagement (immobility) through their teacher and peers. This tension caused certain kids to be
labeled as trouble or deviant by peers.
“A substantial part of the ideological work of schooling constructs and constitutes
some students as “smart,” while simultaneously constructing and constituting
other students as “not-so-smart”—that is, some students are taught their
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intellectual supremacy and concomitant entitlement to cultural capital, whereas
others are taught their intellectual inferiority and concomitant lack of entitlement
to both an identity as a “smart” person, and the cultural and material spoils that
such an identity generally affords.” (Leonardo & Broderick, 2011, p. 2214)
In chapter six, I showed the ways kids had uneven access to the positive effects of
movement as well as how the teacher used movement to isolate and punish. When the girls at a
table were singing while completing a task and the teacher playfully acknowledged their singing,
even thanking them for putting a new song in her head, it showed how symbolic proximity to the
teacher (ie. being the same gender) was an important lever that afforded mobility. Although Mrs.
Bailey mentioned the noise it created, never did the teacher ask the girls to stop singing, rather
she wanted them to sing quieter. Days later, boys were singing at their table while completing a
task and a single child’s name was called out by the teacher, shutting this child’s singing down
immediately. Later this same child was told to move into isolation after he continued to hum.
Smartness was not the driving factor in the teacher’s response. The boy who hummed
demonstrated mastery and exceeded expectations related to the kindergarten curriculum, but the
mobility of his voice and his access to peers were denied in ways his girl classmates were not.
The girls, in this case, gained connections to the teacher and a sense of belonging while the boy
was cut off from his peer group. Brick-Archery and Olivia were similarly positioned in terms of
smartness, but Brick-Archery received punishing consequences far more often than Olivia when
each routinely violated the norms of quietly and independently completing tasks. As Chapter Six
pointed out, it is possible that gender was not the only factor that played a role in this
unevenness, but race may have also been in play since Brick-Archery was Asian while Olivia
was White.
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Aural proximity was a factor in the policing of kids within this classroom. Quiet
(docility) was an ideal in this environment, so the kids who were louder than their peers received
more punishing responses from the teacher, in part because they were noticed more than the
quieter kids. This was true for the four students who I frequently witnessed being threatened with
isolation: 1-2-3-1-2-3, Steve-Tom, Kya, and Brick-Archery. Three of four of these students were
male. Two of four of these students came from homes struggling to meet basic needs. All four
students had voices that cut through the aural landscape of the classroom and, consequently,
drew attention to their speakers. With the exception of Brick-Archery, the individuals had not
mastered kindergarten expectations by the end of the school year. And this perception of
students’ lack-of smartness negatively impacted their mobility in the classroom. 1-2-3-1-2-3 was
an English Language Learner with a very different ethnic and communicative background
(Michaels, 1981) from Mrs. Bailey and other adults in the building. Steve-Tom was regularly
visited by the school social worker and psychologist because he benefitted from de-escalation
when overwhelmed by the environment or decisions that were counter to his own expectations.
Kya was deemed as distracting to her peers due to her high volume (quantity and decibels) of
talk alongside her frequent topic-associative articulations. These three students were recipients of
punishing responses from Mrs. Bailey and were not allowed to be as playful or agentic as some
of their peers who were presumed more competent.
There is an “overwhelming presence of whiteness” in schooling (Sleeter, 2001), and this
study demonstrates ways it operated within Room 129. The findings of this dissertation align
with the call to diversify the field of public educators. Research has repeatedly shown the need
for teachers to reflect the cultures and home lives of the young children in their classrooms
(Theoharis & Scalan, 2015; Haddix, 2015; Ladson-Billings, 1994) and for structures in teacher
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preparation and in-service professional development “to work towards cultural justice” by
discontinuing the practice of maintaining the invisibility of White supremacy culture (Faison and
McArthur, 2020, p. 8). Chapter six showed how kids who aligned most closely with the teacher’s
culture (white, females) were granted more mobility both physically and vocally. The white
females who consistently walked up to Mrs. Bailey and asked questions frequently had their
requests heard while kids who stayed in one place with a raised hand, or kids who simply did not
seek Mrs. Bailey, had fewer opportunities for affirmation from their teacher. Cultural capital and
agency, in these cases, intersected for these learners. Mrs. Bailey had particular expectations
based upon her own socialization and cultural-historical context. Classrooms need to be led by
educators whose languages and cultures reflect the diversity that exists in the community.
Toward a Theory of Spatial Capital in the Classroom
When I refer to spatial capital in the classroom, I am drawing from Bourdieu’s
(1991/2018) conception of power over space. Repeatedly, Bourdieu and other scholars have
shown the way capital has various forms: economic, cultural, social, and symbolic (Bourdieu,
1986; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1993; Lareau, 2011; Noguera, 2004; Rios-Aguilar, Kiyama,
Gravitt, & Moll, 2011; Yosso, 2005 ). Ultimately, possession of these types of capital leads to an
“ability to dominate appropriated space, in particular by (materially and symbolically)
appropriating the scarce goods, public and private, which are allocated in it” (Bourdieu,
1991/2018, p. 110). This ability to dominate space and appropriate its profits is the conception of
spatial capital to which I will continue to refer.
In their writings about smartness and goodness, Leonardo and Broderick (2011; 2016)
make a critically important observation that links directly to spatial capital:
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Race, gender, and social class are part of not only how schools perceive students, but how
they actively construct students’ identities, self-perceptions, and subjectivities. In short,
goodness is a central mechanism for creating normed subjects in schools. Through the
powerful constitution of students’ identities vis-à-vis “goodness” (as with “smartness”),
material disparities manifest in students’ experiences of schooling. Goodness is a central
valuation of who deserves or does not deserve certain social and material goods that
contribute to differential access to life chances (Broderick and Leonardo, 2016, p. 56).
A theory of spatial capital in the classroom could open lines of study around exactly what types
of material disparities children experience through the seemingly mundane classroom
interactions involving materials and mobilities.
Gaps in the Current Literature
When I queried the term “spatial capital” in a Syracuse University Library Summon
database at the time of this writing, over 220,000 journal articles appeared. By filtering these
results by subject terms, I noticed “education” filtered only 4,655 articles and “children” filtered
3,653 articles. In contrast, “cities” filtered over 12,000 journal articles, “ecology” filtered 10,528,
“environmental studies” filtered 13,551, and “geography” filtered over 21,000 articles. An
advanced search combining the terms “spatial capital” and “school” yielded only 112 total
results – 13 of which were relevant to public education. A dozen articles ranged in topics from
school choice and geography (Barthon & Monfroy, 2010; Yoon, 2020; Yoon & Lubienski, 2017)
to transgender-inclusive policies in California schools (Meyer & Keenan, 2018). Scholars found
the fruitfulness of applying Bourdieu’s concepts to school choice studies (Ee-Seul, 2020).
Verdis, Kalogeropoulos, and Chalkias (2019) documented a link between school neighborhood
characteristics and scores for being accepted into a higher education program while Dippo, Basu
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& Duran (2012) used a spatial lens to study an outreach program in a suburban Toronto school
with regard to fostering connections with and for refugee populations nearby while educating
local teachers about the lived experiences of people forced to migrate from their home countries.
Only one article considered the micro-geographic context of the classroom in combination with
students occupying the space (Brown, 2017).
Brown (2017) wrote about the ability-level grouping practices for students and these
children’s spatial orientations and territorialization of school spaces. Brown’s study followed
five youth ages 11 to 12 as they grappled with how they belonged in school based on their
exclusionary groups that were partly defined by narrow bands of performance indicators. Like
this dissertation study, Brown (2017) reveals the promise of researching spaces kids find
valuable in school and “underlines the extent to which identities of belonging (both as learner
and pupil) are not only constructed within the formal but also the informal parts of school” (p.
411). Given the chasm between the field of education and theories of spatial capital and mobility
studies, I assert merging these perspectives is vital for considering educational settings through a
new lens.
Spatial Capital: A Leg Up in the Classroom
This dissertation study showed some kids had more power over their classroom space
than others. Several bodies of work, most specifically in geography and economics, have
expounded on the notion of spatial capital. Bourdieu (1991) and Lévy (1994) both laid out
theories of capital as it related to the ability to access certain resources and appropriate them for
oneself. Notably, these scholars used the urban center as their starting point for their analyses to
consider who has control over their own space and the space of others. I propose scholars should
consider the micro-geographic contexts that youth routinely encounter in order to better
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understand how they assert their power over the space and how they are denied power over their
space. In the following passage, I put forth my theory on how educational research can benefit
from studying the ways kids have power over the space within their built classroom
environment.
Physical environments offer affordances. Affordances as I use it here refers not to the
infinite perceivable possibilities offered by the environment (Gibson, 1977), but to the actualized
affordances that build on Heft (1988): those that “are realized through actions of the individual,
or through self-report” (Kyttä, 2004). Affordances encompass the interaction between a person
and their environment – the action possibilities that also invite perceivable behavior (Withagen,
de Poel, Araújo, & Pepping, 2012). As Jaworski and Thurlow (2010) summarize, landscapes
have a dichotomous, dialectical nature in that they are physical (built) environments serving as a
context for human action and socio-political activity, and also as a “symbolic system of signifiers
with wide-ranging affordances activated by social actors to position themselves and others in that
context” (p. 6). Returning to Massey’s (2005) conception of space outlined in the literature
review in Chapter Two, space is a sphere of possibility.
An environment or material has functional possibilities and limitations, but these
possibilities must be considered relationally and depend on the individual interacting with the
environment (Heft, 1988). There is an assumed understanding of the function of rugs, tables,
bathrooms, cubby areas, and play areas in school “commonplace in our everyday manner of
talking about environment features…[but] they may be one step removed, as it were, from
immediate environmental experience” (p. 31). I suggest a theory of spatial capital in the
classroom could weave together the possibilities offered by a learning environment with the
actualized experiences of youth in their schooling. Such a theory could open a line of questioning
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around who can dominate classroom space: Who capitalizes on the environment’s affordances
and appropriates the public goods (material and human) related to learning?
The contribution this dissertation makes to the literature is it combines the built
environment and its social construction with the moment-to-moment interactions that relate to
the identity-development and positioning of the kids in the class. As shown throughout the
dissertation, a variety of factors intersected which led some students to have an edge over their
peers with regard to their mobility and access to the material components and fixtures of the
environment, their related learning opportunities, and their pro-social effects in this classroom.
This edge encapsulates my theory of spatial capital in the classroom. As Pink and Leder Mackley
(2016) discovered with their study around participants’ movement during nighttime lighting
routines in the home, I suggest studying the routine movements of students in classrooms could
help researchers go beyond what kids do in the classroom to consider how they are makers of the
classroom as they move through it.
Using the metaphor of “climbing the social ladder,” social capital and
mobility/movement are coupled. As findings from this dissertation showed, kids are on that
ladder as early as kindergarten, and some kids have a leg up compared to their peers. For
example, the profits of space mentioned in Chapter Six relate to status, for receiving playful
responses from the teacher, freedom to move one’s body and feel competent, and accessing
opportunities to expand capabilities are all effects of permissible mobility. The kids who
possessed less spatial capital – less opportunities to move freely within the class and to
appropriate the goods and people that advanced their learning – held a more precarious position
on the social ladder of this kindergarten. Smartness and cultural capital, as discussed in Chapter
Six, were key levers for mobility and dominance in the classroom. They contributed to kids’
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spatial capital and served as a sort of glue or tackiness that provides a sense of security and
surefootedness on the ladder for kindergarteners. One can imagine smartness and cultural capital
prevent slipping too far down the ladder – they helps a kid cling, or hang on, to some element of
status, heightening their chance for upward mobility, or at least stability. A theory of spatial
capital in the classroom, then, could open educators up to examining whether and how some kids
are more or less likely to access opportunities that serve to expand their capabilities.
As Löw (2016) encourages, “The question that every analysis of space poses to us is how
parts of space make it possible for other parts of space to take effect in relation to each other” (p.
xv). Studies of classrooms utilizing a spatial lens need to consider how children modify, use, and
shape the availability of such properties and parts of space comprising the environment (Kyttä,
2004, p. 181), for appropriating and dominating such things hinges on spatial capital. By
studying the materials components of micro-geographic locations in combination with mobility
of kids and adults in classrooms, researchers have the potential to see, in action, who is able to
bring close desirable materials and opportunities and who is able to keep at a distance
undesirable experiences. Thus, researchers can use a theory of spatial capital in classrooms to
reveal the uneven distribution of resources and opportunities for students with the ultimate goal
of identifying practical and policy implications to reverse such inequities.
The Built Environment, Mobility, and Teacher Education: Implications for Practice
This dissertation study can help educators understand how young children’s identities are
shaped through their built world. If the school reflects the state of American society, it is a
critical site in the project of making culture (Ogata, 2008, p. 585). A deeper exploration of the
school environment leads to a deeper understanding of the cultures it makes. Advocating a
spatial lens of the learning environment could lead teachers to face themselves and their potential
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to replicate institutional bias through material decision-making, spatial planning and permitting
or restricting movement in the classroom. By more closely examining the ways the material
components of a classroom are used, school practitioners, leaders, and fields beyond education
like architecture will be better prepared to design inclusive school spaces that reimagine the
encounters occurring through the physical environment to promote social justice and
opportunities for access for all. By better understanding how young children live in and make
sense of the classroom, we can improve the conditions of this environment for all kids, and as
Qvortrup (1997) wrote over 20 years ago, “This is a very modest demand of, or on behalf of, a
population group which at a societal level is mute and is being kept mute by adults, the dominant
group” (p. 101).
Though I do not know how much spatiality is explicitly included in teacher-preparation
programs (this is a question for future studies), this dissertation reveals why addressing the built
environment of the classroom in the preparation of future teachers should be a priority. Space is
imbued with power and the ways in which the built environment teaches, with particular regard
to who has access to the affordances of the environment via opportunities and resources that
expand capabilities, needs to be included in teacher education as well as professional
development. If teachers within learning environments do not carefully examine the accepted
norms of their space, they could be enforcing fixity for some kids while fast-tracking mobility
for others. A spatial lens focusing on the mobilities of learners holds emancipatory promise for
all kids to be honored as legitimate, situated meaning-makers and knowledge producers
deserving of access to enriching opportunities.
As a naturalistic study of the classroom, the strength of this dissertation study is that it
brings into view the taken-for-granted familiarity of a kindergarten setting and allows us to see
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and hear this familiarity differently (Macbeth, 2003). Considering the ways the teacher privileges
some kids and the ways this privilege manifests in observable interactions through kids’ physical
and vocal movement through the classroom allows educators to examine their own practices
around their invitations for mobility as well as their responses to such mobility.
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
In this section, I present the limitations of this dissertation alongside opportunities for
future research. In this study, I cross disciplines of education, sociology, geography and literacy.
Because the written form is often linear, this dissertation certainly lost the nuance and
complexity of interactions occurring simultaneously in Room 129. Thus, while this dissertation
reflects the situational intricacies of one classroom and its inhabitants, it certainly is limited in its
scope and generalizability. Future work in the realm of spatiality and young children’s
perspectives will be needed to validate the claims made here. As an adult, I will never be an
insider in kids’ worlds. I can never truly identify their position or their understandings of it, and
this is the greatest limitation to this work. Several other limitations existed throughout this study
which are discussed in this section alongside directions for future research studies.
“An ethnographic study of a particular case…does not provide findings that can
be generalized to some broader population. It is not a sample; it is a case. Its
power, to borrow from Geertz (1973), is that it gives us concrete material with
which to think about abstract phenomena.” (Dyson, 2016, p. 10)
The production of meaning in this dissertation is dependent on the contexts and situations of the
classroom studied, the multiple and simultaneous interactions occurring and captured, the
researcher who documented and interpreted it all, and now the reader making sense of this text.
As Dyson (2016) mentioned, the case presented in this dissertation study provides concrete
material to think about the abstract, and below I outline some of the limitations to this work.
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Limitations and Openings Related to Participants and Context
The students in Room 129 were all able-bodied and possessed no physical dis/abilities. I
recognize that doing this type of qualitative research would require modified methods to
accurately analyze the physical and vocal mobility within a classroom that housed students
whose bodies and senses differed from those featured in this dissertation. For instance, a study
that included a child with a visual impairment or a hearing impairment would need to factor
these conditions into the research design. Similarly, a classroom site where co-teachers or
paraprofessionals are present would be useful to better understand how kids access resources and
opportunities in a room with multiple adults. The participants in this study also were located
within the context of a suburban school district and though several students did not speak
English at home, the depth of diversity in this classroom is a limitation in itself. Future research
in urban and rural contexts would contribute to a broader picture of how spatial capital and
mobility impacts learners.
For this study, I did not examine the home lives and geographies of the young children. It
would have been interesting to know how kids perceived areas like the cubbies based on whether
they had their own personal spaces at home. This study merely scratched the surface of how kids
made sense of the classroom and its materialities. Future work should be done to contextualize
kids’ individual experiences of the school environment coupled with their perceptions of other
relevant environments in their lives.
Because this focused ethnography was done in a single kindergarten classroom, future
research should consider the spatiality of learning environments and the mobility of kids within
these spaces more broadly. Future research should address how students perceive their classroom
spaces across age groups and content areas. This study shed light on one of the earliest years of
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schooling, so future research should span the continuum of children’s schooling. For instance,
how do students perceive the built environment as they encounter it during math instruction in a
third grade classroom? What about students encountering an eleventh grade chemistry lab, a
seventh grade history class, or a mixed-age alternative classroom setting like some found at a
trade school? What happens within the various locations of different types of learning
environments? Future work with spatial capital across multiple types of classes and educational
settings is needed.
Another limitation of this study directly relates to the timeframe I was available to
observe in this classroom. The bulk of my observations occurred in the morning when kids were
doing their literacy stations; I visited the classroom during the afternoon only a handful of times,
so I did not document the norms and patterns occurring during math and science. Future studies
could consider how student talk during math does or does not align with the research findings
here. For instance, does student-to-student talk during kindergarten mathematics instruction
include content-based vocabulary more so than corrective or norm-referencing talk? Future
research could also take a closer look at the way kids teach each other during individual work
sessions as well as the content of their contributions during larger-group learning sessions with
the teacher. A discourse analysis on the types of talk kids engage in when the teacher is at their
table versus the types of talk kids engage in when away from the teacher would be another
fascinating addition to the current body of literature on learning discourses, vocabulary and
content-based learning, and scaffolded instruction.
Limitations and Openings Related to Method
The maps created in this study were analyzed as a product, but they also were processes
that unearthed themes present within the room. In Chapter Four, I described how Iza’s
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persistence in wanting to use the pencil in her hand to contribute to the collaborative map caused
me to re-think my process on the fly and invite each small group to draw on the map at once
which spoke to the agency of the youth participants. My structuring of this task, however, also
speaks to the institutional pressures bounding young lives. Once granted the opportunity to create
representations of their classroom, it was hard for kids to visually document their lived, multidimensional world on a single sheet of paper. My method of having students complete a map of
their classroom proved challenging because kids did not have a way to represent the vertical
surfaces of their classroom. The spatial perceptions of the kids varied, and without a clear
structure or reference points on the map, it was difficult for the kids to distinguish the distance
between objects, the vertical surfaces, and the three-dimensional nature of various materials (ie.
the back of the chair versus the seat of the chair versus the legs of the chair). This was a
limitation because some kids spent much of their time representing the posters on the wall while
other kids spent much of their time representing furnishings in the classroom.
The visual representations each child made were unique to their creators. This was a
strength in this study but also a limitation because my perception of their drawings was limited to
what I directly observed or what kids told me about with regard to their artifacts. For instance, on
Brick-Archery’s map, there were several “L” shaped marks. I was unsure what these were
representing, so I asked Brick-Archery. He informed me they were chairs for the tables. Without
checking in with Brick-Archery, I may have missed this detail on his map. Similarly, because I
did not have in-depth conversations with each child about their creations, I likely missed some of
the details they included. For instance, I found via my fieldnotes and transcriptions that
bookshelves appeared on only three maps, but it is possible that bookshelves appeared on other
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maps that I did not annotate because I did not capture their inclusion during the process of mapmaking or through the kids’ transcribed dialogue.
Future researchers can be mindful of the ways of capturing kids’ representations of their
built environment. If I was to repeat this study, I might use five pieces of paper: One for each
wall and one for the floor or use a box to create a classroom diorama. This way, kids could
spread out their representations and visually match them to the horizontal and vertical surfaces of
their classroom. Despite its challenges, kids expressed pleasure toward making maps. It was at
the map-making station that 1-2-3-1-2-3 had a sense of competence as he declared, “I did good”
as the kids walked around the table to see what their peers had done. Brick-Archery also
mentioned how he loved the map-station because he got to create.
Using photo-voice (Johnson, 2011; Jorgenson & Sullivan, 2010; Miller, 2016) would be
another way to enhance future studies related to kids’ perspectives of their classroom
environment. The opportunity for children and the teacher in the classroom to document through
photos what they find important in the room could lead to valuable insights. Having children take
pictures then talk about the photos in groups or individually could reveal more nuanced accounts
of children’s experiences – these would be formed organically rather than for the purpose of the
researcher’s on-the-spot interview or questioning. Also, by having young children take on the
position of photographer, this could aid in the visual representation of what they prioritize since
the drawings and writings of kindergarten students may have fewer details.
Methods for research with children are well documented (Saracho, 2015; Parnell & Iorio,
2016; Bloch, Swadener, & Cannella, 2014). In terms of the method, I was unable to complete
member checks with the young children in this class because my time in the field had to end with
their school year. Given the density of visits and large amount of transcription data resulting
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from this focused ethnography, I did not fully begin to understand what was occurring in the data
until after I had left the field. This is a limitation because I could have gleaned a deeper
understanding of kids’ purposes of and motivations for their actions. Similarly, a limitation to
this study with regard to the timeline existed with the teacher participant. By the time I fully
transcribed and analyzed my data, Mrs. Bailey had retired from her position. I did not build in
explicit time to member-check or follow up with Mrs. Bailey beyond the interview transcript and
casual conversations while in the field. Though my study’s methods were not formally designed
to be collaborative with the teacher participant, I would have benefitted from Mrs. Bailey’s
insight and observations of the data as themes were emerging. Circling back to Mrs. Bailey also
would have been an opportunity for me to honor her as an experienced, reflective teacher. By
focusing my attention mostly on the students’ experiences, I missed contextualizing and
interpreting the data through the lens of the teacher participant herself. Though this would have
led to a different dissertation study, in an artifact-rich project with multiple ways to interpret the
data, this lack of member-checking is a shortcoming that future research could address.
My second and third research questions related to what kids gained by moving and what
factors enabled and restricted their movement were answered largely from observational data.
Future research can explicitly ask young children why they move to certain places in the room.
While the kids in this study could describe that they accessed personal belongings at the cubbies
and accessed privacy in the bathroom, it would be worthwhile to seek out kids’ perspectives on
the different reasons they move in their classroom as they progress through their day. Because I
left the field, I did not accomplish this. Photo elicitation interviews (Harper, 2002; Miller, 2015;
Pyle, 2013) could also prove fruitful in future work to document kids’ perspectives of their
environment. Using a combination of participant-created and researcher-captured images of
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participants’ classrooms alongside historical images of classroom designs, children would have
the opportunity to talk about their observations, what purposes each material serves, and what
types of learning opportunities may exist in particular settings.
In the future, a researcher could spend more time in the classroom gaining trust and
distancing themselves from the role of a teacher in the room while also alleviating social
pressures to conform to the norms of the space. For example, I asked Iza about her cartwheels a
few days after she did them:
(1) Meredith: Hey the other day when the substitute was here, I was videoing and I
noticed you did some cartwheels on the rug. How come you did that?
(2) Iza: Because I like cartwheels.
(3) Meredith: Yeah? And why did you do them over there on that rug?
(4) Iza: Because I wanted to- for enough room
(5) Meredith: You wanted enough room and the rug gives you enough room?
(6) Flower: Hey, you’re not, you’re not really supposed to do cartwheels in the
classroom, Iza.
(7) Iza: Yeah, I know
(8) Meredith: Why not?
(9) Flower: Because Mrs. Bailey thinks it’s unsafe and you might hurt yourself.
(10)

Meredith: Oh, I see. You knew that Iza?

(11)

Iza: Yep.

(12)

Meredith: How come you still did then?

(13)

Iza: I don't know, I just— I didn’t know.

(14)

Meredith: Hey, you can tell me, it’s no big deal. I’m not a teacher here, you’re

just explaining to me everything—
(15)

Iza: So, that’s the calendar.

Two factors were in play here. First, Flower interjected a corrective comment while Iza was
talking about her cartwheels, inserting the notion that the cartwheels were not acceptable
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behavior in the classroom. Second, my position as an adult and the kid’s perception of me caused
Iza to shut-down her responses as I kept questioning her about the cartwheels. My question,
“You knew that Iza?” may have been interpreted as corrective as well. Whatever reasons Iza had
for changing the subject to the calendar, it was clear she was finished with my line of
questioning. Future research can account for the peer pressure to conform to norms as well as the
positionality of adult researchers as they ask questions of kids. The choreography of accessing
kids’ rebuffs of accepted norms when the researcher herself is located in a position of power is a
sticky area of research with youth, as numerous scholars have documented and continue to
wrestle with (Harcourt et al., 2011), but this is why researchers must continue to grapple with it.
Thus, the greatest implication for this research is to continue seeking kids’ perspectives despite
the logistical challenges of doing so.
Take-aways: Centering Young Children in Research
Researching with young children proved to be messy and complicated. I grappled with
gaining access to a site and navigating gatekeepers, being a guest in someone else’s space and
not wanting to intrude or disrupt their flow, documenting the experiences of young children, and
actually honoring the voices and perspectives of kids throughout the process and in the final
written product while holding a position of power and authority over the kids all along.
Throughout this project I struggled to make sense of the highly unpredictable ways I encountered
the kids and their artifacts in this study. I made quite a few mistakes, but what resulted was a
powerful learning experience for me as a researcher and educator. Just because seeking kids’
experiences in their own words is hard does not mean scholars and educators should shy away
from it. Instead, we need to dig deeper and considering how we can improve school by
examining the meaning-making kids are doing in situ. Below, I outline a few take-aways (in no
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particular order) for researchers looking to engage with and learn from young children in their
school environment.
•

Wrestle with the power dynamic. I took months to wrestle with the issue of how best to
represent the findings in this dissertation because I genuinely wanted to elevate the kids’
voices but kept circling back to the power I held as the author. Consequently, I began
with a findings chapter demonstrating how the kids in the study impacted the study’s
trajectory. Then, I moved to foregrounding the kids’ representations and interpretations
of their classroom space and circled back to what I thought it all meant. All throughout
my writing process, I puzzled through how to keep students at the fore of this work when
so much of their lives were structured by adults and the institutions they created. I
intentionally tried to quiet Mrs. Bailey’s interpretations of the classroom so the kids’
interpretations could come through. Mrs. Bailey was included for context, but my goal
was to create a document that allowed adults to learn from kids which required me to
constantly interrogate my writing for evidence that kids’ experiences were centered.

•

Give up your control. The kids took this work in new and better directions than I could
have planned for, and I followed their lead in many cases like with the collaborative mapmaking process and giving them pencils to simultaneously draw on the chart paper.
Giving up my control of the process was legitimately hard. And, I failed to give this
control up on a number of occasions. As I listened back through videos, especially during
the child-led tours, I realized how often I repeated a question when a child appeared to be
veering off in a different direction and not responding to what I wanted to know. If
researchers are to capture the ways kids make meaning, they need to let kids take the
reins. But, this also requires more time to allow for patience on the researcher’s part. For
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example, the child-led tours were done during lunch and recess, and because I was
focused on a particular line of questions, I felt pressure to keep the kids on track.
Retrospectively, having another month or two in the classroom would have helped me to
better honor their agency by allowing for member checks and other opportunities for kids
to revisit their artifacts.
o Following the kids’ lead required an intense scrutiny of what was happening dayto-day in the classroom. Video and voice recorders helped me to be accurate with
my quotes and representations, but they also forced me to realize how much I was
missing. For instance, the example of Iza asking if “you get to watch them” about
the video tours was lost on me in the moment and caused me to realize, after
leaving the field and transcribing her video, the kids and I would have benefitted
from doing some kind of screening and dialogue of their video tours. It would
have further empowered the kids to express their perspectives of the learning
environment and would have demonstrated to them I was genuinely interested in
hearing their thoughts. The struggle with doing a study in a place of learning is
not wanting to disrupt the flow of the established routines and purposes for being
there. I did not want to interfere with Mrs. Bailey or place a burden on her to
allow time from her curricular demands to further probe the kids’ thinking.
Therefore, finding opportunities to check in with kids about the artifacts they
created for the study would have required very different allocations of time than
what was available for this dissertation, but future work ought to account for the
need to let kids reflect back on what they have said and done for the purposes of
the study.
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o Listen. The types of questions I asked were not necessarily the ones kids wanted
to answer. As I transcribed the map-making and tours, I realized the language kids
used to describe their world was largely based in the concrete materials and the
actions that occur with the materialities (ie. “where we hang our backpacks”).
Thus, by listening closely to the ways the kids talk and express themselves,
researchers can use questioning techniques that utilize the verbs and actions kids
express and enact. Additionally, listening requires giving kids opportunities to
engage with one another’s ideas and representations in dialogue. I intentionally
had the children complete their video tours and maps in small groups even though
their products were individual in the case of the individual maps and video tours
because they were accustomed to riffing on each other’s ideas. By having kids
creating simultaneously, a richer picture emerged from the data based on what
topics kids extended in new directions than what I had intended. These interplays
across the kids allowed for more extensive engagement with concepts that may
have otherwise been shut down in a more structured type of interview or one-onone encounters between researcher and child.
•

Recognize that access is filled with obstacles. The site featured in this dissertation was a
byproduct of my social network that stretched across a dozen years in the region where I
conducted my study. Prior to gaining access, I spoke with administrators from area
school districts who outlined steps required to conduct research within their schools. As
mentioned in Chapter Three, I bumped up against some barriers to access and one
administrator succinctly expressed his concern by remarking that they did not allow
“research on kids.” Anecdotal stories from my doctoral cohort revealed the complicated
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web of connections needed to gain access for educational studies in public schools, but
layering the desire to explicitly talk with kids about their experiences (compared to
attempting some kind of academic intervention or talking to adults only) seemed to turn
people off to hosting me and enabling my study to happen. This was a large obstacle to
gaining access in a public school, for there was worry that I would distract students and
their teachers from the district-sponsored curriculum and learning goals. Though no one
explicitly stated it, I sensed a fear and distrust from some leadership that I might reveal
truths about their setting that they would rather not have documented. So, being able to
conduct research that actually listens to kids required a high level of trust from multiple
stakeholders, persistence and patience in communication with gatekeepers, and a
realization that rejection is likely. This study shows that kids are incredibly thoughtful
and capable of making valuable contributions to adults’ understanding of their school
experience, but greater representation of voices is needed so scholars, educators, and
policy-makers can better understand how different settings and demographics (ie. rural
and urban classrooms; alternative classroom settings) are implicated in meaning-making
for kids.
o Mrs. Bailey was a vital gatekeeper in this study, and without her I could not have
done this work. Mrs. Bailey was rightfully concerned with how she would be
represented as well as how I interpreted what was happening in the classroom.
She generously opened her doors to me and granted me several chunks of time to
work directly with kids on mapping, touring, drawing, and talking. But, there was
always a precariousness to my presence. One pivot I made in response to Mrs.
Bailey’s participation was formally revising the title of my project through my
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university’s Institutional Review Board after Mrs. Bailey expressed concern about
the title. Initially, the study was The throwntogetherness of kindergarteners and
their built environment in one classroom, taking the phrase throwntogether from
Massey (2005). Mrs. Bailey felt this title implied a lack of purpose and
intentionality in planning for learning in the room rather than a complex notion of
bound-togetherness resulting from interactions always occurring and in the
making, and she did not want families receiving a form with that title and
interpret it negatively. Changing the title postponed the timeline for family
consent forms and subsequently reduced how long I had to speak directly to kids
about my study. Though this dissertation does not outline the complexities
inherent to researching within someone else’s workplace, there were plenty of
missed opportunities to glean deeper understanding from kids because of the
structure of the daily schedule and routines that were established prior to my
arrival in March. But, like Mrs. Bailey said to her students about their snacks each
day: “You get what you get, and you don’t get upset.”
•

Be honest and forthright with your purpose for being there. The kids in this study were
very curious about what I was writing on my laptop. At one point, I changed the font on
my document so it was less legible to the kids walking by. However, this felt deceitful
and like I was using the kids as opposed to learning from them and opening myself to
them as well. Some qualitative researchers advise bracketing your thoughts within the
fieldnotes, but this leaves room for someone to read them out of curiosity in an open
classroom with lots of movement. As best as possible, I would recommend writing
fieldnotes in a separate document from your reflections or wonderings so you can always
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read aloud to a child what you have written about their interactions. Once I started doing
this and simply read back what I wrote when they asked “What are you writing?,” the
kids seemed to find my notetaking blasé and took less interest in what I was
documenting. This also built trust with the kids because I told them exactly what I was
doing and that I was simply curious about their lives and how they experienced school.
o Having the students come up with their own pseudonyms was part of my intention
with being honest about what I was doing in the kids’ classroom. I framed my
desire for pseudonyms as a way for other people to learn about the kids’
experiences without making the kids feel overly exposed. I told the kids this was a
way to protect them just like super heroes often have disguises and characters in
books can be based on real-life people. As discussed earlier, some kids had no
trouble coming up with a pseudonym while others took a bit longer or revised
their name, and this act of inserting themselves into my story made it so they were
figures-in-motion (Dyson, 2016) and not some representation frozen in time. The
kids were active contributors to this study.
•

Pay attention to what you are paying attention to. To learn what was going on in the
classroom, I needed to consistently think about where I was located in the room and who
was in close proximity and how that impacted what I noticed. This caused me to also
consider where I was not and what my senses missed. Because I was only one person and
incapable of capturing even a fraction of what was occurring through the space, I took
regular inventory of how often I relied on certain modalities for documenting what was
happening – watching and listening was paramount which meant I had to be intentional
about where I was and what I was tuning into. I strategically repositioned myself during
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observations to capture different locations and children within the setting, and I
sometimes set timers to remind myself to move after a chunk of time. Kids noticed my
movement but also became accustomed to me being everywhere. For instance, during
their snack time one afternoon a couple weeks into my study, Kya noticed me perched
nearby and asked, “Why do you move to different spots?” I replied, “Because I think it’s
interesting to see stuff from different spots.” She lifted a shoulder as a shrug and went
back to eating her snack and talking with her tablemates. As kids grew accustomed to my
presence, they sometimes stepped right over me. One morning I sat on the floor at the
back of the ABC rug near the blue table with my laptop open as I wrote about the kids
gathered for their morning meeting in front of me. Mrs. Bailey told the kids to grab their
notebooks and pencils from the tables then return to the rug with them. Seconds later,
children’s sneakers straddled over my criss-crossed legs as I continued to sit while they
moved around. One child apologized as his leg grazed my shoulder. By being
everywhere, the kids stopped questioning my presence which allowed me to change my
viewpoint often.
o Realizing that noisey kids drew my attention, I became more mindful of what I
was capturing as a result of the aural landscape – whose names I kept hearing in
the mouths of others, whose voices pierced through the cacophony of learning,
and whose emotions rung through their words. Had I continued to document what
I was hearing more than what I was seeing, I would have missed much of the
kids’ playfulness likes Stan-the-Man’s headphone lasso and Iza’s cartwheels. In
the same vein, allow kids ways to document their perspectives in multimodal
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ways. The child-led video tours were illuminating and contain rich data about
kids’ priorities and meaning-making that I only scratched the surface of.
o One important realization I had late in my observations was to consistently use
the same nicknames or abbreviations for student names. Had I started doing this
early in my fieldnotes, I could have more easily counted how many times each
name appeared across my observations and then interrogated myself over why
certain names may have been showing up more or less frequently. I was filled
with questions of bias and uncertainty in my methods after I created a word cloud
from a week’s worth of fieldnotes and both Olivia’s and Hobby-Bear’s names
were huge - indicating that my attention was disproportionately on them
compared to some of their classmates that week. The following week, I
intentionally reconsidered how I was observing and who I was not paying close
attention to. Replacing pronouns with proper nouns (ie. replacing “her pencil”
with “Flower’s pencil”) was a level of detail in this study that I did not
consistently attempt, but doing so could allow researchers to further understand
the frequency with which they write about certain participants.
The final product of this dissertation is imperfect, but it is a brick in the foundation for
amplifying youth voices and calling on kids to inform educational practices.
Final Thoughts
In this dissertation, I argued that one classroom’s physical environment shaped
expectations for learning in school and was implicated in students’ development of social
identities. Though I did not set out to study the adult in this environment, Mrs. Bailey was a
fixture, an anchor for the interactions occurring throughout the space. She was central to the
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ways the students encountered their environment. Considering the anchors in the classroom
alongside kids’ movement within the space, this dissertation demonstrated how interactions
occurring through the material environment track students for mobility or immobility in their
learning. What this dissertation did was show the ways that early interactions with school
influence how mobile a child is, and when closely examined, it becomes clear the teacher’s
influence on mobility is astounding.
They say the best pieces of writing serve as a window and a mirror. For me, this
dissertation certainly is both. I am Mrs. Bailey in so many ways. I am a white, female, middleclass educator who taught kindergarten and first grade for several years. I currently teach in a
district much like the one studied here. I want to emphasize what as incredible human being Mrs.
Bailey was. The learning she propelled in her classroom was impressive and her level of care for
her students was genuine and touching, but this points to the danger that underlies American
schooling today. I struggled to write much of this dissertation and admit what is a startling
conclusion: At the very earliest interactions with public school, the teacher’s cultural
identification and norm-referenced expectations shape some kids into pathways of mobility and
other kids into pipelines of fixity. A singular teacher can fast-track or sideline a child’s mobility
and access to social and academic learning opportunities. Nationwide, 80% of public school
teachers are white and 89% of elementary school teachers are female (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2018). In the upstate New York district where this study took place, 99% of
teachers are white while only 75% of students are white (New York State Education Department,
2019). Whiteness is baked into the system. In my opinion, it takes a certain level of selflessness
to teach kids. But, in refusing to examine the small ways that teachers propel and restrict kids’
access to opportunities within their individual classrooms, we are failing to identify the granular-
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level interactions that need to be placed under a microscope, for they reflect the larger,
institutionalized biases in play within schools.
Immobilities become the equivalent of being stuck in a track, and we know there is little
fluidity to special education tracks and disciplinary tracks. We cannot afford to continue denying
some kids access to mobility and to opportunities that will expand their capabilities. We cannot
wait until students are approaching the gates of graduation to consider what pathways or
pipelines await them beyond school. The built environment of the classroom and the mobilities
within it must be a lens through which educators view even our earliest childhood education
settings.
This dissertation study is a story about what kindergarteners noticed about their built
environment and material objects of their classroom coupled with their movement within and
through that environment. It demonstrates the power of weaving young children’s voices into the
research on classroom environments while shedding light on kids’ understanding of the learning
opportunities afforded by the zones of interaction within their classroom. The kids in this study
were incredibly observant and had picked up on the nuances of interactions within the classroom
and their understanding of learning and work should inform how public educators use language
in the classroom to reflect the learning that is designed to expand students’ capabilities. The
youth participants in this study told me what happened where and in doing so peeled back the
curtain on boot-strap ideologies that persist within the micro-geographic context of the
classroom. As a result of this study, I better recognize the ways language and patterns of taskcompletion shape kids’ understanding of their learning. I cannot unsee the ways space can
perpetuate injustices. I hope others begin to critically examine their position within the classroom
to identify how they may unintentionally be denying some kids access to opportunities while
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elevating other kids to positions where they can more easily appropriate the spoils of the learning
environment.
Post-script
On March 16, 2020, I stood discussing with my fifth grade students what it meant to
socially distance and how it could have an effect on the spread of Covid-19. I used matches in
playdough to show how the density and layout of their placement impacts how quickly flames
spread. The next day, these same kids did not ride the bus to school. Rather, they remained home
for their first day of “virtual learning” that would continue until the end of their school year in
June. As a pandemic ravaged through communities and families worldwide, I doubted whether
the work of this dissertation mattered amidst the urgency of the virus. Fast forward to three
weeks before my dissertation defense in August 2020, and the importance of this work has come
into focus.
In a virtual meeting with my colleagues and principal on July 23, 2020 we discussed
plans for school in the fall. New York State published its recommendations and guidelines for reopening with kids returning to buildings, and my district was diligently coordinating and
communicating options and what school might look like. Schools are about to entirely shift the
built environment of the classroom. During our conversation, I heard my principal say that we
were going to be faced with a scenario and environment that goes against what we know to be
good educational practice: All kids facing the same direction with desks spread six feet across
the room. Colleagues expressed lots of concern over this “awful and distorted” version of
schooling that was to come while using health and safety as a justification.
During this meeting teachers conflated guidance on safety with guidance on pedagogy as
they worried that dialogic teaching cannot exist in this setting. As schools consider re-opening
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with kids on site, the zones of interaction seen in Mrs. Bailey’s classroom are about to become
narrower: less playful and child-centered with fewer opportunities for kids to enact their agency.
No more gathering on the rug as a group to do the learning of school. Instead, school will be
work – isolated and at desks. The tissue box and water fountain are to become locations for
policing self-care rather than affording informal interactions. One colleague uttered that these
pictures of school feel too prison-like. The very people for whom we are claiming to return to
school will suffer most.
Throughout this virtual meeting, I was struck, for the built environment of the classroom
is now under a microscope. And, the reckoning over social injustices and inequities in American
society intersects strikingly with the image of schools post-Covid19. Since kids in kindergarten
can clearly articulate what happens where in their classroom and astutely pick up on the social
heirarchies present within the room, how might educators organize the built environment to
enhance kids’ access to capability-expanding opportunities? When all kids are denied access to a
constructivist school experience, will it help educators see the toxicity in denying some kids
access? The kids in this study had little autonomy to do what they wanted or move about their
classroom. Could a post-Covid19 school be our chance to revise how we approach the design,
opportunities for movement, and interactive pedagogies occurring within classroom spaces?
Might we recover from this era of social distance by reconsidering belonging, inclusion, and how
opportunities for learning are afforded by certain materialities such as a rug where kids can
gather together, talk and question, and learn from a more knowledgeable other?
This study shows how priorities of school are reflected through the classroom design and
internalized by young children: learning ↔ work at the center and play ↔ privacy at the
periphery. Mobility within the classroom will be greatly reduced because of Covid-19. Even if
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we can reimagine a post-Covid-19 setting that disrupts the controlled panopticon kids are about
to experience, they will have been socialized into a confined definition of schooling. The childcentered spaces and the fortuitous and affirming interactions they afford will evaporate for
however long this pandemic persists. But despite the bleak picture of school in 2020, kids will
find ways to assert themselves. This coming school year, kids will not use that moment after
washing hands and waiting to line up for lunch to play a quick game of hot-potato with a Fruitby-the-Foot. Yet, they will be agentic and playful in other ways no matter how ferociously adults
attempt to structure their lives. It is up to us adults to honor these tendencies and plan for socially
just teaching and learning that affirms the kids who occupy our spaces. We must invite kids, very
young kids even, to the table as we consider how best to protect their spaces.
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Appendix A: Participant Consent Forms for Teacher and Families
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Appendix B: Participant Assent Forms for Students
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Appendix C: Interview Protocols for Teacher and Students

Semi-structured Teacher Interview Questions

1. Tell me about your teaching background.
2. Describe the physical organization/give me a tour of the classroom. How does it serve
and/or hinder the purpose of teaching?
3. Where are the three or four most important places in the classroom?
4. How do people and materials move through the classroom?
5. How do you expect the space of the classroom to be used throughout the day?
a. How is the way you use the classroom different than how the students use it?
b. How does the physical layout of the classroom enable effective instruction? How
does the physical layout of the classroom impede effective instruction?
i. If you were to redesign a classroom, what would you change about your
classroom? What would you keep about it?
c. What is the role of the students’ tables? What is the role of your desk? What
happens when there are multiple adults in the room? How do their worksurfaces
impact the classroom?
6. What types of social interactions do you witness in the different places within the
classroom?
7. How does the schedule of your day dictate how the space of the classroom is used?
8. Tell me about a time you witnessed an interesting interaction between students that
occurred at their tables.
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9. What role do you think the tables play in the shaping/forming of students’ identities as
learners?
a. How might your classroom flow differently if there were different worksurfaces
here? (ie. desks instead of tables; tables instead of desks; no formal worksurface)
b. What advantages do students have when they have a workspace that is shared/that
is their own?
c. How do you see the work-play continuum negotiated at the site of the tables?
d. How often do you change kids’ seats? Who decides where they sit?
10. How are you thinking about the space in the classroom now that I am observing in your
room?
a. Have your thoughts on this aspect of teaching and learning changed in any way
since we’ve begun working together, and if so how?
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Student Participant Semi-structured Interview/Guiding Questions for Child-led Tours

1. If we pretended I was a new kindergartener, can you take me on a tour of your classroom
and tell me about the different places in it?
2. What’s your favorite place in this classroom and why?
a. If you could spend your time in one place in the classroom during
(math/reading/recess), where would that be?
3. Tell me about where you put your stuff
4. Where do you do most of your work for school? Where do you do most of your playing
for/in school?
5. What do you like about being in this room? What do you find hard about being in this
room?
6. Who decides where everyone sits? How do you feel about where you sit?
7. How does your location in the room change throughout the day? Are you always in the
same spot for certain parts of the day (ie. math, reading…)
8. How is the way you use the classroom different than how the teacher uses it?
9. If you were to re-arrange/design a classroom, what would you change about your
classroom? What would you keep about it?
10. What do you think would happen if there weren’t tables in here? What would happen if
there were desks in here?
11. Have you noticed how your tables are different from the desks in first grade – tell me
about that difference. How would you feel about having your own desk compared to
sharing a table with other kids?
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12. What are the different ways you use your table throughout the day. For example, do you
use the table differently when you’re having indoor recess than when you’re doing math?
13. Can you draw me a picture of your classroom during math? During reading? When you
first come into school?
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Appendix D: Collaborative Student Maps
Collaborative Map drawn by Zee,
July, Gussy, Ella and Iza
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Collaborative Map drawn by
1-2-3-1-2-3, Steve-Tom,
Flower, Frozen, Kya, and
Shivank
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Collaborative Map drawn by
Brick-Archery, Hobby-Bear,
Fire, Super-Adam, Olivia, and
Stan-the-Man
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Collaborative Map drawn by
Valerie, Paxon, Paige, Iysha,
and Carla
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Appendix E: Individual Student Maps
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Students in First Grade. Paper presented at the American Sociological
Association’s Annual Meeting.
Devennie, M. (2018) “Bubble space” in the early childhood classroom: A firstgrader’s articulation of boundaries, fortification, and togetherness. Paper
presented at the 2018 American Educational Research Association Annual
Meeting
Theoharis, G., Ashby, C., Franz, N., Gentile, S. & Devennie, M. (2017).
Collaborative equity audit: Examining opportunity gaps. Paper presented at
2017 University Council for Educational Administration Annual Convention
Devennie, M. (2017). Desks: Sites of Institutional Structure and Kids’ Agency in a
First Grade Classroom. Paper presented at 2017 AERA Annual Meeting
Devennie, M. & Boyd, M.P. (2008). “A fair number of read-alouds come from
the kids’ suggestions”: An articulation of how one veteran 3rd grade teacher
selects narrative read alouds and creates a literate community in the process.
Paper presented at The International Literacy Association Annual Convention,
Atlanta, GA.
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Theoharis, G., Ashby, C., Devennie, M., Franz, N., Gentile, S., & Williams, C.
(2018) Collaborative equity audits: Examining opportunity gaps. For the
Syracuse City School District and School of Education Collaborative Showcase
on June 15, 2018.
Devennie, M. (2018). Guest Critic. Little utopias: The architecture of
children’s learning environments. Syracuse University School of
Architecture. ARC 500 Spring 2018

Invited
Presentations

Devennie, M. (2015). Surveying Stakeholders for the Transition to PreK. For
building faculty and staff, North Syracuse Early Education Program.
Devennie, M., Kane, M. & Ratcliffe, D. (2014) Consulting, Collaborating, &
Coaching: Role of the Mentor. For Districtwide K-12 Mentor Educators,
Liverpool CSD.

Research
Experience

Devennie, M. (2014). Professional and Collegial Collaboration: Expectations for
the Mentoring Relationship. For Districtwide K-12 New and Mentor Educators,
Liverpool CSD.
Research Collaborator: Equity Audit, Syracuse City School District, Spring 2017 –
Present
with Dr. George Theoharis and Dr. Christine Ashby
Qualitative Research Apprenticeship: Social Interaction in First Grade, 20162017
with Dr. George Theoharis,
2019: (1) Summer Dissertation Fellowship ($4000), Syracuse University,
Graduate School

Grants

2018: (1) Creative + Research Grant ($1000), Syracuse University, School of
Education
(2) SU School of Education Graduate Student Organization Travel Award
($325)
(3) SU Graduate School Organization Travel Grant ($400)
(4) American Sociological Association Travel Award ($250)
2017: (1) SU Graduate School Organization Travel Grant ($400)
(2) SU School of Education Student Travel Grant ($400
2016: (1) Creative + Research Grant ($750), Syracuse University, School of
Education
2007: (1) Margaret Golton & Joseph D. Novak Fund ($1000), Cornell
University
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American Sociological Association’s Student Forum Paper Award, August 2018
Syracuse University Graduate School Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award,
Spring 2017

Academic
Awards and
Honors

Graduate Assistantship, SU School of Education, Fall 2015 – Present
Syracuse University Superintendents Alumni Association Scholarship, Fall 2014
Weil Memorial Fellowship in Literacy Education, Binghamton University, Fall
2006
Graduate Assistantship, Binghamton University, School of Education, 2006 –
2007
Fifth Grade ▪ Nate Perry Elementary, Sept 2019 – present, Liverpool CSD,
Liverpool, NY
Educational Leadership Administrative Intern, Woodland Elementary, Aug 2018
– June 2019
East Syracuse Minoa CSD, East Syracuse, NY
Pre-School Transition Project Researcher, N. Syracuse Early Education Program,
Spring 2015

K-12 Leadership
and Teaching
Experience

New Teacher Induction Program Facilitator, Liverpool Central School District,
Summer 2014
Substitute Teacher, K-6, Liverpool CSD, Liverpool, NY, Sept 2012 – present
Kindergarten, First Grade ▪ Nate Perry Elementary, Sept 2008 – October 2011
(parental leave), Liverpool CSD, Liverpool, NY
K-4 Reading Specialist ▪ Clarks Summit Elementary, Jan 2008 – June 2008
Abington Heights SD, Clarks Summit, PA
Fifth Grade ▪ Newton-Ransom Middle, Sept 2007 – Jan 2008
Abington Heights SD, Clarks Summit, PA
Liverpool Central School District, District-wide Equity and Diversity Steering
Committee, 2020
Syracuse University School of Education, Committee for Teaching Assessment
(Faculty Tenure Review), Spring + Fall 2018

Service

Syracuse University Unit for Preparing School Professionals, Fall 2016 – Winter
2017
Invited Member/Graduate Student Representative for accreditation review
Golisano Children’s Hospital at Upstate Medical Center, 2009-2011
Volunteer: Pediatric Hematology-Oncology

Professional
Affiliations

American Educational Research Association
American Sociological Association
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